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The regular meeting of the city government
waa held Thursday evening, Feb. 6th, Mayoi
Hanson presiding.
records of the previous meeting wer«
read and approved and the roll of account*
was read and ordered paid, as follows:

Contingent.$1,019

Special Appropriation

Free Library.
General School purpose.

Belfast.. County Cor-

School Contingent.
Free Text Book-.

School Repairs.

Compares Navies in
‘.it.Katahdin Reservation..
A. R. Button—Monhe-

Cemeteries.

Fishermen.... Maine’s

Highways.

aths.

;

Paupers.

Jefferson Club Reunion,
i

Notes.

Missouri. .County Cor-

in

Stockton Springs.
Married. Died... .Ship
.Mar-

..

Correspondence..
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Petition of S.A.Parker,et als recommending
that the taxes against the Belfast Building

Company, Coe-Mortimer Co., Foster Estabrooks Co., Leonard & Barrows, Lubec Sardine
Co.,and the Saco Valley Canning C-». be abated.
Upon the motion of Alderman Marden it was
voted that the name of the Foster-Estabrooks
Co., be stricken from the petition, and the
prayer of the petitioners was granted with
this amendment. Council concurred.
The ordinance relating to fire inspection, insecond

be

Equity

with

Program: openGranges; conferring

music; address of
Waterman; response by
question. Resolved, That
r.olish vocational training
tu be opened by C. M.

recess;

reading

and

sent

to the council.

report of the City Marshal was read,
accepted and ordered placed on file. Council
The

concurred.

The resignation of Geo. W. Patterson, member of the school committee from Ward 5, w\s

accepted. Council concurred.
following orders were read and passed

read and
The

i-n

t-

taxes

elected at the last

.fleers

j

were

recess was

so w as

r

The

$2,584 70
Clarence E. Mclntire appeared before the
Board, requesting that this city government
recommend to the succeeding city governFrenchboro

GRANGE.

'MONA

40
39 90
50 64
89 98
427 71
58 13
142 28
22 00
542 29
9 00
183 07

Fire Department

Expedition.
of

ALDERMEN.

OF

in

concurrence:

Ordered, That the sum of $300 be and is
hereby transferred from the appropriation for
school contingent to the appropriation for
general school purposes.
Ordered, That it be and is hereby recommended to the Board of Assessors that the
taxes assessed against the Belfast
Building
Co., Coe-Yortimer Co., Leonard & Barrows,
Lubec Sardine Co., and the Saco Valley Canning Co. for the year 1912, he abated.
Ordered, That all bills pertaining to the
school department, after being in the hands of
the Auditor thirty days, be returned to the
office of the Superintendent of Schools for
filing and as a record of reference.
Ordered, That the City Treasurer be and is
hereby authorized to draw his order for the
sum of $50, payable to the order of John W.
Peavey, the same being in payment for land

adjoining
for the

the cemetery at

Citypoint purchased

city of Belfast by the committee on
cemeteries, and it is further ordered that the
said sum be taken from the contingent fund.
Ordered, That the sum of $250 paid to the
City Treasurer by Ira M. Cube for the use of
tiie rock crushing plant on his premises in

Northport,

be

hereby accepted

and is

in full

settlement for use of Said plant.
The following order was sent up from the
program by host Grange.
Council:
THE GRANGES.
Ordered, That the Street Commissioner be
instructed to build a plank sidewalk from the
junction of Bridge and Pierce streets to the
vt dom, at
their meeting
westerly end of the lower bridge Read and
let the members of the referred to Comnvttee on Sidewalks.
The petition of \V. G. liaseltine to the fim Academy have their
nance committee for an i:.crease of
salary
v.earsals and also for their from
$75 a year to $100 per year, was read and
Gy evening, Eeb. 14th. by it was voted that the petition be laid on the
.? d
furnishing their own table for one month.
The bill of A. C. Burgess for supplies furi
nth, Victor Grange, nished in 1906-07 was read and referred to the
i aked bean and pastry
Alderman Littlefield addressed the Board,
clock. Tickets to supper
relative to locating an electric light near the
shoe
».j
go
factory of Leonard & Barrows, The
program, consisting

reading,

music and a
time was enjoyed
•>f the evening wen* $12.
-her supper and sociable
ea.si.ru

chosen as a deleGrange, Lincolnville, to
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agrees to have all
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Science and to other paranswer to another suit
•”s against him in the Suick County, N. H.
in Boston Feb. 7th the
s
to be decreed by the
Mrs. Eddy for the pro-cience is va.id; that while
hrist, under a decision of
annot accept the gift it■ipacity of trustee, because
atute, still tne court will
will carry out the terms
y, to promote and extend
Eddy; that no claim is to
and adopted son should
bey received under a famfor any breach of the
on made that they would
imposition that Mrs. Eddy
: her
property. The adminthe sons $5000 for an asrights to renew copyrights
works of their mother.
0. George W. Glover of
Mary Baker Glover Eddy,
e leader, said he had not
raw the suit to contest the
Glover declared he had
s
attorneys to abandon the
investigating the reports
hat effect and that if true
be taken at once to press
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liter York of
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were
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to

to meet in

the
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committee

on

convention.
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Mrs.

CONVENTION.

She

-autiful mantel clock and a
V-freshmen ts brought by
<ng of sandwiches, several
I coffee, was served.
An

| >1.
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ueh enjoyed by all and
King and dialogue. Those
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and Mrs. Walter Smith of
Morse and Homer Craig of
:iMrs. Chester Nealey, Mr.
Nealey of Winterport, Mr.
Vork, Mr. and Mrs. Sumner
11 Clifton and Mr. and Mrs.
‘hJ daughter, Linda, of Mon-

;

Mrs. Thomas Lee
present in Europe. Mr. and Mrs.
Lee went at once to the home of the bride’s
uncle, Mr. E. M. Piper, where a reception was
given in their honor, and was largely attended.
The couple received many substantial gifts*
including linen, silver, cut glass and money.
man, is the
who are at

Tney

son

of Mr. and

will be at their ranch

home, at Absarokee,

Mont., after Feb. 12th.
Ingraham-Philbrook.
Monday evening,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
in Rockport, Me., their daughter
united in marriage to Maynard S.
Ingraham, son of Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. IngraT

riage

I?

--J

U

__

ceremony in the presence of the imme-

diate families of the bride and groom and Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard Thomas, who attended
them.

They

left

the

next

morning

for

a

trip and to visit Mr. Ingraham’s sister,
Mrs. B. H Cates, in East Vassalboro. They
have the best wishes of all their many friends.

short

SECRET SOCIETIES.
they departed for their
slung Mr. and Mrs. York
At the meeting of Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
arns of their anniversary.
tomorrow, Friday evening,;, there will be
‘*,e ^hoe Situation.
degree work on two candidates.
At the regular meeting of Primrose chapter,
ar trade
in New England is genSt
Order of the Eastern Star last Friday evening,
Practically all the eastern
mployed, while the appear- the degree was conferred on several candii’ ’:;(ore
weather is expected dates and a banquet was served after the
.Se^Sonable
n
improvement. Producers work.
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Ur an

views and claim to be
While activity ia

pr'ce8*
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There was a large attendance at the regular
steady meeting of Belfast Commandery, United Order
of the Golden Cross, last Thursday evening
and some five candidatea received the degree

Var'fties of shoe leathers, with
tr.p Anticipating advances to come,
^
strength of the raw
-lw°n,Vnued
Un 8
Review, Feb. 8th
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the City ot Mexico.
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Mexico >® interesting.
JjUic r?*1'
e hands
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Mex-

rebels. Maduro
a*ter the revolt of
Fdii *vVe fled
*• in control and Gon.
^ r*u*
°thers are reported killed.
of the

**^100

Kittredge

of the order. A number of candidatea will be
ready to receive the degree at the meeting
thia, Thursday, evening and a banquet will
be served following the work.

Regulator.
Horses improve wonderfully at a coat of 1
cent a day when Pratts Animal Regulator is
added to the feed, or your money hack. L. T.
Shale# A Son.

was

was

married

at

the last of

a

large famhy.
Benjamin

the age of 18 to

True and Mrs.
L. of Taunton, Mass.,
j S. J. Moody of Center Lincolnville, and Mrs.
j H. I. Holt of Guilford, Maine. She also leaves
one brother, William B. Dodge of Dover, N. H.
Funeral services were held at the home of
Mrs. True at 2 p. m., Jan. 28th, Rev. H. P. Taylor, pastor of the M. E. church, officiating.
The sermon was a brief and appropriate tribute to the Christian motherhood and wifely
At the close of
devotion of the deceased.
the pastor’s address, Rev. H. I. Holt, son-inlaw of the deceased, read a poem at the re-

ing

baking
C. Hopkins

mat to

a

oven, and
and Miss

Maud B. Steward
Mrs. A.
demonstrated some of the many handy household articles and served tea and wafers. The
Hurley washing machine, the vacuum cleaners, the common and luminous radiators were
shown, and the showcase of flash lights at-

\l>oc

j

ira-\r

nnnvn.

I. M. Cottrell of Boston
few days the past week.

rERsuNAL.

Haut is visiting

au

Mr.

Clarence Terrill of
Buckspor! was the
of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Hopkins.
Mr. L. C. Butnam, who has hfen
confined
to the house for several
weeks, is Bfile to be
guest

was

in Belfast for

a

Waiter Carter spent a few days last week
with relatives in Ellsworth Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Keating visited Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis A. Savage in Brewer last week.
at

Mrs. Annabel Paul Hopkins of Brewer
arrived Monday to visit Belfast relatives
and
attend the Food Fair.
Miss Laura Morris, who was operated
upon
weeks ago at her home by Dr. L. D.
lap-

some

ley,

Miss Irene C. Marks went to Rockland last
to visit her cousin, Mrs.
Daisy Skay
Bird.

Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Dennett of New York
arrived in Castir.e Feb. 5th for a visit of sev-

illness,

Rockland arrived

Edgett of

Wednesday afternoon, called here by the death

Mrs. William

Howe of

L.

Deiiast.

10

Mr. M. II. Blackwell c, Brunswick, treasurer
the Penobscot Bay Electric
Company, arrived Tuesday on busiros and to attend the
Food Fair for which 1 s company furnkhed,

Orilla Brown of Palermo was discharged
Libby Memorial hospital in Waterville last Friday, improved in health.

free, the electric lights, electric decorations
and display of electric goods.

Mrs. Edith Pease, who had been the guest of
Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley for a month, has returned to her home in Southwest Harbor.

young

Mrs.

from the

Mr.
tler,

corriuor.

that while

me sum nuu suuamuce 01 it an

majority of

Democrats
present evidently did not want a citizens caucus
on any terms, others were willing to make such
a

the

Harvey Clark

Winthrop,

of
Mass., the
who took the part of Timothy batmayor of Battleilurg. in the Get-Richman

Quick Wallingford play at the Colonial thealast Monday evening, was the guest while

ter

Friends of Mrs. Anna C. Rich, who has been
ill at her home in the Atkins block, will be
glad
to know that she is*
recovering.—Bangor Commercial.

in

Belfast of Mr. and Mrs. Charles O'Connell.

Idella D. Kncwlton, who resigned her
as cashier of the Waldo
Telephone
company in January, has entered the « dice of
her father, Judge Mayland Knowlton of the
Municipal Court, succeeding Miss Marie L.
Logan, who hud held the position since the
court was established.
Miss

position

Messrs.

Bernes 0. Norton, 'John Dowjand
Charles 0. Norton went to Portland Tuesday
attend the auto show. Mr. B. O. Norton
will visit Boston before returning home.

to

Mrs. E. M. Jones of Unity, who has been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Thompson, ret.
ed home last Thursday, accompanied by Mrs.
Thompson, wlio wue. hei guest foi a few days.
Pittsfield Advertiser.
.-

Rev. A. A. Blair 1« ft Monday morning to attend the funeral ut a iehitive in New Hampshire. From there he went to Caribou, where
he gave an address Wednesday night before
the Uni versa list Club of that town, and on
Thursday he will j reach at Oakfield. He will
return home Frida night.

—

of the steamer Golden Rod
confined to his home in Castine last week

Capt. Smallidge
was

with

a severe

cold.

His

supplied by Capt. W.

place

on

the boat

E. York of W

est

was

Penob-

scot.

Representative John R. Dunton and his
sister, Miss Margaret Dunton, returned last
Saturday from Augusta and Portland. In the

Wednesday morning, February 5th, the
Rockland friends of Major H. M. Lord received
from him the Christmas postal cards mailed by
him at Fort Santiago, Manila, P. 1 December
26. And that is pretty good time,too,considering the thousands of miles of land and sea that
separate the genial Major from Ids home.
The cards display views of the Philipj ine city
and jungle that are very interesting- RockFrederick O.
aire

who

has

city

former

Miss lur.L.n

brother at the
Governor’s

ball

the guest of her

was

Augusta House, attending the

Tuesday night.

on

Friday

night they attended the Bates College banquet
of Mr. Dunton's class, held in Portland.

land Opiftion.

Katherine C. Quimby went to Boston
Friday to be the guest of Mr. and Mrs
Horace Chenery until Feb. 15th, when with
the Chenery’s and Mrs. Henry Lloyd she will
Miss

Beach, the New York millionbeen

on

charged

trial

last

with

assault, with intent to kill, on his wife, at
their couutry home in Aiken, S. C.. r.r.d who sail from New York for Pi rto Rico.
Miss
was acq .lifted last Friday, has been afrequent.
Quimby will visit her sister, Mrs. C. C. Pineo,
visitor to Belfast, having a summer home at in Mayagutz for some months and the ChenDark Harbor, Islesboro.
“There is absolutely ery’s and Mrs.
Lloyd will return after making
no case against you,” said the foreman of the
a tour of the island.
jury to Mr. Beach after the verdict of “not
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Carter have received
guilty” had b?'*n announced.
word that their son Carroll, who has been in
In an article on Fads in the Boston Sunday
the employ of the New England Telephone Co.
Herald we find this mention of a well known tor tnree years, has neon aj pointed special
resident, at

summer

is orman

wnue

Saturday

nas also

Cove:

anotner sine

agent of Mr. Mahoney, the plant chief, and beHe began as lineman
gan his work Feb. 10th.
and was located the First year in Haverhill,
and while there rescued a fellow workman by
holding him by the eg, uneensen us, :>0 feet
air over live wires, Carter hinistiM in u .miner t danger.
The second year he was in Law-

line.

When he was in Harvard he gave considerable
time to the study of veterinary subjects, and
he decided to try to improve the breeds of domestic animals and fowls. On his place dovvji
in Connecticut he has stocked Ihe sir* am with
trout, ptovided grave! beds for the hatching of
black bass, improved the standard breeds of
chickens, finding plenty of use f< r his incubator which is big e?v. ugh lor 6,001-' eggs, and he
experiments with ducks and Canada geese,
lie goes down to the estate in the spring and
Ihe fall.

friends have been advised that

Belfast

Jan. 3lst

a

Randolph

daughter

Osborne at

Mrs

Mass.

was

Osborne

rence,

him

on

formerly

Miss Jessie

place

a Dll oi nisioncai

body

at

review

Bowdoin

mat snuweu

has

takt

of the time.

IN

REAL ESTATE.

transfers

in real estate

were

in
tL

Bert H. Stevens, Belfast, to Walter S. Douglas, et ah. Unity; land in Unity.
Ellen L. Lieb, et als
South Berwick, to
Frank E. Whitcomb, et ah. Searsport; land in

Searsport.
May F. Smedburg, Unity,

Troy; land

to

Rufus E. Stone,

Unity.
Haidee C. Townsend, Rockland,
in

Fitzgerald,

St.

Albans;

land

Miranda

to

in

Stockton

Springs.
McCobb, Lincolnville. to J. A. Medo.; land in Lincolnville.

Sarah F.
servey,

W. P. McCobb, Lincolnville, to James A. Medo.; land in Lincolnville.
H. Curtis, Searsport, to Alfred E. Nickerson, Swanville; land in Searsport.
servey,
Fred

Alfred E. Nickerson, Swanville, to Jessie U
Nickerson, do.; land and buildings in Searsport.
Lois E. Freeman, Searsmont, to Rosetta Merriam, do.; land and buildings in Searsmont.
S. J.
1

me stu-

increased

oulies

Ernest B. Hirsch, Thorndike, to Samuel F.
et als, Unity; land and buildings in
Thorndike.

The

dent

some

new

responsible, and

Douglas,

of resi-

Bowdoin Alumni Association of Boston
had the largest attendance in its history at its
45th annual banquet at Young’s Feb. 5th.
After dinner Dr. Myles Standish, ’75, president
of the association, started the speaking, giving

more

Douglas, et al„ Unity; land and buildings
Unity.
Wi'Iiam Henry Douglas, Unity, to Cora
Douglas, do.; Iar d and buildings in Unity.

his 90th

been bis

rati ari ante

l.owell, and his

F.

Carter, was the last of their family in Belfast,
but they are held in pleasant remembrance
here by many friends.

has

following

«>f 20 men, and

recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Feb. 10, 1013:
Joshua G. Wentworth, 'lhorndike to Samu 1

Frye, who before her marriage was Miss Elizabeth Arey. Miss Jessie was married to Mr
Osborne Oct. 18,1911, and their home is with her
brother, Robie G. Frye, at the homestead in
Sharon where the Fryes have lived for sixteen years. Their aunt, the late Mrs. Fidelia

Bangor

in

arduous but
the rood

mi

The

Elizabeth
baby
Frye,
for her mother, the late Mrs. Wakefield G.

15 years

n« vv

TRANSFERS

their home in Sharon,

was

overseer

lie is

are less

has been named

and the

the

truck

born to Mr. and Mrs.

dence, where he lives with his daughter, Mrs.
Edgar F. Brewer, on Maple street.

mj uic

and

of

remarked, no Republican “boss” would
dared to use such language to his followers, and if he did it would have led r.o open revolt. Several candidates for mayor were mentioned, but there seemed a general inclination
One whose name has
to evade the honor.
been frequently mentioned in out-of-town
papers as the mayor's choice for his successor,
when called upon took to the woods—or rather

business.

Ernest W. Clark of North Stoughton, Mass,
arrived Tuesday to visit his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank E Clark, at Citypoint.

have been his, to be met with refusal. He re
tired from the sea 26 years ago and for the past

have

to

William McDonald (Miss Madeline
little daughter, M, ns. of Finland,
are gue6ts at the Neal farm in
\laIdo, where
her mother, Mrs. Walter 1 Neal, underwent a
surgical operation last Monday.

Neal)

and

Mrs. Nellie A. French visited relatives and
friends in Camden for a week en route from
uiaas.

attend

Mrs.

Lincolnville is

Miss Sarah R. Gardner.

xioiyoive,

anc

Mrs. Grover Cleveland at d Prof. The.r.’ss J.
Prestun were married in 1 nnceten, N J,, last
Their engagement was
Monday morning.
announced Oct. 29, 1912.

Poor of New Bedford, Mass., was
in Belfast for a few days last week,
visiting
his mother and sister.
R.

visiting her sisters, Mrs. Esther G. Davis

by

able to be out

store.

of Mr. Tileston Wadlin.

George

is

Mrs. Lou Thompson has returned from a
visit with relatives in Lj r.n. Mass., ana w ill
soon resume her work in the
Howes’dry goods

eral weeks.
E.

improving steadily.

Clarence M. Knowlton, who had be.i. confined to his house fur a nun.ter of weeks

week.

G.

is

Mrs. S. A. W oodside of Sat situs arrived last
Friday, called here by tl e illness of her
brother, Mr. Tileston Wadiin

Louis Shiro visited his patents, Mr. and Mrs
S. Shiro, in Bangor for a few days the
past

Rev.

Tuesday

out.

Mrs. John L. Hinchman of Detroit,
Mich., is
the Green Tree Inn, Miami. Florida.

all of the Democrats present were
to his pet scheme he emptied the vials of his
wrath upon their heads. As one of his hear-

ers

j
|

Charles Dodge of Isle
friends in Liberty.

Cap-t. Isaiah L. Chipman of Bangor observed
birthday Feb. 6th and is in very good
He was born in
health and bright of intellect.
Bucksport, Feb. 6, 1823, and his ancestors were
He has commanded
nearly all sea farers.
some of the finest ships of his day, many times
and never having met
encircling the glob
with disaster. His fine knowledge of navigation and excellent judgment were generally
adverse recognized, and flattering offers of ocean liners

not

Tuesday evening

tracted many. The one gas light over the
gas range showed what a light of this kind can
do. The electrical display here and elsewhere,
*
indoors and out, was planned by Mr. Walter H.
j
miner
if thp f J. m 1V UfhipK
! Booker, the electrician of the Penobscot Bay
Electric Co., and all connected with the compriate. The floral offerings were beautiful
worked,in and out of office hours,to make
and expressed not only the affection of the pany
I
a display tnat is conceded to t>e equal to tnat
the
also
esteem of a large circle of
family but
of larger cities.
friends. The interment was at Center LincolnThe general decorations were under the perville.
onal direction of Mr. Roy E. Haines of EllsOf the late Mrs. Theodore Thompson, whose worth, who has been connected with the food
!
1 death by burning, Jan.
31st, in her home in fairs in his home city. The color scheme v.as
! Freedom village was reported last week, a gold, red and
green. Strings of Japanese lanS West Montville correspondent says: “Much terns extended from the center of the hall to
is
! sympathy felt for Miss Gladys Bryant and the balcony walls, each enclosing an incanMrs. Thompson’s other relatives here. Mrs. descent
light. Between the balcony windows
; Thompson lived alone and was about 60 years were the flags of the nations. Under the cen| of age. She leaves a husband, Theodore ter chandelier was a large Japanese umbrella
Thompson; a stepson, Darius Thompson, both and beneath that a whirl of Maine flags. In
of this town; her niece, Miss Gladys Bryant, each corner of the ceiling and in front of the
who was the same as a daughter to her; a
stage were whirlB of flags, and in line with
brother and other relatives in Freedom, Mont- them, over the
balcony, were clusters of Japville and Burnham.
Mrs. Thompson was a anese umbrellas. In the rear of the center
woman of considerable property. She gave not
balcony was a large American flag. The ballong ago $250 to the endowment fund of the cony rail was faced with gold colored bunting
church at Freedom village, also gave money decorated with crescents of poinsettas and
and clothing to other charitable purposes. She maiden hair ferna and boxwood wreaths
was kind hearted and she will be missed.”
caught with red. On the lower edge was another strip of bunting, caught in short loops.
Mrs. Caroline Elizabeth Mead died Feb. 2nd
The general effect was fine and must be
| at the old Howe homestead in Lincolnville,
aged about 84 years. For a great many years seen to be appreciated at its full value, and
she spent the winters in New York and sum- Mr. Haines was showered with merited conmers in
Camden. She whs a woman of rare
worth, intelligent, cultured and prepossessing gratulations.
even in advanced years.
She is survived by
The outside illuminations may be mentioned
three nieces: Mrs. E. P. Bower of Brookline,
here. The front of the Opera House block
Mass., Mrs. George Bullock and Mrs. Alice
was
H owe of Lincolnville.
brilliantly lighted with red, white and

personalT

tween

Colorado, as were the potatoes which were
brought to Colorado from Idaho. The baldwin
meeting was called to act upon the
Republicans and Democrats Fail to Agree
of New Hampshire, who wit sev- apples w ere fine specimens.
abatement of taxes on the Frencnboro Land & Ki.tredge
on a Citizens Caucus.
eral of his brothers, arul the ’ate VIoses Webin
Later
the
E.
day,Tuesday,Walter
CunningI-isheries Co., and the election of two memster and the late Gov. Joseph Bodwell, went to
“All
voters irrespective of party”were invited
ham
of
Belfast
in
a
fine
exhibit
of
brought
bers of the school committee to fill vacancies
Vinalhaven in the early years of the granite appies, B. L. Aborn of Knox, apples and pota- to meet in the council room of the city buildcaused by the death of Edgar M. Cunningham
afterwards
four
the
business,
Bodweil toes, and C. B. Thompson of Belfast, beets, ing last Friday evening “to diseuss the advisding
in Ward 4 and the resignation of George W.
of uniting on a citizens ticket for the
I’atterson in Ward 5. Order No. 1 was passed Granite Company. Her husband died about 25 onions, bear s, potatoes, etc. These exhibits ability
spring election.” The gathering in response
years ago, and within a short time a beloved were arranged at the right front of the stage,
as follows:
to this call w is not large, enthusiastic or harwife of the late Frank H. and made a crood display.
Ordered, That it be and is hereby recom- daughter, Nellie,
About three dozen Democrats and
The booth of theFrenchboro Land & Fisheries monious
mended that the taxes to be assessed by the Webster, also died. The four other children
Assessors of the City of Belfast f^r the com- of the union survive: Mrs. A. R. Leadbetter of Co. merits special mention. It was a most at- half a dozen Republicans were present. One
ing ten years upon thep’operty of the French- Belfast, Charles 3., of Vinalhaven, Miss Anne tractive display of sea-food products by a new speaker made a stump speech on the tariff and
boro Land & Fisheries Co., be abated during
this period, so long as said company continues
M., and George E. of Belfast. A private ser- local industry, ar.d suggests that more of such other extraneous matters, in which he proto do business in Belfast.
exhibits should be a feature of future food claimed that the Democratic party was the
vice was held at her late home on Friday and
Fred A. Holmes was elected a member of
fairs. For example the Saco Valley Canning poor man’s party and the Republican the rich
in the early summer the r mains will be taken
the school committee in Ward 4 and Renworth
Co., the Lubec Sardine Co., the local bakeries man's party. Its relevancy to our city elecA devout ChrisR. Rogers a member of the school committee to Vinalhaven for interment.
in Ward 5.
tian from girlhood, she was a devoted mother and the candy manufacturers might have been tion was not apparent, nor did it seem well
Adjourned.
calculated to enthuse the Republicans with the
and during her days of invalidism had the represented.
constant care and devotion of her children.
The decorations for the display on the stage idea of playing the part of the cat on the secWEDDING BELLS.
by the Penobscot Electric Co Mr. A. C. Hop- ond Monday of next March to enable the
Mrs. Susana W. (Dodge) Moody, died at her
Democratic monkey to land the spoils of office.
were in blue and white
Lee-Wood. Miss Ola Wood of Belfast, Me., home in Center Lincolnville early Saturday kins, local manager,
with a backgroun i of pale green. The design Another speaker brought to the attention of
and Mr. Adolph T. Lee of Absarokee, Mont
morning, Jan. 25th, at the age of 79 years.
the alleged fact that there are
was to represent the interior of a
store in the gathering
were united in marriage at Bozeman, Mont.,
She had been in poor health for several years, |
three parties in Belfast today, and said that if
Jan. 22nd, by Rev. Edw. Bartlett of the Meth- never fully recovering from a surgica’ opera- ! which the electrical goods of the company
a citizens ticket was made up it should include
were displayed. The pillars are wound in blue
odist church, who used the single ring service. tion six years ago.
Death came peacefully
and while and over a double arch of lattice a representation of the Bull Moosers. This
was
attired
in
the
a
white
was
The,bride
becomingly
| while she
sleeping. During
long years
created a decided frost. Mayor Hanson, who
work in white is a sign the full width of the
lace dress and wore a large white picture hat. of suffering she never complained but bore all
the words “Penobscot Bay Electric presided, has been anxious for some time past
with
stage,
She is a graduate of the Belfast High school, with beautiful Christian grace and patience.
to have a citizens ticket, for which the citizens
Co.” encircled with numberless colored incanclass of ’OS, and has been a very successful ! She married James Moody 58 years ago last
The wall in the rear is dotted who have not only been unrepresented for
descent lights.
teacher in the public schools of Montana and November and is the first one of their family
with fancy globes,all lighted,and some with flash many years but have been villified and warred
Maine and holds a State certificate in both to pa9s away. Besides her husband sne leaves
On a large counter is the 1913 models upon under a ore man city government, might
of
C.
H.
five
children:
Moody
States. The groom, who is a prosperous ranchThomaston, Fred lights.
be held respons ble; and realizing that most if
of up-to-date heating apparatus from a warm
Mrs. H. L.
!
IN'

The

surprised Tuesday evening, Feb.
3d, at
I their friends and
neigh< ir
home, it being the 20th Philbrook
wedding day. They were Helen was

t

I,

matter

lights.
Adjourned

ntimrfi?
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The Belfast Food Fair.

i

blue incandescent* and over Main street, beMasonic Temple and Pythian block, was
Mr. Tileston Wadlin died
Monday afternoon, It was Auspiciously Opened Feb. 11th. a large sign with “Welcome” on the down
Feb. 10th, at his home, 148 High street, after
a
Delighted Crowds Attended. Gifts Ga- street side and “Come Again” on the upper, in
week’s illness with pneumonia. His death is a
lore for Everybody. Music and Dancing. yellow incandescent*.
severe loss to his
family, to a host of friends,
A large crowd was in waiting before the
Don’t Miss It.
and to the city and county, and the
doors oi ened at 10 a. m. Tuesday and the first
sympathy
At
the
Feb.
10
a.
m. Tuesday,
11th,
for the bereaved is heartfelt and is shared
ringing 50 ladies were given a
by
pail as a souvenir of
|
the entire community.
Mr. Wadlin was born of the church bells and the sounding of the the fair, and which was convenient later
in
steam whistles on the factories announced to
on the Wadlin homestead in
Northport, ids those
carrying home the numerous gifts from the
outside that the long- heralded Belfast
summer home, and he was the son of
the late
various booths. Keyes orchestra gave a very
Food Fair was officially opened. It was expected
John and Nancy O. Wadlin. He is survived
enjoyable concert from the center balcony on
by to have
the
had
President
of
Aleyof
University
hisjwift, formerly Miss Matia Aubine Brown of
the opening day, which was G. A. R. day, and
Morrill; by one sister, Mrs S. Adella Woodside Maine to make the opening address and touch all veterans were admitted free of
charge as
j
the
set
would
button
in
that
moof Sabattus, her son Tileston. and the
everything
follow; guests of the management.
ing nieces and nephews; Mrs. Abbie Wadlin tion; but he was indisposed and unable to
The Tuesday evening program was as folcome. It was a disappointment to many, who
Rackliffe and Agnes Wadlin Abbott. Mark
A.
; lows: “Tenting To-Night,” by Messrs. Willis
had
to hear the able and eloquent head
Wadlin of Belfast, Miss Miriam
Witherspoon of anhoped
G. Haseltine, Arthur F. Johnson,
Harry
institution in which there is so much
and Mrs. Dana S. Ayer of
Worcester, Mass.
I Coombs, Ralph I. Morse, A. P. Goodhue,
local interest.
Miss Mary Emily Ames and Florence
Luther
and
Seldon
Atchley
Hammons, E. S. Pitcher,
At the opening D-. W. L. West president of j
of Tennessee. Mr. Wadlin
began teaching
who in response to an encore
sang "The
the Belfast Board of Trade, under whose ausschool when 16 years of age. later
Soldier’s
Farewell.” A quartet Mrs. Walter
attending
pices the fair is given; Orrin J. Dickey, secreseveral terms at the East Maine
Conference
H. Booker, Miss Caroline G. Hatch, Messrs.
Seminary in Bucksport. He taught in all 30 tary of the fair; the special committee, Ralph R. I. Morse and E. S. Pitcher
sang “Just BeD. Southworth, Walter J. Clifford, E. S. Pitchterms of school, including district and
fore the Battle, Mother,” with Mrs. H.
High er and
A.
Maurice E. Towle; Mayor Hanson
schools. For 24 years he filled the office
of
Drinkwater acccmpanist. The
rendering of
Clerk of Courts for Waldo county to the com- and Roy E Haines of Ellsworth, stood on *be
“Star
Spangled Banner,” by the quartet,
I
plete satisfaction of bench and bar, and on the front of the stage. President West ; orchestra and
.audience w’as unusually fine.
introduced Mayor
a
Hanson, who read
his retirement from the position
e
Rev. D. B. Phelan, who was to have delivered
was
presented with a silver cup, suitably in- type written address in which he compli- an address on
Lincoln, was unable to be presscribed, by the members of the Waldo county mented the fair officials above named and ent on account of a severe cold
and president
the wish that this might "be
bar.
expressed
He received the Republican
nomination
West spoke briefly, welcoming the
specia
but the beginning of a long series of similar
for this office term after term without
oppoguests and referring to the blessings that had
sition, and declining another nomination re- events." The hall was in semi-darkness, but accrueu iiuui uieir ueieute oi
me nag in Ibblat the closer' his address the mavor nresseH
5.
He also explained the votes for the sothe button and the many electric lights flashed
1910. During all the years he held the
office
cieties to receive the cupe; also the manner in
out.
his wife was his efficient clerk. In
1899 he
which the special prizes were distributed.
the Mayor’s address Dr. West
Following
was admitted to the Waldo
county bar, but
This took place at 9 o’clock, and after that
the indebtedness of the managenever engaged in
acknowledged
active practice.
At the
dancing was enjoyed by a goodly nun her until
death of Mr. George D. McCrillis he was act- ment to the local papers, and to the citizens
midnight.
for
aid
in
the
fair
a
making
generally,
success,
of
Deeds until the appointment
ing Register
The Spencer, Eaton Co. supplied the furniand then introduced the booths in order. Beto that office of Ellery Bowden,
Esq. Next to
ture for the den in the rear of the
stage for
of
at
the
the
entrance
the
his official duties came his work for the Metho
ginning
right
spaces
the electric company and also that used on the
dist church.
He had helped to bear its are occupied as follows:
stage.
A. L. Mailing of Bangor, palmistry and forburdens, labored for its interests and shared
The lunch booth which was to have been
tune telling.
in its social enjoyments, and was
equally
under the direction of the ladies of the MethRoscoe Arey, Moxie, ice cream and candy.
with
old
and
popular
young and the life of
odist church was given up on account of the
Orrin J. Dickey, secretary and bureau of inHe had served as
every gathering.
superindeath of Mr. Tileston Wadlin.
formation.
tendent of the .Sunday school and at the
Yesterday was Old Folks day, and prizes
C.
L.
Pratt
of
Augusta, woolly dogs.
time of his death was a member of the
were awarded to the oldest
couple, oldest genStaples Piano Company of Portland, pianos
board of trustees.
The church feels his
tleman and oldest lady attending the fair durloss deeply.
He was a membe: of Seaside and music.
ing the day and registering with the secretary.
W. E. Hamilton’s floral booth.
Grange and interested in the work of the
There were vocal and instrumental selections,
P. A. Bonner of Portland, Kellogg’s toasted
order. For^l years Mr. and Mrs. Wadlin had
afternoon and evening, with the Old Time
corn flakes.
led a most devoted and happy life.
They were
Songs. The vocal soloists .were Mrs. Walter
Geo.
W.
of
Tudor
tea
and
Willey
Boston,
all in all to each other, and his taking away is a
H. Booker, Miss Katherine E. Brier and Mr
coffee.
severe blow to the one left to mourn her loss.
O. A. Ames, Genessee Pure Food Co., Jello. Arthur F. Johnson.
As a fitting tribute to the departed we
quote,
There are free gifts to the first fifty ladies,
On the right of the stage is E. S. Pitcher’s
by permission, from a note of sympathy reeach morning and each evening after 6.30
ceived by Mrs. Wadlin from one associated for music store.
The tPenobscot Bay Electric Company oc- o’clock, and dancing each evening after 9
years in close business relations with the dethe stage with display* mentioned later. o’clock.
cupied
ceased: “His sterling wo. th, his high characToday the baby show will be the chief atAt
left f the stage is the Victor Talkthe
ter, his careful judgment, his sunny dispositraction, and at 1.30 p. m. prizes will be awardtion and true Christian spirit made him a fit ing machine booth of J. L. Sleeper & Co.
ed to the prettiest, heaviest, lightest, fattest
Then, in orde r, comes J. H. Merrill of Mamodel for others to pattern by.” The funeral
and best babies.
service will be held at his late home 148 High chias with a demonstration of Town Talk flour.
Walter Baker & Co.’s cocca.
Beautiful silFriday is secret society day.
street, this, Thursday, afternoon, at 2 o’clock.
J. McNelley of Bangor, arrow7 game with ver cups, which have been on exhibition in the
The Rev. D. B. Phelan, his present pastor, and
store of Chase & Doak, will be awarded to the
Rev. Montford S. Hill of Hurtland, his recent prizes.
two secret societies receiving the largest numThe Frenchboro Land & Fisheries Co., BelThe remains will be
pastor, will officiate.
ber of votes. Ask for votes at the door when
placed in the receiving tomb in Grove ceme- fast’s new industry.
Coffin Amusement Co, Bangor, Japanese you enter the hall, and place your vote in the
tery.
box at the left of the stage. Solos by Miss
game.
Earl C. Powers, Bangor, prize game.
Bertha Giles, the soprano of
the Redpath
Hannah Jane, widow of Benjamin Kittredge
The ctnter booths wrere as follows:
died at the home cl her son, George E. KitBureau, afternoon and evening
Wm. M. Thayer, jewelry.
tredge, on Feb. 5th, at the age of 76 years. AlSaturday Dolls Congress ai d parade. Prizes
The Waldo County Herald Pub. Co.
though an invalid for years she was in her
will be awarded at 1 30 p. m. for the nest apusual health when the end came, suddenly and
Mason & Hall with Chi-namel varnish.
pearing and best dressed dolls, accompanied
Bernard Birmbaum of Banger, Montana dia- by the '‘mother.” In the afternoon an amaunexpectedly. She wras born in Vinalhaven.
the daughter of the late Capt. Simeon Conant, monds.
teur program will be given, with prizes for
a
descendant of Roger Conant, the first
Harley Godfrey and Frank Libbey, popcorn. the children doing the best work on the stage,
Governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, and
John-Goodnow of Chicacro. Fairbanks potto- in recitations, songs, dances, etc. Vocal selecfirst settler and founder of the city of Salem, lene
timic in tV.o
cuoninir onil
rlanr»inrr
Q
upr mnthpr T.urliu ^ Rurcracc^ Cpnant
Mr J. F. Wilson of Belfast was the only ex- o’clock.
was of the old Mayflower stock, a paternal anhiiiter of
farm produce.
The beans were
cestor landing at Plymouth with the Pilgrims.
raised from seed procured on his visit in
NO FUSION.
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|
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from

Gushee, Appleton,

to Oren B.

Ripley,

Searsmont.; land in Searsmont.
H. Wilbur Ridley, Stockton Springs, to Norman D. Griffin, do.; land in Stockton
Springs.
li r.i.j

l.'

A ll..n

....

A

V

I.

eight, 100 years ago, to 830 the present year, i
do.; land and buildings in Mnntville.
Speaking of the completion of the new college
gymnasium, he expressed the hope that the SWANVILLE CENTER.
an arrangement, provided they were given full
name, Sargent Gymnasium, will be transferred
Mr. Fred Brown was taken to the In-ant
control of the new city government. A like from the old one to it, in compliment to Dr.
asylum in Bangor last week_Friday mornarrangement on their side would have perhaps Dudley Sargent of Harvard, who made possible
ing it was 10 below zero here, the coldest this
been agreeable to the Republicans. As an in- the establishment of the old one.
We hardly
winter... Charles Riley sawed E.1I. Littlefield's
dication of outside sentiment a Belfast busi- need remind the readers of The Journal that
firewood last Saturday by power... .The Inness man, a Republican, is quoted as saying
Dr. Sargent is a Belfast boy, whose career has
dustrial Club met Wednesday at the home of
that he had no objection to Democrats for the reflected credit on his native city.
the president, Mrs. Otis Patterson, to maki
city offices provided they were anti-Hanson.
Thomas Dinsmore of Palermo passed his final arrangements for their sociable Feb. 19t).
A good many Democrats also feel that way.
-Mrs. Wm Clements on her 80th
in 1824
birthdayIt was finally decided that the Republican and 89th milestone, Feb. 5th. He was born
is as { had 90 cards, two letters and two birthday
Democratic city committees should meet at and is now the oldest man in China, but
cakes, for which she thanks her friends. As
the city building Monday evening to discuss smart and active as many of the younger men.
Journal corre- she is confined to a wheel chair these kind
the situation and if possible come to. some de- He furnished the Kennebec
spondent with the following item: “There is remembrances were doubly appreciated ...Mis
finite understanding.
Public library in the hi. H. Littlefield is recovering from thegrip.
The committee met as agreed and Carleton a curio at the Dinsmore
of a flintlock gun which is said to have Chas. Thompson haB gone to Sebago, where he
Doak, Esq., was called to the chair. He said shape
has employement-A pretty wedding took.
one of the soldiers led by C.
that the meeting would probably be of short been carried by
to Wiscasset place Feb. 6th at the home of Mr.and Mrs. Isaac
duration as a majority of his committee, after R. Burly (now spelled Burleigh)
in 1812, to defend that town against the Eng- McKeen, when their daughter Grace was marconsulting with their constituents, had deciddown there they went via. ried at high noon by Rev. A. A. Blair of Beled against entering into any arrangement for lish. In marching
fast to Rufus Mayo of Belfast. The bride was
Malta Neck (now Windsor) and had to travel
holding a citizens caucus. This waa evidently
gowned in white messaline covered with alltrees. In return- over lace trimmed
of
the
blazed
most
by
way
with fringe and carried a
a surprise, and not an agreeable one, to some
of roses. They were attended
by the
of the Democrats present.
Dr. Kilgore ing, it is said, they shot a huge black bear, bouquet
brother
and
groom's
Misa Brailey. A wedding
had
a
carnival.
The
thought they might talk the matter over and which they dressed and
breakfast was served to 20 invited guests.
said he had two propositions to submit to the claws they brought to Palermo and they were The presents were many, and consisted of cut
linen, silver, and money.
Their many
meeting. Chairman Doak said he would be deposited in a building that the late Hiram glass,
friends wish them a
and happy life
glad to hear the propositions, but an indignant Worthing occupied at his decease, several and hope they willprosperous
settle in town.Mr.
protest came from the Democrats, and the yean ago. Afire four yean ago destroyed Asher Moody has bought the Perley Gordon
the building and the relics."
farm and with bia parenta haa moved in.
meeting was declared ajoumed.
was

1

Musings and Memories,

j

The other
out

two

changed their

coats with-1

Reminiscences of the Civil

We sometimes hear other thoughts exEditor of The Journal: An
re- pressed that are as much out of date as
a
class
Methodist
meeting
evening
veals the fact that when located among the above school stories. A woman acto
Quakers they partake somewhat of their customed to telling stories unsuitable
nature.
If Fox, the founder of Quaker- be told in the presence of children is told
ism, had a mission in the world it was to get on her own soil before making
that kind of talk.
Being in her daughpre-eminently to revive a Light which
ter’s home she replies: “I am on my own
was m early days declared to be found in
soil. I have the same rights as my daugha greater or less degree of perfection in
ter.” A young girl who has not half
acevery human being. The Light is
knowledged and cherished by every re- finished the common school studies talks
ligious people at the present time. When of getting married. Such a person is
the M' thodist class ceases to expect its S about as well fitted for the duties of life
members to speak, each in turn, throucli as the mariner who would think of going
the room, they lose the work of some of to sea in a row boat. A mother calls a
the more timid ones. The greatest error boy back to close the door after him.
The father says: “She is nearer the door
ever made hv a Methodist class is where

To

Gardner L. Hatch of Citypoint and
Silas Beckwith of North Belfast, who
belonged to Co. D, 19th Maine Regiment,
are survivors of the battle of Gettysburg. Mr. Hatch looks forward to taking the trip with the veterans next July

the

at

the leader is
members

so

are

afraid of heresy that the

encouraged

to

say

nothing

but to express a wish to serve the Lord.
And then they are encouraged to make
the statement a lie by doing nothing in

and

A

viewing

once more

the

Special Food Fair Sale!II
The Home of Good Values!

battlefield,

which has always remained a vivid picture in his memory. At Gettysburg was
killed his wife’s nephew, Robert T.
Newell, who was his intimate friend,
and who was also the writer’s brother;
and on account of this sad occurrence
the memory of the Battle of Gettysburg
has ever held for him an element of personal sadness and loss. Robert Newell,
beloved and honored by all who knew
A few him, was one of the many who, in this

than you are, let her close it.”
years later the father wants-the boy tc
help unload hay; but the boy goes to the

battle, gave their young lives cheerfully
for their country’s need and whose mem-

Here is the secret of family
If these opposing currents

ory the nation will honor so appropriately on this BOth anniversary of the battle.

house.
weal

woe.

or

in

Mr. Hatch has not often talked

ruin the

they merely
visiting Niagara Falls for the child. But if in a violent form they ruin
first time was impressed with the great the home.
While practical industrial experience
This
amount of power going to waste.
a
power could be made to develop electric- is valuable, educational training has
ity or propel vast manufactories. Even double value. It is not only helpful in
greater powers in tile muscle and brain the various positions of life but it inof multitudes of people are going to i creases a person’s chance of securing the
We often sail on wild seas where desirable positions. The work of the
waste.
we
scarcely dare to look about us or schools is not only to fit for business life
think on our surroundings. Such was i but to fit for social life. There are of
nnpuiuui}
the condition of the disciples when Jesus
of our rude ami untutored ancestry aparose and spoke a great peace.
How many fall in passing these
Ai Friends meeting the thought was pears.
expressed that the gospel is not hidden rough places in life, instead of rising
His service.

War! ■

being told.

are

a

mild form

» iu.iv.

mi.

Visit the Food Fair, THEN Visit Our Clothes Fair

to us

of his experiences in the war, and we
have felt from his reticence that the

man

iicv-i.

--at---

will demonstrate to you that we offer the GREATEST BAR
GAINS in CLOTHING, HATS, CAPS and FURNISHINGS.
where

subject, and especially that of the battle
of Gettysburg, was a more or less pain- j
ful one to him; but on the rare occasions
when we have been fortunate enough to

Sale Began February 6th.-Closes February 15th

find him in a reminiscent mood we have
listened eagerly to his Btories, every
word of which teemed with interest.

Recently
which are

iiuiun

nearly

as

he told us the

following facts,
language as

in his own

given
we can

remember:

All New Goods this Season-\\ e Want Your Business

“We made a forced march from Chan| cellorville to Gettysburg. It was the
above them! 1 have been told that there last of June and the weather was very
is a distinction between natural and : hot; so hot one day that one by one the i

except to those who are lost also of the
These
beautiful meaning of sonship.
two thoughts of a gospel revealed to man. spiritual laws.
and

conscious

a

relationship

with the In-

tween

There is

physical

a

distinction be- i officers and men fell out of the ranks,
but j and at the end of the march that night

spiritual laws,
according to

and

the j there were only five of us who stacked
finite, might have filled every minute of I both are natural or
our guns.
They were Robert Newell,
the hour spent together instead of allow- plans of nature.
In my last article I spoke of an old John A. Lord, Charles Cooper, Chas.
it
to
waste.
of
to
the
go
|
part
greater
ing
!
I
The rest of the regiIf people would do then- praying be- friend who had become a total wreck be- Murch and myself.
1
ment kept coming in all the evening up
the
cause
of
from
starting
wrong way
fore they go to church and when they
We marched thirty-five or
such crumbs of one of these little rough places in life. j to midnight.
meet bring together

Light

eternal

as

falls in

their

pathway,

might be accomplished.

more

a few moments on the way
before the doorofthe Presbyterian
Church we heard the thought expressed
that man can not grow in Christian char-

Stopping

borne

fiist

acter unless he is

born into the

heavenly kingdom. When visiting the
city schools of the Pacific coast years
ago I never heard anything said about a
culinary department; but when leaving
the Haddonfield school buildings recently
1 was called back by a pupil in kitchen
attire to have a jelly roll. Going to the
IrJbrtVann

-Tru-inr;

iwi

cmrint»nr1nt nnH

ta

several teachers assembled to test the
cooking dope by the school, and which
did credit -to both teacher, and class.
Here is
business
houses

composed mostly
of
Philadelphia.

town

a

men
are

the best.

of the
The

Children reared

here have little conception
life or the slum life of cities.

of frontier
The level

country throws them back on the sand
molding of the school room for a conception of a mountainous country with its

drainage system.

With abundance of

tools in their school work shop for making little articles of use or ornament
about their commodious homes it is hard
for them to realize how a man can construct

a

forest in

suitable
a

day

It costs but

delp

ia and

or
a

see

place

of abode in the

few cents to go to Philathe acres and acres of

floor space covered with goods for sale
and the thousands of clerks under a sin-

gle

roof.

The

singl?

nan

would be pow-

buildings or to
machinery required for the
manufacture of the goods. It is the reerless to construct such

produce

sult of
Wealth.

the

an

accumulation of intellect and

It

is

the werk of the schools to

train inte'lects that

or

me

up.”
is quite

mir.d for the

solutely 1-2 Price.

west

young
the country,
is
A

a

contrast between

man
as

pertinent

said: “It is

no

worse

to

now

for

as

ever.

near an

without

old stone barn, and

2.50
“

1-50

ODD SIZES IN

1.0 1.11

i"

u

um

Cry

CASTORIA

12.75

BRACES

11.00

All 50 Cent Braces.
All 25

8.00

7.50

Hats, Caps,

"overcoats'^

$2.50

Shirts

2.00

$2.00

now
“

“

1.50
1-15

1.50
1.00

“

-75

OUTING FLANNEL SHIRTS
50c.
One

40c.

Quality,
special lot Striped Outing

flannel Work Shirts

were

50c.,
35e.

now

BATES STREET SHIRTS.
$1-15

$1.50 Shirts,

;

WACHUSETTS SHIRTS
$1.00 Shirts,79c.

Pants

.
2.50
2.00 Soft Hats.
1.50
“
1.00

$3.75

now

Special

2.85
2 75

All $1 Winter
All 50c.

“

2.25
1.50
“

Ef.

$3.00 Soft and Stiff Flat

“

1.50

j

5.95

Men’s Pants

FLANNEL SHIRTS

He

i9c

14.00

AT SAME REDUCED PRICES

FURNISHINGS

Caps

on

Caps

in stock

lie

Odd Sweater

j

UNDERWEAR

At Greatly

$2.50 Medlicott Shirts & Drawers, $2.00
1.50 Lambs’ Wool S. and D.,
1.15
1.50 Natural Wool S. and D.,
•<
1 00
.50 High Rock Fleeced.
.50 Jersey Ribbed,

Heavy Work Clou

1.15

Mittens

i75
.38

$1.00 Quality,

.38

UNION SUITS

Reduced i

S

I

.50
.25

I

$2.25
$3.00 White Wool Union Suits,
Ribbed
1.75
Union Suits,
2.50
1.15
1.50 Cooper’s Union Suits,
Ribbed
1.00 Jersey
Union Suits. -75
.38
50c.
Union
Suits,
Boys’

j
|

Dress Clou
$2,00 Gloves

now

j

|

1.50
1.00

j

U1C

RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH
12 Main

The Waldo

County Hospital.1

List of Donations Received.
Johnson, cash; Mr. and
Pennington, cash; Misses
Field, dishes, outing flannel, kettle;
Irving Jackson, vegetables; Mrs. O.
Mr.

Mrs.

Alfred

Louis

E.

the rebels and pretty soon we saw an Webber, preserves;
orderlv or two running up river. That liamson, dishes; Mr. Isaac Flagg, vegenight Sheridan’s force of 15000 men got j tables; Miss Hattie M. Black, one dozen
there, and next morning he crowded towels; Mrs. (J. it. Stephenson ot MorWade Hampton’s Cavalry out quick. I
rill, preserves; Mrs. Fred Greer, vegewas struck in the shoulder by a piece of
a shell,
and still have the piece as a tables; W. A. Mason, eggs; N. Y. Bar-

gain Store, night dress; A. A. Howes,
R. T. Newell.
potatoes; Mr. Richard Merriam, 2 jars
of pickles, vegetables; Mrs. E. D. Elms,
Plenty
N. C 6 jars of preserves; William Bullard, 2
chickens; C. M. Smalley, $1; Mrs. Mcof
V
p' .^y^ P»*fc <H». jour lieu
Intosh, 10 towelB; a friend, 60c; Miss
rtrfffi
Poultry
Juliet Wiggin, 3 bottles of grape juice;
_Qy
|
*
Regulator I F. M. Hibbert, butter, jelly, preserves,
■f
pickles, macaroni, tapioca, cream of
wheat, raisins, apples, corn starch and
grapes; a friend, $1; Mrs. H. M. Pren■
„?<mr m®*®Jr back If it faUa”
tiss, 50c.; Robbins & Arey, candy and
B Get Pratts Profit sharing
Booklet.
oranges; Louis Shiro, candy; Mrs. W. J.
POOD CO.
\
/.*
PhUn. and Chicago
Gordon, 2 towels, 2 holders, preserves,
\ ^1*
feed And poultry _^r IMLPmm
J>
pickles and jelly; Mrs. E. A. Robertson,
preserves, vegetables; Loren W. Penney,
ST
ictoJlaU
flowers; a friend, $2; Mrs E. A. Wilson,
L. T. SHALES & SON.
3 bottles of grape juice; Mrs. Dwight
""

■'

rs^p^J
I

XlXt17 ^n'Zr

Bellas

SPECIAL ATTENTION given to orders to be sent by Parcel Post.

at

souvenir.”

Telephone 67-2

Street,

DOES HIS DUTY TO

Children

All 50 Cent Hose,
25

16.50

10.00
A few Suits while they last at

4.00
3.50
3.00
2.00

\

HOSE

$17.75

now

22.50
20.00
18.00
15.00
12.00

$5.00

Dunton, vegetables, jar of beet
pickles; a friend, $1; Ben. D. Field, barrel of flour; a friend, 2 jars of jelly, 4
jars of preserves, compress; a friend, 3
thousand dollars toward the construction ! had not went without; for there were
bushels of potatoes, apples, turnips; Miss
door, of this
and
still
contributes
libbuilding
3000 of Wade Hampton’s Cavalry. After Isolene
floor. |
Barns, 3 sofa pillows, 6 pairs of
erally toward its support.
a few hours’ skirmish, in wh’ch we stood
curtains; H. L. Whitten Co., 1-2 bushel
While we have been considering Cain : them off, they fell back to the side of a
raisins, nuts, grapes; a friend,
We had turnips,
one of the wickedest of men and Jesus ! hill and planted their artillery.
to stand them otf all day; we were in a pair of towels; Searsport friends, 2 bags
through whom the Infinite Spirit worked depression and they fired most of their of apples, jelly, 3 jars of marmalade,
without hindrance, other gatherings in shells over our heads. About noon two
pickles, preserves, mince meat; Mrs.
the same building and scattered all over gunboats came up the river to help us
Kaler,
glass dish; Sadie Foye, pair of
over
and
shells
our
heads
began firing
the earth have been doing a similar
j into the rebel ranks. That night about ; towels; Mrs. Henry Parsons, Thorndike,
work. The opportunities for work are I
sunset, Sheridan and a few orderlies ; Me., $2; Mrs. H. H. Carter, preserves;
The whole material world came down on the north side of the river.
unlimited.
Mrs. W. H. Sanborn, jelly; Mrs. C. S.
is given into the hands of man.
All he He 3at there on his horse, looking over j
Mrs. Geo. R. Wil-

RHEUMATIC
SUFFERERS

$25.00 Suits

AT BARGAIN PRICES

1

has to do is to follow nature’s laws and
he can fashion matter as ha will. It is
almost beyond the power of man to comprehend the extent to which man has increased his power of sight and the rate
of speed at which he is now able to
travel or send his thoughts. Jesus has
pointed out the way by which man may
If you suffer from Rheumatism and don't
triumph as fully in the spiritual world as
read this advice, then the terrible disease he has in the material.
must have robbed you of your power to be fair
“Soon the whole,
Read it:
to yourself.
Like a parted scroll,
44
1, John Barhorst, Justice of the Peace
Shall before my amazed Bight unroll,
of McLean Township, Fort Loramie, Ohio,
And
then be seen.
do certify that after treatment by three
In unclouded sheen,
doctors without result; I have been cured of a
The Presence wherein 1 have ever been.’’
very bad case of Rheumatism by using two
Geo. M. Cole.
bottles of RHEUMA. It is now two years
since I used the remedy, and I am still as well
Haddonfield, N. J Jan. 26, 1913.
as ever.
Previous to using RHEUMA I was a
cripple, walking with crutches, and I feel it my
Dr King’s New Discovery
duty to let other sufferers from Rheumatism
know what it will do. The result seems almost
Soothes irritated throat and lungs, stops
miraculous to me. I have advised RHEUMA chronic and hacking cough, relieves tickling
to at least a dozen persons, and each one
taatea nice. Take no other; once used,
speaks as highly of it as I. I will answer any throat,
always used Buy it at all Druggists.
one suffering from the disease if a two-cent
stamp is enclosed.”—May 31, 1912.
You can secure a bottle of RHEUMA for
only 50 cents at A. A. Howes & Co.'s and they
ay if not es advertised, money back. It's just
FOR FLETCHER’S
as good for Gout, Arthritis, Lumbago and
Sciatica*

Fur Coats and Plush Lined

BOYS’ OVERCOATS

without

V,'1I

out. As they came thiough the
three of them were piled up on the

2.00

3.00

scoured! the

country for food. I think I could locate
harmo- the spot now where the spring and the
Col. Foglerof Belny with the sermon at the Methodist old stone barn were.
church Sunday morning. The thought in fast was then our Captain. I consider
connection with the condemnation of the him one of the best and kindest hearted
Pharisee was that outward sin is not as officers in the whole army.
After I
bad as religious acting in which there is found Robert Capt. Fogler gave me five
no vital relation with the
Supreme Spirit. dollars and told me to get any food 1
The leaven working within man, whether could find for Robert and other wounded
good or evil, is compared to a germ pro- men. This was before the sanitary comaucing a culture more important than mission had come up v.ith supplies for
I hope to be well enough to
any outward act. '1 he finely clothed man the sick.

meaning it. than it is to pray
meaning it.” This thought is in

3.00

5.00
4.00

tation became necessary, and from this
he died.
I carried water to the wounded
men from a
spring that was walled up

swearing

swear

6.00

wounded in the

a

and grow up with

boy when reproved

$4.00

$8,00 Suits

on

MEN’S SUITS

SUITS

SPECIAL-Every Boys’ Suit Ab-

leg. I carried him under
home in the forest, miles from the haunts a big apple tree, brought him water and
of men and a level and fertile country food, found men with a stretcher,and we
dotted with small groves of maple trees got him into a barn. I gave him my
and magnificent houses and church bells blankets and found a piece of carpet
ringing in all directions. But this was which I took to make him comfortable.
His leg had to be amputated.
once a forest country and any new counI was
try may be made to approach these con- after water and food when the doctors
ditions by keeping the ideal constantly in got ready, and he wouldn’t let them
view. To him who has not the money to touch the leg until 1 got back.
Later he
buy food and follow Greeley’s advice: was removed to a tent. Another ampuThere

they can all act as
accomplishment of great
undertakings. Many men grow up in
these great enterprises without many
school privileges, but I have it on the
authority of the superintendent of these sitting in church is no better than the take the trip next July.”
schools that the mat with the highest same man is when he is clad in overalls
education is given the preference by | and following the plow. The only cul- year, Mr. Hatch, who had been transthose in charge of the selection of men. ture within that is worth anything has ferred to Co. C. of the 1st battallion.llth
As the mind does ts best work when for its center the eternal spirit as exhib- Regt., V. R. C., was wounded in the
the blood circulates freely, it is common ited before the world in the person of shoulder by a fragment of shell, and has
That Pllltllre within whinh haa always suffered from the effects of the
in schools of lower grades to practice JpRllR
Of the battle in which he was
A j the individual for its center is the leaven wound.
gymnastic exercises occasionally.
reference to some of the practices in of the Pharisee and is portrayed by Jesus wounded he tells the following story:
Maine schools when the country was first as worse than the greatest outward sin. “We were at Whitehouse Landing on
In the discussion of the sin of Cain at the Pamunky river not far from Richsettled n.ight afford us as much rest and
recreation as gymnastics. I was recent- the Presbyterian Sunday school the idea mond. Sheridan had left his wagon train
seemed to prevail that his failure was on the south side of the river, and had
ly told ol one of those early pedagogues
who had never studied grammar in school not so much in the nature of his offering left our Company and Co. A. and half a
as in the condition of his heart.
This battery, three pieces of artillery, to
and yet taught school for years. Anview was confirmed by the fact that he guard it, twhile he went after Wat'e
other whipped a boy unmercifully for
became wroth instead of trying to please Hampton to clean him out. It was a
-failing to make a fire in the schoolhouse
God when his offering was not accepted. foggy morniag, the 20th of June, and we
in the morning. The teacher was prose- i
He was protected by God to be punished were
just eating breakfast. I had finish-cuted by the parents and fined one cent
by a guilty conscience through a long ed mine, when a volley of rifle bullets
and costs. As there was more talk about
| life. At the close of Sunday school I whizzed
about our heads.
Then there
order than knowledge in those days, five
had the privilege of shaking hands with was some
Those who had eathustling.
toward
the
schoolj the man who
boys were seen coming
paid more than one hundred en breakfast were lucky and those who
oouse one day with coats wrong side
so

one

BOYS’

what had become of him until the next
morning when I found him in an orchard

“I ask the sexton to

said the latter,
wake

Reduced Prices

!

downward

■

“Go

two.

Special

1

thirty-six miles in a day. We reached
laws. Wheth- : Gettysburg on the evening of July first,
after the first day's fight was over,
er we will rise or fall is a matter of our
1
marched up near the front and camped
own choosing, the same as when w^e step
into the elevator of one of our highest that night. The next morning we took
buildings in our cities. We sometimes i up our position on Cemetery Ridge. The
become so attached to the little circle of | reason we were so late in reaching the
family or friendly relations that we fail : battlefield on the first was because the
to comprehend our true relationship to 19th Maine was the rear guard all day
I once attended j and was far behind, picking up stragthe world as a whole.
glers. You know there is always a rear
cnurcn wnere .nere w as a large audience
and an eloquent preacher. I felt sleepy j guard to pick up those who fall out of
and looking around saw several sound the lines from sickness or other causes.
Why? Simply because the ; In the morning our regiment was in a
asleep.
speaker had no connection with anything i hot place, right in front of the rebel
higher or beyond the Bible truths he was charge. We fought until the rebels were
portraying. One preacher asked anoth- repulsed. Robert was a corporal and on
the color guard, and there was half the
er if he had the sexton wake any person
found sleeping in the audience.
“No,” regiment between us. I didn’t know
Uody and soul go upward
according to these natural

we

P. Palmer, dishes; C. F. Swift, sugar;
Miss E. A. Kelley, 4 jars of jelly; a
friend, compress; Mrs. F. R. Woodcock,
2 lbs. of coffee; Mrs. H. H. Johnson, 2
lbs. of coffee; Mr. R. K. Blood, vegetables; Mrs. W. L. Cargill, $1; A. C.
Crockett, canned squash; Mrs. C. B.

No. 7586

Hoit,

Loans and

Mrs.

KKPOKT OF THK

THE

T.

towels; Mrs. Abbie White, 50c; Mrs. A.
P. Mansfield, $1; a friend, $2; Mrs.

Whitmore, jar of jelly and compress;
Kenniston, vegetable dish; Mrs.
Nellie Finch, dishes; Mrs. A. B. Fletch
er, dishes; Mrs. Elm3, dishes; Mrs. F.
Rachel

W. brown, brooks, Me., pickles, apples,
magazines, jelly and compress; Mrs. H.

H. Webb, Brooks, Me., apples, pair of
towels; Mrs. 0. S. Vickery, 2 pitchers;
Arthur Higgins, 50c; F. D. Jones, 50c;

Belfast, in the State of Maine, at the close
of business, February 4, 1917.

the Hon. Ci.Ahi
District Court of
District of Man
ORISON CHAN
County of Wald'
said District, res

NATIONAL

Bankrupt.

discounts.

_

_$664,180 65

729 11
Bonds to secure circulation_
60.000 oo
Bonds to secure U. 8. deposits,
$1 ooo; to secure Postal Savings..
1 000 00
Bonds, securities, etc. 80*5.870 os
Banking house,furniture and fixtures, 15 wo On
I>ue from National Baul\.$(not reserve
agents)
10.676 04
I Me from approved reserve agents.. lnS.oos hi
Checks and other cash items
5 008 38
Notes of Ollier Nath na! Banks
1.7B7 oo
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.
124 87
Lawful money reserve in bank,viz:
specie.,.. 378 891 00
Legal tei der notes
11,300 00 90,19100
liedeiuption fund with U. s. Treasurer (5 percent of circulation).
3.0< 0 00
Due from U. S. Treasurer.
1 ooo 00
U
V.

1

It'

BELFAST.

overdrafts secured and unsecured...

P.

Ordway, vegetables;
Mathews, 60c.; Mrs. Leslie Hurd, preserves; Mrs. E. F. Hunt, pillow slips,
pair of towels, old linen; John P. Sanford, potatoes, turnips; Walter Ludwick, potatoes .cabbage; Mrs. Blanche
Cram, 60c; Dr. C. B. Hoit, 2 pairs of
and Mrs.

t:

BANK

CITY

RESOURCES.

preserves; Mrs. G. H. Cargill, $1:
Caroline Brown, preserves; Mr

I

the mutter
Orison Chum)

OF
Al

Bankrupt’s

CONDITIO* OF

S

44

the 17th day of Iadjudged bankn.,
press relating to

surrendered at!
property, and has

requirements of
of Court touching

;
!

I
j

l

j
|

j

j

j
i

;

Wherefore he p:
by the Court to 1,
debts provable n-,

j

bankruptcy Ac:>
cepted by law from

j
j

Dated this 25th ti.
ORISON
ORDER Of
iif

,»i

On this 8th da\

LIABI L1TIE8.
reading the fo;v;
Ordered by the <
Capital stock paid in.
$100,000 00
fund
Surplus
30,00000 upon the same »
Undivided profits, less expenses and
I). 1913, before sataxes paid.
10.970 67 District, at ten uViNational Wank notes outstanding
58,600 00 notice thereof be p.
Due u> "tli.m National Wanks.
2,702 17 i
Journal, a new -pap*
I ue t" 1 rust Companies and
Savings
ICoiks
17.083 12 and that all known
Individual deposits.subject to check,l,4Hi ,929 37
in interest, may apj
Demand certificates of deposit. 89.680 17 j place, and show cauCashier’s checks outstanding.
1,463 64 the prayer of sain
United States deposits, $1,000; Posgranted.
tal Savings Deposits
1,1*00 00
And it is further
Wills payable, including certificates
of deposit for money borrowed
30,000 00 the Clerk shall send 5
Reserved for interest on deposits...
itors
copies of said p*
13,79rt 40
dressed to them at ti:
-.

Selwyn Thompson, jelly, pickles,
preserves; Mrs. S. A. Parker, mince
meat and pickles; Mrs. H. M. Prentiss,
$1; Geo. E. Brackett, printing and advertising; M. F. Dickey, apples; Yacht
Total.81,817.216 44 stated.
Mariette, feather bed; Mrs. Adrian TutWitness the H<n
Mrs.
comtle, compress;
Leroy Coombs,
STATE OF MAINE, COUNTY OF WALDO 88.
Judge of the said t
1.
C.
NV.
at
Wescott, Cashier of the above named
Portland, in said i
press; James H. Howes, 6 bed spreads;
bank, do solemnly swear that the above stateMr. Woodbury, 4 jars of preserves; Mrs. ment is true to the best of niv knowledge and be- February, A. D. 1913. I
JAM
[L. S.j
('. W. WESCOTT, Cashier,
J. F. McKeen, 14 jars of pickles and pre- lief.
A true copy of pel
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th
1
Attest:
JAM
of
February, 1913.
serves; Ladies Aid Society, Brooks, Me., day
ROBERT:?. DUNTON.
cabbage, beets, turnips, apples, potaNotary Public.
Correct. Attest:
toes, jelly, can of peas, 2 cans of salWm. B. SWAN,
)
THOS. W. PITCHER,
Directors.
mon, 6 cans of corn, 13 jars of preSELWYN THOMPSON, 1
of
3
bottle
of
serves,
jars
pickles,
The Frank Blodget
olives; Mr. Penney, cash; amount of
Impure blood runs you down—makes you an 9 rooms and attic; st
money given, $104; Ladies Hospital Aid, easy victim for disease. For pure blood and
jot about 5-16 acre, hmn.
painting of hospital and fencing grounds, sound digestion—Burdock Blood Bitters. At all
KA1.I
drug stores. Price $1.00.
34tf
$170; 3 puffs and sheets.
Mrs.

j
j

To

inn

‘”lal..

j
j

...

For

I

j
|

)

j

|

f
I

\s
f
|

j
j
I

i
!

j
i
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|
I

an audible tone, aa to his
negligence in not attending to his fluty and
the imperative necessity for
having
to
do it then.
He lighted the gas on one
side, then shouldered the ladder, march
ed across and lighted the
other, muttering all the while, then took up his line of
march for the door with the
stockings
still uppermost.
This was too much
The audience could not contain
themselves; they were on the verge of hyster; ic8, and could not calmly listen to anv
! sort of a discourse.
What

quite

!
|

the treasurer of the First Congregational Society in Belfast the several
sums set against our names respectively
as subscribers for a
parish tax for the
payment of Rev. C. Palfrey’s salary and
other expenses incurred by said society
for the year ensuing. To be paid when
called for by said treasurer or parish
committee, payable to Geo. R. Sleeper,
treasurer.

d°na most to
one that has
confidence is xva*au 93
such wellhave
air Tonic.
We
founded faith in it that we want
you to try it at our risk. M it does
not satisfy you in every particular,
we will pay for what you use to ths
extent of a 30 day treatment.
If Rexall “93” Hair Tonic does
Hot remove dandruff, relieve scalp
irritation, atop the hair fromoffalling
and promote a new growth
hair,
come back to us and ask us to return
the money you paid for it, and we will
promptly hand it back to you. You
don't sign anything, promise anything, bring anything back, or in any
way obligate yourself. Isn’t that fair?
Doesn't it stand to reason that ws
Would not make such a liberal offer
If we did not truly believe that
Rexall “93" Hair Tonic will do all
we claim for it—that it will do all
and more than any other remedy?
We have everything there is a demand for, and are able to judge the
Cusmerits of the things we sell.
tomers tell us of their success. There
of
Rexall
are more satisfied users
“93’ Hair Tonic than any similar
preparation we sell.
Start a treatment of Rexall “93”
If you do, wo
Hair Tonic today.
believe you will thank us for this
advice. Two size bottles, 50c and $1.
You can buy Rexall “93” Hair T-snia
In this community only at our store:

tonics the

gin

around the gallerv, which was
covered with Japa'nese
designs

our

umbrellas, fans, panels, &c.
Hundreds
of Chinese lanterns were festooned
and
hung from all parts of the hall. Five
refreshment tables, each in a booth
by
itself, made of Japanese wall paper
with a row of lanterns in
marie
front,
an
attractive scene. The table cloths were
CITY DRUG STORE
all bordered with Japanese
Edmund Wilson. Proprietor
and
designs,
the
tables
Ston
The
Maine
Belfast
sparkled with glass and si’lver
edge that this article will deal.
FENCES
and paper napkins (which were at
In 1S61 a company of young ladies,
that
There is a Rexall Store in nearly every town
time
a
were
folded fan shape in
and city in the I'nited States, Canada and
novelty)
composed principally of Unitarians, met
church (Unitarian)1 each week for the
the goblets. The refreshments were
Great feritain.
There is a different Rexall
purpose of rendering
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ill—
well! they were cooked by Belfast
Humorous.
such aid as they could to the soldiers in
each especially designed for the particular ill
peofor which it is recommended.
the field and hospitals, and did much ef- ple. Comments unnecessary!
u-ta S. Frederick read
On one side next the stage was a “Tea
The Resell Stor^ * are America's Greatest
At the close of the war,
.’f
Woman’s Alliance, fective work.
Drug Stores
when their services in that direction were Booth,” ltt feet long, carpeted and com1 7.1912.]
no longer needed, the Unitarians formed
fortably furnished with divans, camp
.acted to enlighten
themselves into a society styled the Uni- chairs, rockers and small tables o.na- ed in the hank, under the name of
probably as great tarian Sewing Society, to work for the ! mented with cabinets, fancy work and the “Unitarian Sewing Society,” and
is to me; tiut as 1 interests of the
church. Later on, it was other curiosities, Japanese panels hung no miser ever added to, and gloated
Tormance 1 will comover his treasure more zealously than did
from the walls. The late Mrs.
to have some definite object to
proposed
Burringpicture of the old work for as an incentive to our labors. ton, with her maids of honor, dressed in we, always seeing in the near future a
ember it.
Three things presented themselves: A Japanese costumes, served tea, sand- “Parish House.”
•••ere.! walls, unbroken
A Dicken’s Party, when the whole
parish house or parlor, laying a concrete wiches, fancy cakes and rice at all hours.
-a', e where at regular
walk around the church, and remodeling It was too inviting to be passed by and “Micawber family,” “Sairy Gamp” and
walls, dark unsightly the
pulpit. After a great deal of earn- was well patronized. The blue and white other familiar personages, appeared true
to life.
resting place of the est discussion the parish house was de- striped flag of Japan hung
conspicuously
A parlor concert and apron sale at the
cided upon and we at once commenced from the entrance.
windows, with their Dur zealous efforts to earn money.
Next in order came the “International home of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Quimby
Every-

4

f
!

Belfast, May, 1849.
The subscribers hereby agree to pay

We wffl pay lor what you use »
Rexall “93” Hair Tonic does not
promote the growth of your hair.
In all our experience with hair

became of
that poor minister I never knew. I
don’t
think he was ever heard of
again The
seeds he sowed that night fell on
stonv
3
ground, I fear.
Aside from the work we were
at
doing
our semi-monthly
meetings, we had a
big entertainment each year, and neither
time, money or ideas were spared to furnish the public with
something of a first
class character. One of our "red
letter”
days was a "Japanese Tea Party” in
1881, under the supervision of Mrs H
L. Woodcock, Misses Hervey and Bean
with Mrs
Frederick,Secretary and Treasurer.
Ea.h department had its
special
committee, and faithfully did they fulfill
their trust. The hall was
tastefully and
elaborately decorated.
White cloth
trimmed with Japanese print
extended
entirely
literally

___°
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thing that could be devised to bring in a
few dollars was carried out, and nothing
was too great for us to undertake.
We
became so infatuated with being in the
“lime-light we actually went to church.
As the years passed by a desire for
something different took possession of
the people, and many plans were talked
over for remodeling the interior; to make
smaller pews, and more of them, was
the key note of the proposed change, for
strange as it may seem now, there was
not a vacant
in the house.
| A meeting pew
was called, and the pros
i
and cons had all been disposed of, and
! with tne other
changes, altering the
pews was a foregone conclusion. Among
thp nflrishinnprj

was

centric gentleman,
who with his wife,

a

u

u-nrth\r

good

tax

hut-

payer,

Academy
mciibui.

of Art” under

miss

Frederick.
red. white

Garonne

gallery.

nr

lady (who

’.he side

was

a

nothing

The Louth
blue, with the flags and
dragons of China and Japan. It really
furnished the entire fun of the occasion.
It was a museum of all the
burlesques
that could he thought of: for
example The
Skipper's Home, (a piece of cheese.) The
grub that makes the butterfly, (a slice
of bread.) and so on.
About 50 different exhibits were
displayed. A Head of
Bacon, a profile head cut from a slice of
ham, mounted on black velvet, attracted
much attention and was one of the
gems
of the collection.', tit was crowded all
the time; price of admission five cents.
The fancy table in the center of the
hall,
was composed of our own beautiful Stars
and Stripes.
The dome was attached to
the chandeliers.
Over the entrance the
American Eagle stood guard! All the
National emblems that could be found,
flags, shields, and signals, were displayed
to view.
Flowers, candy, ice cream and
cake tables were in
their respective
places; a large sign, “The latest Importations from America,” directed the people to the tables, which were all pretty
and attractive, and were liberally pat-

:he many evidences of our labors and
We have always had an adactivities.
visory committee: the late Daniel
Faunce. Hon. William 0. Marshall, and
the present custodian of the c ffee pot,
Mr. George A. Quimby, who by their
never failing courtesy and good advice
have rendered us invaluable aid. The
late Rev. Robert Collyer once said: “I
have preached a great many poor sermons, out I have never made a pomhorse shoe.” So we can say we have
never made a poor investment,
although
we may have had some visionary ideas.
We have earned thousands of dollars,
and expended it generously and judiciously. Among the results are two (perto

j

accountable!
j

LIST OF TAX

and remodeled the church, laid a concrete
walk around it, paid the choir for years,
put in gas, built the little parior and recently added the electric lights, and
many other things dor.e for the church
and parsonage.
We have always worked harmoniously
i a:.d with no ill feeling, but with a growing interest in those with whom we have
so long been pleasantly associated.
’Tis
true we have labored under difficulties
and had many obstacles to overcome.
Many times v.-e have seen our treasury as
nare as the renowned Mother Hubbard’s
closet, and we have tossed on sleepless
pillows trying to see how we could make
a silver quarter equal fifty cents in value,
but--somehow we always succeeded.
Finally about the year 1879 the ail imoortant question arose; What should we
lo with our money? Should we start in
on our Parish house when we could
get
enough? but our masculine advisors
threw so much cold water on our plans,
■

(iF

"J

I*..
u

]!**>

conclusively

to

themselves

us) that we
shouldering
ourden we could not carry, the project
abandoned, and by their advice we
drew out our money and bought the Parsonage (which was originally built by
stockholders in shares} and presented it
to the Unitarian Society to be held
by
them forever as a Parsonage.
The transfer of the property was made
May, 1880 and stands recorded on the
Parish records.
Many changes, both sad and gay, have
come in ail these years; we have seen
those we love, and whose loyalty to our
old church never faltered, go forth from
among us, with many heart-aches for
the vacant places that know them no
more; but still our grand old church
stands today, in all its old time dignity,
as it has stood for more than a century.
were

was

■

i..,

so

not to

a

1

|

proved

and

■

'-Century.

j

Long may it stand (our dear old church);
A faithful beacon light;
Whose sacred rays shall shine afar
To guide our steps aright.
I fear I am encroaching on the time
•blotted me, and I ki.ow you are ail watching to see when I will turn the last leaf,
but my task is finished; the more recent
events must be chronicled by younger
hands, and clearer heads, for they are
the ones to carry on the good work and
keep the watch fires burning.

Mr. Fred T. Chase has kindly furnished
me with some interesting items,
among
them this

long

list of subscribers for the
purchase of the stoves and funnels “for
Mr. Frothingnam’s meetinghouse” in
1844. The ones I have already referred
to ,1 presume.
Fifty-eight well-remembered names are signed, with sums ranging from $3.00 to 50 cents. As the
amount paid the hardware dealers, S. S.
HerBey & Wilder, was $73.62, it appears
they did not give away stoves even in
those days.
Here also is a list of the members who
formed the heart of the church in 1849.
Of these 63 names, Mr. William B. Swan
in the only surviving member, and 47 of
the
number have
no representative

whatever.

1

,.

Kll,

duly deposit*

PAYERS.

Hazeltine, Alfred Johnson,
William Crosby, James White, Rufus B.
Allyn, James P. White, Hiram 0. Alden, Joseph Williamson, Josiah Farrow,
Charles Angier, Lavinia Angier, Benjamin Hazeltine, J. Warren White. H.
J. Anderson, William G. Crosby, William
H. Conner, William H. Burrill, Daniel
Haraden, N. H. Bradbury, Sherbern
Sl-eper, S. Haynes, R. C. Johnson, Prescott Hazeltine, Asa Faunce, Jame3 P.
Furber, Joseph Bean, Nehemiah Abbott,
H. G. 0. Washburn, John Haraden, Liberty B. Wetherbee, Daniel Faunce, Geo.
R. Sleeper, Martin P. White, Daniel
Howard, Nancy Patterson, Josiah Simpson, Charles D. Field, N. M. .Lowney,
Charles Giles, William T. Colburn, Geo.
F. White, W. B. White, William Quimby, S. S. Hersey, Ephraim Sweet, Pauline Moody, P.P. Quimby, Calvin Pitcher,
Jos. F. Hall, W. W. Salmond, Nathaniel
ucau,

**

nun

uiamc),

nmus

R- Boynton, Alfred W. Johnson, Timothy
and Hiram Chase, David Peirce, Mrs. M.
B. Towne, William B. Swan, Alden D.
Chase, Abel Bennett, A. J. Morison,

j David
Whittier, Cyrus Patterson.
1

STOVES AND

FUNNEL.

FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER.

Geo. Thatcher, Oakes Angier, J. W.
Webster, Benj. Griffin, Johnathan Frye,
Gardiner Brooks, Mathew Hazeltine,
Geo. Faunce, Thomas Greely, Steven
1

Longfellow,

F.

A.

Lewis, Harry

Co.-

burn, N. P. Monroe, Peter Rowe.
The parish list, with these additions'
: names, purchased the heating
apparatus.
In my possession I find this bill for the
i
of an organ:
purchase
\
Belfast, April 4,18S5.

NEW ENGLAND’S GREAT EST

NEWSPAPER

No 1.—$15.

Rec’tl of N.

H. Bradbury fifteen

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Signature of

Always Bought
//9T.
CUcJfai
y,

YOU WILL FIND THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:

‘Statesmen—Real and Near’
“The Young Lady Across the Way
“Cartoons by Fontaine Fox
“Vest Pocket Essays by George Fitch
“Agnes Edwards’ Morning Talk’’
“The Public Letter Box
!

“As the World

Wags

by Philip Hale

The Best Editorials in New England

Compound.
Elkhart, Ind.“ I suffered for fourorganic inflammation,

Order the

teen years from

,-‘-

pain

and irregulariThe pains in
my sides were increased by walking

Boston Herald Today!

ties.

or

standing

on'

my

feet and I had such
awful bearing down
feelings, was depressed in spirits

(Sample Copy Free

Request)

on

and became thin and

pnlewith dull,heavy
I had six doctors from whom I received only temporary relief. I decided to give Lydia E.
eves.

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a fair
trial and also the Sanative Wash. I have
now used the remedies for four months
and cannot express my thanks for what

they have done for

me.

“If these lines will be of any benefit
you have my permission to publish
them.” —Mrs. Sadie Williams, 455
James Street, Elkhart, Indiana.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and herbs,
contains

no

narcotic or harmful

drugs,

and to-day holds the record of being the
most successful remedy for female ills
we know of, and thousands of voluntary
testimonials on file in the Pinkhani

laboratory at Lynn,
prove this fact.

Mass.,

seem

to

If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound will help you,write
to Lydia E.Pinkhain MedicineCo.
(confidential;> Lynn,Mass., for advice. Your letter will he opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.
OLD

COLONY

INSURANCE

COMPANY,

AG KICULTIT P A L
P AIV

Assets

V,

r

U \i AIV

R TOW N.

Ch

COM-

K. Y.

Assets December 31, 1912
..

35,927 93
7 1 “» 182 00

$

..

Collateral loans.
132 0( 0 CO
Stocks and bonds. 2,<;-2.-2>2 IS
Cash in office and bank.
283 537 97
: 09. A 7b
Agents’ balances..
Interest and rents....
15.690 -5
All other assets.
3,818 31
Gross assets.$4,236,940 62
not admitted.
47,323 -14

Deduct items

Admitted assets.

$4,189,617
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses..$ 126,412
Unearned premiums. 1,833,031
All other liabilities.
250.168
Cash capital.
500,000
1.4SO.005
Surplus over all liabilities...
Total

18

00
45
48
00
25

liabilities and surplus.$4,189,617 18
SON, Agents, Belfast, V-’aine.

JAS. PATTEE &

3w6

For Sale
One

December 31, 1912.

IN

WAT

Real estate.
Mortgage loans

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

of

dences in

the finest

resi-

rooms.

Gross assets. $1,335,785 67
Deduct items not admitted.
1,017 62

storage accommodations. Fine

Admitted assets....21,334,768 05
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net

unpaid losses.$

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total

65,332 77
399,535 06
15,229 55
400,000 00
454,670 67

12

rooms

and

a

bath.

and cold water in six

Hot

stable connected.

particulars apply

Chas. F.
GRANITE

For

other

to

Thompson.

STATE

FIRE

INSURANCE

COMPANY, PORTSMOUTH,

N. H.

Real estate.$
45,000 00
Mortgage loans.
10,100 00
Stocks and bonds..
935,295 50
Cash in office and bank.
60,951 61
Agents’ balances.
97,801 88
Interest and rents.
11,203 34

and Throat

Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 8 p.
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.

m

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Telephon connection.
28tf
1

A

Grots assets. $1,160,362 28
Admitted assets.$1,160,326 23
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid'loBses.$ 62.593 60
Unearned premiums.
669,644 84
All other liabilities.
16,309 06
Cash capital.W
200,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 331,904 74
Total liabilities and surplus.$1,160,362 28
Jas. Pattee & Sen, Agents, Belfast.
W. H.
B. B.

The KEELEY INSTITUTE

the
of

151 Congress Street

9

§'

|

Portland Maine
f

TELEPHONE 2224

Home Remedies for Tobacco Using
and Nervousness

l

Lord, Agent, Winterport
Sanborn, Agent, Stockton Springs.
3w5

UNITED STATES BRANCH OK THE
NORTH BRITISH & MERCANIILE INS.
CO. of

Loudon and Edinburgh*

Assets December 31, 1912.
Stocks and bonds
.$8,400,194 0'<
Cash
in
office and bank.
|
291,822 70
I Agents’ balances.
851,105 92
Bills receivable.
3,912 78
Interest and rents.
92,738 74
All other assets.
3*081 (>0
Gross assets.$9,642,855 Si
Deduct items not admitted__
6431942 46

Assets December 31, 1912.

Announces that he has limited hia practice
to diseases of the

:

test

sleeping

Excellent closet and

liabilities and surplus.$1,334,768 05

B. F. COLCORD, Agent, Searsport, Maine.
3w6

i

ONLY ONE that has stood the
time.
Methods rational and
MENTAL
NO SICKNESS,
humane.
DERANGEMENT OR COLLAPSE.
and

j

Belfast—containing

Mortgage loans. $ 60,000 00
Stocks and bonds. 1,090,600 00
Cash in office ana bank.
93,056 22
Agents’ balances.
87,686 83
Bills receivable.
390 00
Interest and rents.
3,135 00
All other assets.
1,017 62

RlfRACTION.

Children.

EVERY MORNING

Restored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

Nose
CASTOR
IA Eye, Ear,
For
AND
and
Infanta

The Boston Herald

WOMAN SICK
FOURTEEN YEARS

haps more) furnaces, painted, papered

■

a

J

on

Tableaux, living pictures, statuary,
dramas and numberless other things
have all played their parts in our church
history. In looking back over this long
period of years, we can point with pride

■

1

Sherburn Sleeper,

Committee.

j

being the amount of his subscription i
of the most enjoyable entertain- dollars,
to be used, in purchasing and setting
up cn
record. The Washington tea organ in the Rev. Mr.
Frothingham’s meetingparty by 16 little tots from eight to house.
Paul R. Hazeltine,
j
twelve years of age, dressed in the cosTreasurer of the First Congregational Parish i
in Belfast.
tumes of 10U years ago, is too well remembered by those who labored in that
Williamson's history states that an
vineyard and helped train and drill those organ was contracted for in May, 1835, j
little savages and live to tell the tale, to I in Newburyport, but the schooner on
which the organ was shipped went ashore :
require further detail.
Before the curtain rose for the even- on an island near the mouth of the Penobing’s entertainment, which was an oper- scot Bay and became a total loss. The
etta, “Pauline, the Belle of Saratoga,” crew and passengers reached the shore
the drawing of a beautiful silk log cabin with great
difficulty. The late Gen.
quilt, made under the supervision of James W. Webster was among the latter.
Misses White, Hervey and Faunce and The organ was not to be
paid for until
sold by ticket, took place, netting the delivery, so a second one was
purchased
society $'zo. Miss Lizzie Kenney of Bos- in Boston at an expense of $700, raised
ton, whom we all recognize as our presby subscription, and first used in July of
ent active
member, Mrs. Albert C. that same, year—1835. In 1848 it gave
Burgess, held the lucky number, and bore place to the present one, that cost $1300.
off the trophy.
The old instrument was sold for $400.
ments

and

|

r

was one

the manage-

wnite ami Mrs.
was a mixture of

cultivated literary
if not stout)
doors, were constant attendants at church.
\i’ : .mg me enure
The aforesaid gentleman arose and vig•.i-ies
with a “drip |
the proposed
much the creosote, j orously protested against
change. This was a blow from an uning tlie church,
expected quarter. After considerable dis.mson says:
“For cussion
the chairman, or “moderator,”
hurch was built
said.
“Squire Blank will you state your
ities whatever for
(I omit the expletives that
Minister frequently objection?”
preceded his answer, as entirely out of
mittens on.
place here) “Yes Sir!” “I will Sir! If ronized.
el
pew-, nearly j those
Last, but not least by any means, was
pews are two inches smaller Sir,
iinte doors, which
wife can’t get in.” This closed the the celebrated “Loan Collection” on the
my
se : ami securely fast;
the motion was lost, and for stage, which was a pronounced success.
ien buttons after! argument,
Those having it in charge (Mr. and
several years “My wife” got in on the
The
ntered.
aisles
Mrs. H. L. Woodcock) were untiring in
same old plan, so far as the pews were
•a eh
was
pew
carpet-j concerned. The other changes were car- their efforts and it was a fine display,
,rding to the taste ried
and a great responsibility. It was not
out, 1 think.
■priiitor, with no re- I
confined to Chinese and
artiFinally the shabby appearance of the cles, though there were Japanese
church, and the increasing demand for but rare and beautiful many of those,
held
things gathered
more seats, added to a strong desire for
araiii'e of their pew;
from all parts of the world. Jewelry,
:
when the carpets ', something more modern, if not comfort- laces,
ivory
carvings,
laquer work, paintaten, tile cushions ! able, carried the day, and in 1868 the axe ing and embroideries. Our own citizens
af the modern mechanic leveled the old
-n, while a liberal !
contributed
these treasures,
generously
.md water was the square pews. The massive pillars,! regret and our
Searsport neighbors were not
to say, gave place to the present iron rods,
-nme heart aches
behind them in generosity.
The risk
j a furnace was put in, also
gas, (which was a fearful
."lie by.
one, an I the committee
:
ided with a short was lighted for the first time Christmas felt a
of
relief
when those
great degree
the walls papered with the
ting with hinges, Fve, 1868),
priceless possessions were once more in
coldest looking pearl colored paper you
: u-ned
up when the
the hands of the proprietors, safely re: a general bang- ca:i imagine, and a new carpet covered
turned without iniurv.
The nrncee.U
hymn or prayer ; the entire church. The pulpit had long were over §550.00.
before been replaced by a smaller desk,
At one of our previous fairs when we
in the rear of which hung a red brocade
ng a blood-eurdscored a big pile of money, when a large
A red velvet sofa and chair.'
when I jammed curtain.
doil, a “real truly” baby house, and a
It: child’s
al, and in the mo- !■ constit ted the needful accessories.
afghari were sold by ticket is rtthe
the
ol
meantime, through
in ice while I was I
courtesy
membered, though no real record save a
the
Universalist
services
were
Society,
oratory to a fresh
spicy little sheer published under the
removed to soothe held in this church every Sunday morn- name of “The Locomotive” is at hand
at
ing.
in
the
teelings
for reference.
Miss Rebecca Palfrey
cink he Christinas
During Rev. Mr. Bixby's pastorate filled the editorial chair most acceptably.
'In- massive pillars another change was mad: viz: building Such writers as the late Governor
Crosentire gallery fes- I the recess in the rear and placing ir by, William H.
Simpson, Mrs. William
’rimmings, and the' front the large pillars which are repro- H. Burrill, Miss Elizabeth Barns, Miss
•vith a colored light j ductions on a smaller scale of those for- Carrie Willia" son. and
many other lesser
real a mass of ever- merly used under the galle-y.
The ole
lights contributed. ’Tis neediess to
j
lie more beautiful, j red curtains, which had expanded and
say it was a success and had a large
lie “in it.” 1 did contracted, been dyed and turned, were circulation. The date is
December, 1867.
•‘■■ind trimming. Poor
considered unlit for service and were Some copies are still in existence.
j
1 thought my whole taken down.
Of the many social festivities connecttt:
helping carry out
The writer was one of the committee ed with our socie y nothing stands out
a greater or less exand a most harmonious time we had. We more vividly than onr three days fair,
all wanted the same things, we all arguer date September 1st, 2nd and 3rd, 1875’.
hung the old green on the same side, and all voted the same Did ever people work harder? and
■’ uh
its glass doors,
achieve grander results?
We had a
way, a living representation of Barnum’s
r
d the marriage in“Happy Family.’’ But a cloud no biggei large society of young people, and all
! > ; custom
requiring than a man’s hand was rising, we were worked with a will.
should be posted in
gradually drifting onto the rock on which
The Opera House was elaborately
laace for a stated time.
we were to split; the disagreement
being trimmed with evergreen and bunting.
and
read
the
anup
the
|
pulpit furniture. It was a questior Every device that could be thought of
:
doubtless furnished of the soft side of a board or
upholsterec was perfected to make the affair a sucall the “tea drink- chairs.
After any amount of waster cess.
A
office furnished letters
h.gs.” No courtesies breath the majority ruled, as was right, | while you post
waited. A telegraph ticked
at r the service. Every- of
j
course, and the writer found hersell off its important messages all
through
11 solemn silence and
i
in the helpless minority. The furniture the
A fishing
session.
in
pond
i
iiquake would have cre- was ordered and came, and for severa ;; place of a “grab bag”
delighted the
“f-rnation than to have winters the minister folded his
overcoal
A pound table, a
youngsters.
r
Gipsy
lescend from that pul- to keep from
freezing onto his chair, tree. The fancy tables and the refresh■
morning’s greeting when the S. P. C. A. interfered (this ments for the times exceeded
anything
such was the church latter statement lacks
authority) and s ever known here. At that time no artimood.
'l
cushion was ordered for the one chaii cles of wearing apparel could be
purhave always played an that is
A recent glance intc ffhaaorl nnvwhprp anH im^*-.** * l._
occupied.
the history of the the
pulpit shows the humane society : interidence of Mrs. L. D. Woodard
ft
leadership of Mrs. have done more good work.
two large tables were piled high with all
mother of our rekinds of underwear, beautifully
At the close of Rev. Mr. Utter’s minis
made,
r,
Miss Ellen), and
and found ready purchasers.
while the pulpit was supplied eacl
A more
1
it is only with the try,
U'liplr IiU otrunrrorj
cAm/in.k
attractive display it would be hard to
humorous, that have incident
occurred, which perhaps som< find.
iter’s personal knowl^
of you may recall.
Remembering the success of our first
newspaper, a second sheet was publishThere was to oe an evening service
ed under the name of the “Cobweb.”
At that time in place of the pulpit light!
(which have just been removed) a singh : suggested by a fleecy, crocheted arrangement for the head for sale on the table.
gas jet in the wall on each side of th<
s’ Specifies
have
Governor Crosby again contributed.
to make the darkness mor<
pulpit
helped
the people with
visible, and as they were not connecter Rev. Mr. Utter sent a letter from Seatr
tle, and our local business firms advi r•"
with the other pipes, had to be lighter
root e than BO
le
s :
al Book sent free.
separately by means of climbing a shor tised their mercantile commodities, and
ladder.
In order to protect the wai I the result scored another financial suc*1
—--The sale and refreshments were
cess.
paper, the provident janitor had drawi I
1 F
for
Frio.
....
th order at all hours, but the
on the ends of the ladder a
evenings
11
huge pair o: were a
ir.„, .’B8MIIons. Inflammations.*5
pantomime of Jack and the Bean
blue woolen stockings which were a de
’rni ^••ver, or Worm Disease
.25
j ii
and
the
Stalk,
drama
of the Last Loaf.
au 1 W akefulness of Infants.25
ciaed misfit.
,'
j On the last
|
ii and
evening the beautiful operAdults.25
On this particular evening, just befori 1 etta
|
was given, and it was the
Pepita
the hour for commencing, some one dis
h
best thing of the whole. We have alhe, Neuralgia .25
/
covered the lights had not been turner
H'
atlaehe, Vertigo.25
ways hoped it might be again put on the
it 1 ’" Ni,
on. What was to be done? At all event
'‘►''•■;i“*n.
Weak
Stomach.25
...j,
stage. A number of
l'
ago Mrs.
'' Ugh'
they must be lighted, for the pulpit wai Leighton and the writeryears
laryngitis.*5
|*Wl 111,,.
were busily enin utter darkness. The house was filled
‘nos. Erysipelas.SS
in
gaged
rewriting and lengthening the
Rheumatic Pains.25
many strangers being present. A ses
vMalaria .25 sion was held in the vestibule, and thi 1 operetta and just as the last page was
and
finished,
for the cast of
;5...,
w
"fling. External,Internal.25
janitor was instructed to go in as quiet characters the ready
blow fell and the work
Boldin Head.25
l
as possible, light the gas and com<
ly
laid
was
aside.
sJ-a*modIc
Whether
it will ever
Cough.25
i!..
V
out.
Under some circumstances tin
'’l^setl. Difficult Breathing.25
come to light again is an unanswered
k
have
been
1
but
thii
thing
might
done,
*•
question.
k
'UiliM.ii '• v lf-al
was not the time.
Invested with hii
k
Weakness.1.00
|
Unfortunately there are no detailed
official authority he hoisted that laddei | records
Tk„. 0,,,,nence. Wetting Bed.25
of the entertainment to assist
with those stockings fluttering from
’"'“l
—.M
one, but those who fought and bled in
anJ s“m-er CoMs.**
the top to an almost perpendicular posi
the cause, need no pen and ink reminder
b °r
6,'nt on receipt of price.
tion, and started up the centre aisle, an< |1 of those scenes.
I
as
if
that
"--Ki.
“hook
and
ladder”
wai
MEDICINE CO.. Com*
"“ritai
parade
We took considerably over $900 (nine
Slreeu. New York.
not enough, he began soliloquizing ii
hundred dollars) which was
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Asa Faunce,
Daniel Haraden,
Joseph Bean.

Paul R.

—

I

J. P. White,

Admitted assets.
$8,998,913 35
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses. $
440,424 36
Unearned premiums. 4,662,838 37
All other liabilities.
152,954 32:
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,742,696 30
Total liabilities and surplus. $8,998,913 35
ALBERT M. AMES, Agent,

3w7
C. H.

Stockton Springs, Maine.
SARGENT, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

NOTICE
All members

of the Belfast Board of
Trade and all wishing to become members
invited to call on Elon B. Gilchrest, the
secretary, and leave three dollars in exj

are

change for

a

membership

ticket for 1913.
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

"Serious-minded people are much disturbed over the number of nonentities
who seem under serious consideration, to
of the still worse possibiliBELFAST, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1913. say nothing
ties. There is the department of agriculture, actually the greatest scientific
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
It ought to
establishment on earth.
Pub. Co. have at its head a man of the Maclaurin
The
type. And yet the consensus of opinion
here is today that the place is going to
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.
Manager Obadiah Gardner, known for what he
has done in working farmers rather than
For one square, one working the farms!"
Ahvertising Terms.
incn length in column, 25 cents for one week
“Twenty years ago Mr. Cleveland inand 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
spired undoubted confidence by the high
a
In
advance.
$2.0(1
character
of his cabinet selections. This
Sijhscription Term|
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three is true in both of his administrations. In
•Months.
each case the cabinet went far toward j
making public sentiment. Mr. Wilson I
Mine. SchumannHoink is to be the can do much to
allay legitimate appre- I
Music
hension today by wise cabinet selections; !
prima donna at the next Maine
but if he is to make such a list he has |
festival.
not yet confided it to the country, or let |
“What shall we do with our sons?” is it know who these men of light and lead- |
the caption of an article in an exchange. ing are. His attitude on the great poli- !
cies is equally inconclusive.
Nobody I
We should say, send them to the Uniknows where he stands, or where his ad- i
versity of Maine, where they may get a ministration is going to stand, on ques- :
practical education that will fit them for tions intimate y related to the weal of
the nation. No wonder uncertainty prea life of honor and usefulness.
vails. No wonder the country is guessIt was announced last week that the ing.”

Journal

The Republican

Republican Jour.
}

American Ice Co.

was to

Hudson,

the

and that may make

a

high cost of living has reached
Wellesley and hoard at tho campus houses
is to he increased $50, from $275 to $325,
“making the total annual charge for tuition and residence in college houses $500
for all new students entering in September, 1013, and thereafter.” Girls already enrolled will not be affected by
the increased cost of living until another
academic year is begun next Fall, at
have been pa-

ns

public prints as candidates
for offices for which they had no aspirations, and as promoting political schemes
raded in the

of which tin y had never even dreamed.
This is in accordance with ihe cuttlefish
tactics of

the

spired

present mayor,
past
in the art, and is no doubt inby him. ht is ali part of the game

to

deal the cards that

master

so

a

whoever is

mayor or whoever sits in the council or
hoard of aldermen the control of city affairs will be in the same hands as at

present.

Bangor and Auburn are before the
legislature for new charters, Auburn
proposing a single board and concentrating all duties and responsibilities on the
mayor and live aldermen, special prominence being given to the
mayor. Bangor
is to adopt one of three char ers at the
election March 10th —one provides fora
single board,

another

by defeating

some

measure

originating in the other board prejudical
to the public welfare.
It is reported from Augusta that the
small coal dealers of the State have
made out a very good case in the investi-

gation going

on

before

a

special legisla-

tive committee. Twenty dealers have
been examined, hut none have admitted
making more (nan a bare living and most
of them claim they are
losing money this
year. Most of the dealers place the cost
of handling coal from their sheds to the
customers at ?1.50 per ton. A
50 cents per ton is considered

the difen

re

pounds

to

the ton and

value this at Jl cents. Thus far the investigation has not revealed any concerted (fort to regulate market or

prices in

the State.
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POT OMAC.

writer who illumines the editorial
page* of the Boston Herald over the eabshsue signature of “Oxford
3,000’’
show irg, of course, that he is not one
of
Boston’s J00~has been
the
A

sounding

depths and shallow's at the National Capitol and finds the leaders of
Democrac
vety much at sea as to the
and
plans

purposes of the President-elect. One
by
cne the big men of the
have been

party
tailed to New Jersey to see the
chief,
end on their return have looked wise
md said nothing. The reason
they have
said nothing is because
they had nothing
iosay. They had told everything they
r<--r*

‘The

President has

new

ivpH

nntKimr
no

bant, gracious, attractive,

confidants

but cold and

indeed

said to have any popularity
among the politicians or in the atmosphere of resident Washington.” The giv-

1

up of the customary inaugural ball at
his request, will not commend him to the
business and social elements at the National Capitol. For years it has been an ;
ev ent looked forward to at the
incoming
of an administration, has called for the

large amount of money,
brought many people to Washington and
given society people an opportunity to
display their elaborate costumes and to
figure in the columns of the.newspapers.
a

Then as;to the Cabinet.

seriouB

misgivings

There

are

to the type of men
h e will select for the heads of the departments; and “Oxford 3000” says that
*

possibly sallow skin or a pinched
face—it is for want of vital

|j

nourishment; this growing

■

1
9
body-development—mental 4

period

demands

special,

for

con-

|

strain—physical changes.
j

Scoff’s Emulsion is the
greatest bodybuilder known—it

February meeting

of

..

as

‘the deplorably low standard of his
appointees in New Jersey has given no little disquietude to the serious-minded
observers of all parties who wish their
country well.” It is generally agreed
that William J. Bryan is going into the.
cabinet,and itis “said to be necessary to
haye him there to keep him from breaking up the party from the outside,” but
as to the rest a painful
uncertainty preails; and, to quote again.

--..>

j

j
I
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HARD COLDS I

....

In New York Society

icalp,

SALE!

Crockery, Clothing,

I

,;i

I

1

s vci,t,

Hosiery, Underwear, House
Dresses, Shirt Waists, Infants’
Wear, Jewelry, Toys, Sta-

H

tionery and Novelties

I

ers,

centratad, easily digested food

ry.”
By Mr. Sprague of Islesboro: Petitions

1

ing

expenditure of

China and

K

or k

II
I

t
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the Waldo County
of W.
is nature’s wholesome
strengthVeteran association was held in Memorial hall E. Williams and others of Islesboro to authorMiss Ethel Foss was born in Winterport in
ize the inhabitants of the town of Islesboro and
maker—without alcohol or M
last Thursday with Thomas H. Marshall Post, their
.June, 1890, and died in Waterville Jan. 31,
assigns to erect, extend and maintain a
Stimulant—makes rosy cheeks, E
with a good attendance of veterans and their public wharf into the tide waters of
lyl3.
Miss Foss went to Waterville nearly
Gilkey’s
active blood, sturdy frames and E
Harbor in said town of Islesboro.
four years ago and was employed in a dress- ladies. At the business session in the foreBy Mr Hersey of Aroostook: Petition of I.
sound bodies.
noon Comrades Bowen of Morrill, Stinson of
making establishment. Excepting a few
B. Mower, State Secretary of the Maine BapBat you must have SCOTT’S.
Searsport and Clark of Belfast were appoint- tist Missionary Convention, for legislation permonths spent i 1 Portland, and her annual
Scott ft Bowse, Bloomfield, N., 12-62 a
visits to her for mer home, she had since re- ed a committee on the time and place of the mitting Baptist and Free Baptist churches to
unite
in the administration of trust funds unsided in that ci y.
Being of a reserved and i next meeting, and reported later as fo Hows: der the name of the new* organization.
retiring temper nent she did not readily form Time, the first Thursday iri March; place,
By the same senator: Petition of Charles C.
intimate friends lips, but once formed they Brooks. If stormy on the day appointed the Clements and 12 others of Winterport in favor
i ne Churches.
of
Woman’s Suffrage.
meeting will be held on the nest fair day. An
Bv Mr. Hutchins of Penobscot: Petition of
was
remarkab'e. She was admired for her ; invitation from the Belfast Board of Trade to George W. Grinneil and 26 others of Bluehill,
The services at the First Parish hurch (Uniattend the Food Fair on the opening day was Brooklyn and Sedgwick, in favor of teachers'
many estimable qualities of mind and chartarian) will be h< Id next Sunday at lb 45 a. m
received and accepted. The morning session
pensions; also petition of Marion M. Abbott
acter and a gloo n was cast over the entire
Sunday school at noon.
anu
omers or hucksport in favor of same;
was adjourned to partake of an excellent dincommunity when the sad news came of her
j also petition of Harriett E. Saunders and 33
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Thomas
H.
Marand
served
ner, provided
by
d eath. She was to have been married in a
others in favor of same.
elm II
F.twfi.ua of tVio
A
F?
ProciH^nt
By Mr. Currier of Camden: Petition of E. Sunday services at their place of meeting on
few weeks to Errest Wells of Waterville, and
Frank Knowlton and 65 others of Camden for High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
Crockett called the afternoon meeting to order
t he sympathy of her former town's
people is
s me.
The services at the Universalist church for
exiended to him is well us to her father and and Rev. Walter E. Sturtevan t, pastor of the
By Mr. Currier of Camden: Petition of Alice
the week will he as follows: K. 0. K \ Saturstepmother, lit: father, Albert Foss, went Belfast Baptist church, offered prayer. Mayor H. Knowlton and 17 others of Camden for
same; also
of Eva L. Taylor and four day night; preaching service
Sunday morning
directly to Wateiville on receipt of the sad Hanson was then introduced and gave the ad- others of petition
Hope for same.
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
message and uce» mpanied the remains to his dress of welcome. Comrade Johnson L. Trask
By Mr. Kicker of Castin resolve in favor of
home. The turn a; services were held at the of Newburg responded in his usual happy the town of Verona appropriating $1,500 for
The Christian Scientists hold services in
the bridge across eastern thoroughtheir hall. 127 Main street, Sunday morrvi
grange hall at VS hite’s Corner, Feb. 3d, Rev. manner. The remainder of the program was rebuilding
g at
fare of Penobscot river; also, resolve in favor
A. Conant of
F S. Dollili of lackson offieiati ,g. Appro- given under the direction of
11 o’clock and Wednesday
of the towns of Castine and Penobscot
evening at 730
appropriate selections vere tu.g by Elmira Porter Thomas H. Marshall Post, and was very priating $500 lor rebuilding bridge known as o’clock to which all arc welcome.
Little ^liss Lida Morse cover bridge between Gastine and Peand Cora Blaisdcil and t..e bearers were Flank successfully carried,, out.
The services at the Norh church will be a.nobscot.
sang
Riding Jack Horse with
Clement, Webber Bartlett, Harold Chase and White
By Mr. -Jones of China, act to repeal Chapter follows: Junior C. E., Thursday at 3.45 p. m.;
Mrs.
Sumner
Clifton Stevens. Mr. Frost of Waterville, at Papa.”
Bridges recited ‘The 30 of private and special laws of 1911 relating prayer meeting. Thursday at 7.30
Castle
p m
Waterville & Farmington R. R., North, k. O. K. A..
w'hose home she hau boarded for a year, and Gallant Fifty-First,” and
responded with to v\
at 7 p. m ;
Friday
morning
act
t>
of
sale of part of its
permit
Your Ranks,” and both selections were ef- repealing
Mr. Wells, came to Winurport to attend the
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m ; Sunday school
property.
service.
Beautiful flowers surrounded the fectively rendered. Masters Vaughan Hayes
By Mr. O’Connell of Milford, act to incor- ! Sunday at 12 m ; U. E. Society Sunday at G.3<>
casket, and mutely testified to the esteem in and Byron Salters gave a character darkey I porate George W Smith, James A. Dunning,
p. m.
which she was held. M. A. Haley had charge song and responded with “Just Before the Charles C Garland, George H. Hamlin, BenjaThe services for the week at the First
min W. Blanchard, as the
Water
Co.
Hampden
Mother.”
of the arrangements and the interment was in
Miss
Alice
E.
Battle,
Simmons read to
supply the town of Hampden with pure Methodist church will be as follows: this,
;
the “Perfect Tribute”, and responded with water, capi ulizution not be less than
Pilgrim's Home cemetery.
$25,000 Thursday, evening, the
prayer met tir g; Sunnor more than 55100.000
“When Angelina Johnson Comes Swinging
“Let us lie patient! These severe lUictions
(
at 10.30, morning worship;
Mr. Bowler oF Bethel
Not Irom the ground arise,
Sunday school
presented an act to in- day
Down the Line.” Mrs. Mabel W ebber rendercorporate the Sheepscot Valley Conservation at 12 m,; Epworth League prayer meeting
But oftentimes celestial benedictions
ed a solo entitled “The Starry Banner of the Pow er
Assume this dark disguise.
Company with Charles F. Achorn, Madi- Sunday evening at 6.00 p. m.;
evening service
There is no death! What seems so is transition; Free,” with accompaniment by Mrs. Ralph H. son T. Leavitt, Andrew C. Halpen, Waterman at 7
00 p. m.
L. Dow, S bra C Kennedy and James R. AbInis life of mortal breath
Howes and was followed by a flag and burning
bott
of
Is but a suburb of the life elysian
Whitefirid, Arthur Dodge and Parker
tnc uapiusi enureii will ue adrill und r the direction of Miss Simmons,
Marr of Somerville, Hugh
W hose portals we call death.”
C. D. Y.
McGarraham, John follows: Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evenfinely executed by Misses Louise Clement, H. Albeeand Edwin Bullock of Windsor and
ing; morning service Sunday at 10 45 a. m ;
Electa B., widow of the late Captain Martin Geneva Stepenson, Lillian Dexter and Lillian Carson C. Peck of New York, as the incorporators. This corporation is to be
organized to Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
Stone, passed away at 12.30 a. m., Feo. 12th, at Davis, with a solo “The Star Spangled Ban- distribute
electric light, heating and manufac- attend
Sunday school at any other church are
her home with her daughter, Mrs. Charles H.
ner,” by Mis. Mabel Webber and accompani- turing power in the towns of Albion, China
invited. C. E. society at 6 30
p. m.;
Walden, Court street. She had been i.n her ment by Mrs. Ralph II. Howes.
Remarks and Winslow in Kennebec county and tne I cordially
towns of Somerville, Jefferson and
Whitefield, j evening service at 7.30 p. m.
usual health until a recent fall,which fractured
were made by Comrades D. O. Bowen of Mor- !
in Lincoln county and the town of Palermo in 1
her hip and arm, causing her to fail
The Men’s Forum, which meets at the Unigradually rill, A. E. Nickerson of SwTanvilIe and Past | Waldo county.
Mr. Currier of Camden,an act to
until the end. True to her
incorporate ; versalist church each Sunday at noon, will
bright, cheerful Department Commander Merrick of Water700-Acre
Island.
next Sunday begin a study and discussion of the
disposition she bore her sufferings without a ville, a native of Waldo county and a member I
By Mr. Conant of Waldo: Petition of Alfred
murmur. She was born in Belfast, Nov.
3, of the Association. He spoke highly of the i L. Estes and 20 th.rs of l'roy tor Woman’s [ tariff question. This is one of the great questions before the American people at the
1831, the daughter of the late Calvin and program, and complimented Miss Simmons, | suffrage.
pres
Joanna Prescott Pitcher. She was educated in Mrs. W'ebber and the children in the drill. A j
By Mr Pendleton of Searsport: Petition of ent time and such a discussion cannot help but
Stevens
Augustus
and
the public schools and at Kents Hill
28 others of Troy in
be interesting and instructive. All men are
Seminary.
favor of same; also petition of John M. NickShe was a great leader and even in her last Circle for their courtesies. Miss Simmons was
cordially invited.
erson and 19 others in favor of same.
days couid converse interestingly on any sub- elected to honorary membership as a grandBy Mr. Currier of Camden: Petition of G. T. ! A series of sermons on “The Fundamental
ject that might he brought up. She loved na- daughter of the Association. The Association Hodgman and 41 others of
Ideas of Christianity” is being given at the
teacher’s pension bill.
tuie and on scientific subjects her mind
always will be well represented at the 50th anniverBy M,r* Farnh&m of Bath: Petition of Geo First Congregational church Sunday mornings
slruck at the causes of effects.
of
the
Battle
of
and
nine who W. Puller and 157 others
Her father’s sary
Gettysburg
requesting that the at a quarter before eleven. Sermons on “The
family and her own are connected with the participated in the battle signified their inten- present laws governing lobsters be so amended Christian Idea of God,” “The Christian Idea of
as to prohibit the
shipment of lobsters out of Man” and “The
Unitarian society, but her life was essentia ly tion of attending.
Christian Idea of Sin,” have
the State from June 15th to
I
September 1st.
a home Christian;
always devoted to home and
Mr
Harman of Stonington: Pet.tion of been given already. The remaining sermons
By
BEAL OR BLANCHARD?
its interests. Three children
J.
K.
Collins
and
11
others
of
Isle tu Haut are as follows: Feb 16th, “Jesus Christ;” Feb.
survive, Ceorge
asking that the town of Isle au Haut be set off
M. and Ernest J Stone and Mrs
Edith S.
It has been generally assumed that when ex- from Hancock
23d, “The Christian Life;” March 9th, “The
and annexed to the
county
i.jomt r, me last or a tamChristian Idea of the Future.” All who do m t
Mayor Beal of Bangor got ready to drop the county of Knox.
of
10 children, Mr. Ellis J. Pitcher of
ily
Two thousand dollars is asked
“ex” and resume the job there would be no
by the Nor- worship elsewhere are cordially invited to
mal school at Castine for
South V\ e\ mouth, Mass. The funeral will
repairs and perma- these services.
take opposition, but this year he will nave a com- !
nent improvements.
At
a committee
meeting
p; ee at her late hofne tomorrow,
F’riday, at petitor in the Republican caucus, called for State Superintendent Smith spoke strongly in
A series of Lenten addresses will be given at
2.30 p. m. Rev. ( R
Ames, pastor of the Uni- this, Thursday, evening in the person of Ben- favor of this appropriation.
the First Congregational Church on Thursday
Senator Packard has introduced in Legistarian church, will officiate.
jamin W. Blanchard, Esq. The Bangor Com- lature a bill an act to amend the
evenings during Lent at half after seven. To
law .making a
mercial says:
close time on scailops from April tc Novem
these services the people of the city are corMr. Ralph Penny of Montville died
at the
bor, which will open a part of Penobscot bay
Mr. Blanchard is well known in this city and
invited.
The speakers and their subhome of his son, Edward
Penny, in Andover, is an energetic worker for his party’s inter- defined by a line drawn from ( ape Rosier to dially
Mass., January 17, 1913, aged 75 years. He ests, being chairman of the executve commit- the north point of North Haven, and following jects are as follov.s:
Feb. 13
the northwest shore of said North Haven to
Religion and Education.
was the son of Robert and
Cynthia Penny and tee of the Penobscot Republican club during its southwest
Mr. Clarence VV. Proctor, Principal
the Iasi campaign.
point commonly called Crabtree
was born in Knox.
At the age of 28 years he
Belfast
point; thence to the west point of Matinicus:
High School.
Mr. Blai chard, who is 33 years of age, has
was married to Miss Sarah
Feb. 20.
Religion and Health.
Mosher, who sur- been a resident of Bangor since he was 17, thence from said west point of Matinicus to
Adelbert Millett, M. D.
vives him.
Mine children were given them, having been born in Unity. He was graduat- White Head light.
Feb. 27. Religion and Citizenship.
By Mr. Hutchins of Penobscot petition of
ed from the Bangor High school in the class
seven of whom are now
T
U
D
Vt.I
living: Mrs. Emma of 1901 and from
Nettie L. Bowen and 26 others of Brooks in
the University of Maine Collature.
Clement, Charles, Mrs. Cora Boynton Allen, lege of Law with honors, in 1904, since which I favor of giving the right of suffrage to women;
: also petition of Vesta I).
Mar. 6.
Mrs. Susie Ingraham. Edward (who is
Religion and Art.
Higgins and 27 others
special time he has practiced his profession in this of Brooks
Mrs. E. R. Pierce, President Arts
for same; also petition of Edith Barpolice at the Hood farm) and William. For city. He has been very prominent in munici- ker and 32 others
and Crafts.
of Brooks for same.
pal affairs, serving for two years in the commany years he was a professed Christian and mon council and is now
13.
Mr.
Mar,
Dunton of Belfast: Petition of E. A.
By
Religion and Life.
serving his third year
Rev. David L. Wilson.
his hope in Christ was his
Lapham and 25 others of Pittston for same.
support to the last. as a member of the board of aldermen.
By Mr. Dunton of Belfast: Petition of Eben j
Mr. Blanchard took an advanced course at
In 1861 he heard his country’s call, and for
The
F.
men of the Baptist church held a
Littlefield
young
and
81
the College of L.w last year and was awarded
others, relating to teachmore than two years was one of the brave deer’s pensions.
sociable and entertainment in the ve.-try
the degree of Master of Laws.
fenders of our country. But a higher power
By Mr. Cook of Vassalboro: Petition of J. H.
Feb. 6th, for the purpose
Whitehouse and 16 others to repeal chapter Wednesday evening,
called him, and he gladly answered “here?” and
153 of the Public Laws of 1911 entitled “An of raising money to send two delegates to the
Ointments
for
Beware
of
went to meet the loved ones who had
gone beAct to prohibit the use of
State convention of the Young Men’s Christian
gang books.”
fore
tie was buried from the home of his
Catarrh That Contain
By same: Petition of C. W. Hussey and 51 Association in Portland last week. The enothers in favor of ice fishing in China Lake.
daughter, Mrs. Henry Clement, in Montville,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of
By Mr. Dunton of Belfast: Petition of O. E. tertainment consisted of a vocal solo by Miss
January 21st, where many relatives and friends Bmell
Frost and 59 others in favor of the right of Edna Hopkins; piano solo by Miss Flossie Heal;
and completely derange the whole sys
and a few of his comrades in arms
gathered to tem when entering it through the mucous sur- suffrage to women.
readings by Alton Braley, and short stories by1 ook upon that form so dear to them.
Rev. D. faces. Such articles bhould never be used
Willis Fletcher, Ben Robertson and Mrs. Hopon prescriptions from reputable physiexcept
SANDYPOINT.
Brackett, pastor of the North Montville church,
kins. Then Charles Rhoades exhibited life
cians, as the damage they will do is ten fold to
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Merrithew are in Boston
sp ke words of comfort to the mourning ones, the good you can possibly derive from them.
size silhouettes.made by himself, of the pastor
it is form was laid beside those who had
for a week., Fred Grant, who is employed in
gone Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. |
and various members of the society, which
before; there to await the resurrection morn. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, j Somerville, spent Sunday with his family here.
were very easily recognized and which caused
and is taken internally, acting directly upon the
'Tis hard to break the tender cord
re turned WednesMrs,
Stowers
Josephine
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. In
endless fun.
Home made candy was sold durWhen love has bound the heart.
from
a
visit
week's
in
Catarrh
Cure
be
sure
the
day
Brewer... Mrs
buying Hall’s
you get
j
’Tis hard, so hard, to speak the words:
ing the evening, and abc ut $12 was netted.
It is taken internally and made in
Ivan
Grant
went to Portland Saturday for a few i
genuine.
“W’e must forever part.”
The delegates to the convention were Roy
Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testi- I lays
Fred Kittredge, who has been at work
Dearest loved one we have lai i thee
menials free.
and Eugene Parsons, and the other
Ellingwood
lere in the mill, returned t> his home in Milo
Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per bottle.
But thy memory will be cherished
young men to go from the Baptist church were
Take Hall's Fomily Pills for constipation.
.F. S. Harriman and S. M. Grant
Saturday
Till we see thy heavenly face.
Lewis and Eugene Gannon, George Robertson,
lave filled their ice houses this week with ice !
William Greenlaw, Ernest Milton and Leroy
Belfast relatives were advised last
foot thick aid of good quality... Relief
Tuesday
A chimney in Mrs. Eliza F. Bean’s house j
Coombs.
of the death in Augusta of Everett
Mosher spent Sunday at his home in I
igent
I
Worthing. burned out Sunday morning and fire started |
Last Thursday evening at the Baptist church,
He was the brother of Mrs. Edgar L. Smith of
Krownville ...Friends here extend their symin the roof of the L. Fortunately they were !
pathy to the family of trie late Fred Y. j Rev. If. T. Capen told of his early experiences
this city. His age W'as about 50 years.
able to extinguish it by breaking through the 1 French,Sr.,whose suduen death occurred Feh.3d. 1
in China, of his starting out as a missionary,
root... Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Allen have been j Mr. French was born in Sandypoint 60 years
The remains of Traverse Ide, w"ho died Jan.
and of learning the language, habits and cusigo, hit boyhood was spent here, and he lias
Mrs.
in
Belfast.
Mr.
and
R.
M.
Carter
2Uth at the Wilder Parker
visited here many summers since he made his ! toms of the people there.
hospital in New visiting
At the Sunday
York city, after a 12 days’ illness with the !
.C. A. Boynton went to Belfast Sunday and borne in Massachusetts....Tnetmometer 8r
morning service he spoke on “What China maymeasles, followed by pleurisy and pneumonia, j
below zero Monday morning.
home his brother, Oscar I. Boynton,
brought
,
were brought to his ht me in
be as a Christian Nation.”
He said that he
Winterport, Tuesday. Jan. 21st. Mr. Ide was taken sick while who has been in the hospital for treatment_
did not claim to be a prophet, but his contaking a course at the Male Training school of | Mrs Fred Carter has been with Mrs. John
clusions wTere based on the strong Christian
the Bellevue hospital.
Athough everything j Cornforth in Knox for a short time... Mr.Jand
character of the Chinese who had already acwhich kind friends and medical skill could do i
Mrs.
L.
W.
Howard
were in Waterville Friday.
to relieve his condition was done, his
cepted Christianity, and he gave some very
strength ! _Mrs. Cora B.
When they first come, the best time to
and
Miss
Yuba
was not sufficient to withstand the intense
Berry
Berry
break them up. One standard remedy—
striking illustrations of the faith of the Chrissuffering. Mr. Ide was a graduate of Monroe j are to attend the Grange lecturer’s conference
tian Chinese and of their heroism and courage
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
High school and was a most promising young ; in Augusta Thursday and Friday_Roscoe
Sold for 70 years.
men and his demise at the
when persecuted for their faith by their felsj
age of 18 years is
Ask Your Doctor.
deeply regretted by a large circle of friends. Whitcomb of Waldo was at L. W. Howard’s
low countrymen. In the evening his text was
His funeral was held at the K. of P. Hall, ElWednesday.Mrs. Hattie Longfellow of
"AH power is given unto me in heaven and in
lingwood’s Corner,Thursday afternoon. Seldom Belmont is the gueBt of Mrs. C. A. Boynton.
is there seen a more largely attended funeral
earth.” He spoke of the power of the Chinese
of
Charles
Hall
Camden
and
Miss
Edna
than this one,when his many friends and relanation, recognized now as never before; of !
tives gathered with saddened hearts to listen Cook of Liberty were, at J. L. Boynton’s Suntheir power in numbers, in wealth,and of their
to the comforting words spoken by Rev. A. J.
day.
Lockhart. The funeral services were concommercial and political strength,and said that
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN OF TH
400 WHO
ducted by D. M. Spencer. The interment was WHITE'S
all this great power should be given to Christ.
CONNER, (Winter port.)
in Pilgrim’s Home cemetery, Monroe.
LUXURIANT HAIR.
HAVE
The
A. L. Blaisdell has returned from a three
He read from the prophecy of Isaiah, where it
pallbearers were his cousins, Herbert, Jesse
where
women get ideas
In
New
York,
gay
is written that many from that country should
and Harold Ritchie and Stephen Perkins. Dur- weeks’ trip to New York and Pennsylvania....
from their foreign sisters, the hair tonic called
ing his short stay of less than four weeks in Miss Louise Libby, a student of Bucksport PARISIAN Sage at 50 cents is in great demand. come to the Kingdom of God, and later where
New York, he made many friends
by his pleas- seminary, spent the week-end with her parPARISIAN Sage, is the discovery of a well Christ spoke of the followers that would come
ant manner and his eagerness for
learning to
known scientist, and he claims most emphaticfrom that direction. He urged that everyone j
become an efficient and successful nurse. The ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby....Mrs. F. T.
ally that it is the only hair preparation that should feel a
floral offerings were profuse and beautiful. Bussey of West Winterport visited Mrs. G. H.
personal responsibility that this
dandruff germs.
will
kill
the
persistent
Supt. L. F. Lowry of the Male Training school York several days last week_Mrs. C. B.
At any rate the Giroux Mfg. Co. of Buffalo should be brought to pass. He told of the need
and the students of the Mills
Training school Jewett is convalescent from her recent severe N. Y., American manufacturers of PARISIAN of young men to
of Bellevue hospital, New York, sent a
go to that country as mislarge illness, and is able to take short drives at the Sage, give out through A. A. Howes & Co. this
and most beautiful pillow; the Pythian Sisters
sionaries and said that it had been estimated
present time. Mrs. Page of Jackson is still guarantee, the strongest ever given:
and Knights of Pythians sent a
large wreath; with her assisting in the house keeping.C.
“We guarantee PARISIAN Sage to end dan- the Baptist denomination would need 50 young
Northern Light Grange sent 18 pinks; Mr. and M. Conant returned to
Augusta Monday morn- Iruff in two weeks; 10 stop falling hair; to men next
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie, Mr. and Mrs.
year to carry on the work already
Elijah ing after a short visit with his family... .Mr. nake dull, lifeless and colorless hair beautiful
Ritchie and son, 18 pinks, and Miss Lila Swan, and Mrs. Albert Foss were in Waterville'
last Mid luxuriant; to cure all itching disease of the begun, outside of what was needed in advance
18 pinks.
work. He spoke particularly of the opportu- i
Friday and Saturday.
or money back,”
r.

he

may be

Meet With Thomas H. Marshall Post.
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energy and
no
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1 shall close out my entire stock of goods
and less than cost, including

To make

room

for my

I

stock of
include article-

new

the damaged goods
every home. CALL AND SEE.

I
:1

,

I

MRS. E. A. MUDGETT

1

Variety Store,-78 Main

|

missionaries.

nities for medical

There

are n<

asylums there, and it b
not an uncommon thing to see people with
tumors and leprosy, together with the insane,
A collection was taken
..n the public streets.
hospitals

insane

or

I

mission work in China. The music
furnished by the choir a 1 chorus, assist.i in the evening by Miss K therine K. Brier,
soloist.
Large audiences were present at all
Mr. Capen will be accompanied
the services.
on his return to China by his w ife, little daughfor the
as

w

ter and

son.

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Mr.
at

ed

and Mrs. Raymond Carter were reinstata recent
meeting of Union ilarv.. I

Grange.

[

Seven Star Grange, Troy, held its regular
meeting Saturday evening and elected committees for the ensuing year.
Union Harvest Grange. Center Montviile,
voted to send their lecturer, Miss Yuba Berry,
to the Lecturers’ Conference in Augusta.
Comet Grange, Swanville, held a regular
meeting last Monday evening with Worthy
Master Moody in the chair. The 3d and Hh
degrees were conferred on the candidates. It
was

voted

to

have

harvest feast

a

Monday

1

evening. Feb. 17th, and invite Granite Grange
of

Searsport.

North

tendance.

Fate

Sad

of

There

South

a

was

Polar

good

;

Expedition,

CALF MEAL

The death of Captain R.
F. Scott and the whole of his party who took
in
the
south
part
polar expedition is reported
in the following dispatch from Oamaru, N. Z:
“Captain Robert F. Scott and his party were
overwhelmed by a blizzard on their return
journey from the south pole. The entire party
perished. They reached the south pole on the
18th of January, 1912
and crew perished.
No. 264

BLATCh

at-

London, Feb. 10.

Sixty-six

|

THE PERFECT MiLf

j

Takes the piace of I
‘he cost and calves L
it. Kasy to
gruel with warm

on

scientists

use

!

waL

have it.

3.

100 Gallons

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OP THE

SEARSPORT NATIONAL. BANK
At Searsport, in the State of .Maine, at the
j
close of business February 4, 1913.
KKSOrib KS.
Loans and Discounts. ..$146.252 32
Overdrafts. secured and unsecured..
127 37 !
I', s. Hi.nds to secure circnl it <>u
5o.noooo :
Other bonds insecure ]> stal Sav3 000 OP
ings. 5*3,000
bonds, securities, etc.. 119,41030
oanking house.furniture out fixtures
4,4oo 00
Due from National Hanks (not re
serve agents)
845 20
Due from State ami ju;v
bunks
ami bankers. Trust Comp ••
and
Savings Hanks
1.730 72
\,
Due from a ,u roved
_eiit.s.
14.9011*
ii cks and other cash it, m025 58
Note: of oth-T Nuiiatn.il
1.445 "O
*.• kel>,
Fraction:! paper currency,
and Cents.
69 92
[.awful money reserve in Ha* k v iz:
..

—

FULLY EQUAL TO

Total.....

i

j
\

money maker
Used in this com-:

\

thousands of the k

\

men.

]
\

Interesting

!

“Hcr-v to FWithoii

...

111537

>

A trial wll!

...

.s 8.S37 '*0
Specie.
2 suo no
I.egal-temler notes
Kedemption fund wbli l. >. Treasurer ( 5 percent of circulation!....

.el

for $3

....

SOLD BY

V

TKADL s'.

uni

2.500

0

.$357.3*4

55

j

i.t.Uitbl 11 i:s.

Capital stock paid in.. .$ 1 u,notion !
surplus fund
25,000 00
Cndivided profits, less expenses and

taxes
National Hank notes outstanding
Due t-> Trust Companies ami Savings Hanks.
Dividends unpaid
Individual deposits, subject to check
Demand certificate of deposit
c ashier's checks ouUt.Hiding

paid

..

...

...

...

Total.

1

17.384 82
49.997 f o

1,215

I

Whole

1,624 24
62.00
210,841 96
655 93

Distrit

BELFAST,

10

$357,34* 55

For Sale

MAINE, < «H NTV OF \\ \I.D«» SS.
I. A. it. Nichols, Cashier of the above-named
bank, do solemnly sweai that the above statement is true to the best of mv knovviedg'* and belief.
A. H. NICHOLS. C ashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me Ons 11th
day of February, 1913.
H a it it v K. Hangs, Notary Public.
Coirect. Attest:
F. I I’KSDLKTON,
H F. Col.CO HD.
Directots
l
I) C. M' llOLs,
STATE OF

Legislative

U*

A SMALL HOUSE

Apply

to

6tf

ELI

Gasolene

j

AM'

Hearings.

Wood Sawi

Legal Affairs.

...

-self-centered.
That does not prove
that he will not make a good President;
but it is said that the party leaders in
Washington are extremely unenthusiastic over him.
“Predictions are rife that;

popularity will wane
posal of the patronage,

Mathews Bros, to connect their present plant
with a building to be erected on the water
front over a
spur railroad track, to facilitate
the receiving of lumber and the
shipping of
finished product. Work was begun on this improvement last fall and suspended because of
the freezing of the ground.
By Mr. Conant of Waldo: An “Act to amend
Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. and 9 of Chapter 17 of the
Public Laws of 19 5, regulating the practices
of Veterinary Surgery, Medicine and Dentist-

mayor of

COUNTY

bition—has

to enable

in business, and had served as
Rockland. His age was 61 years.
He loaves a son, Francis C., who was associated with him in the ship building business, and
a daughter, Annah P., a graduate of Smith
college and now in settlement work in New
York.

associated

WALDO

rising—lacks

Mercury

He has
among the leaders of the party.
friends, 1 ut no intimates. He is bril-

his

Albert W. Butler, of the Cobb, Butler Ship
Building Co., builders of some of the largest
By Mr Dunton of Belfast: An Act to authorsailing ships in the world, died suddenly at his ize the city council of the
city of Be-fast to
home in Rockland, Feb 11th. He was a 33rd
grant
permission to Mathews Brothers to condegree Mason, was a brother-in-law of former struct and maintain a suspension
bridge over
Governor William T. Cobb, with whom he was From
street in said Belfast. This is

..

—

knew arr)

Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

should have rich, red blood
and sturdy, healthy bodies to
withstand cold rains, changing
seasons and winter storms.
tij
If your child is weary when
g

11

of

between long and short
Most dealers place

tons for tl.eir profit.
the cveirun at 100

record of residents of Maine who served in the
United States
navy during the Rebellion, 18611865, with accompanying petition and statement of facts. This is the measure advocated
by Capt. John O. Johnson of Liberty in the letter published in last week’s issue of The Journal
Capt. Johnson would be the proper one
to make this compilation.

■

excellent,
Some depend

and many do ;cd get this.
on

profit

By Mr. Dunton of Belfast —Resolve appropriating $1,000 for 1913 and like sum for 1914
for
compiling and preparing for publication a

ai

authorizes the
adoption of a commission form of government, and the third,the present charts, which has two boards. A move for
a single board has been made in Belfast
once or twice, hut before it could be
carried out the council has demonstrated its
usefulness

FIRE

interest:

>

least.
citiz

CLOSING

1

The

our

Eradicates scrofula and all
other humors, cures all their
effects, makes the blood rich
and abundant, strengthens all
the vital organs. Take it.

The

difference.

Several of

Sarsaparilla

OBITUARY.

and on the coast, but a little later came
the report that ice-cutting was to begin
on

Hoods

fill all its houses

the Kennebec and Penobscot rivers

on

legislative motes.
Under the joint rules adopted by the senate
and house the time limit for the introduction
°
nva*e and special legislation expire;! Feb.
k
4th.
As a result a flood of new measures was
preMDttJ in both branches. There were 199
bills in the house alone, which was double
the
number presented at any other session this
winter.
the
are
measures
of
local
Following

Committee on Legal AlFairs will give
public hearings as follows:
THURSDAY. February 27. 1913, at 2 o’clock. I
No. 99.
An Act to abolish the Belfast Muj
nicipal Court and to establish a Police Court ;
for the City of Belfast.
Chas. P. Connors, Sec.
Albert F Andkkson, Clerk.
The

MASON

;

4w6

iiVHI I lie

’

AGRICULTURE
The Committee on Agriculture will give a J
C
CAR !
public hearing i-i the Financial Affairs Room,
fok
(fourth floor) State House, on
W EDNESDAY, February 19, at 2 p. m.,
U. G. FEHNALD. i
on the following Acts and Resolves:
No. 14.
An Act regul ting the sale of paint,

pan t oil and turpentine.
No. 20.
An Act amending Section 7 of Chap- 1
ter 15 of the Public Laws of 1907 defining the *
limits within which a municipality shall destroy dangerous insects.
An act to improve the cattle indusNo. 22.
try and increase the number of cattle in the !
State.
C. M. CON A NT, Chairman.

louis o. haskell, cierk.

j

1

New

JUDICIARY.
on Judiciary

The Committee
ing at their room

will give a hearin the State House at Au- i
gusta, on
!
WEDNESDAY, February 26, at 2 p. in.,
On an Act to prohibit the use of automobiles
the public roads in the town of Islesboro.

on

j

FISHERIES AND GAME.
Committee on Inland Fisheries and
Game will give a public hearing in its room at
the State Ilouse in Augusta,
WEDNESDAY, February 26, at 2 p. m.,
upon the following order:
No. 93. Ordered, the Senate concurring, that
the committee on inland fisheries and game be
directed to inquire into the expediency of
amending the law on deer in the counties of
The

j

Androscoggin, Kennebec, Waldo, Knox, York,
Lincoln, Cumberland and Sagadahoc, and on j
the island of Mount Desert, and on the islands
within the limits of the town of Isle au Haut, \
and in the town of Swan’s Island, and on Cross !
and Scotch Islands, with a view of making a
uniform close time in those places, and to re- I
2w7
port by bill or otherwise.

Papci
For $
ARRlMMi

j

Carle &

\

Jerry E. Hayes, lineman of tbo Waldo Telephone Company, was injured at Monroe Tuesday while at work for the company. A barrel
of glass slipped crushing his foot, hut broke
He is laid up at his home on Bayno bones.

£ SEWS OF BELFAST.
S >cial Aid will meet with
Kelley this, Thursday, after-

n

I JOHNSON’S 1
I
1
1 LINIMENT I

P
*‘p jilts

t'

pri

pages

2, 3, 6, 7 of this

on

■^utions

perance Legion

■

\

vestry

h

j

the

with

le”

to

Sunday after*

next

i

Used 102

■

for internal and
external ills.

'of the Woman’s

Hospital
the hospital t morrow, Fri-

!

dance at Silver

J

Harvest

A

Saturday night, with

next

HJ

rchestra.
eale4 ders for free dis-

|

‘13

I

they last,
they
Journal office.
and

1’he

masquerade ball at Feavy’a
.turday evening, Feb. 15th,
nney’s orchestra.

a

.r

hist

a

be

at

COnandati0n M
Headache

ge attendance at the
iversalist vestry last

a

j

Friday
Social Aid. The

of the

ces

public

$30.75.

■*’

by Thomas

rvance

of the G. A. R.,

Tuesday

on

H. Mar-

post-

was

account of

the

place next Tuesday.
mail The Journal received

7

i

to

advertising

the

man-

Ked Manchester. N. H.,
..re no message and had no
the sender.

ish to avail themseives
will read the notice pub-

v.

s

The terms, etc., are
item “Clubbing Offers.”

,ce.

at 9 30

from box 23

originating

fire

a.

m.

from

a

Bickford Whitten store
It worked up
street.
in the office but the damn

j

given a genuine Surht.the occasion being her
lb of her young friends
osented her with a handGames

played

were

and

ary

Baptist

of the

of Mrs. .1.

G. Aborn,

The progn m on the
was under the direction

_:th.

Miss Maude E. Mathews

n

by Mr. Capen and
hop sticks left by him as
left

who next week

begins his

the purpose of making
the City, will also, in
with, make a special directory
>nal Bank of Belfast for its
Any courtesy extended Mr.
for

appreciated

thereto will be

■tr”

The

Sale

Dinsmore

things by halves, and this
Divide “by four” Sale, parare given in the advt. in
H e sale includes the famous
men and women, and the
hose. Shoes for men and
girls and children, at ‘‘divide
Monday of the death of
the late Capt. Ephraim E.
of Belfast, at the home of
W. L. Wentworth, in East
rs will arrive here Friday
-u-amer Stockton and the
at the Unitarian church
Chas. B. Ames officiating.

.-d
:

jjjj

1

evidence

and

of this

13

Austin

g

Fernald succeeded

J.

IV

Jli.O

BUUJM

cu

a

lie

feet of such
there

snow

was no

to make

fell, and Wednesday

!

sleigh
reported
morning,and at Milo

-took it
/

morn-

bells

order and

was

were
as

3 5

Mon-

temperature 20degrees beHouse, the only hotel in
twelve
t-i the ground and
d to go to Brownville for
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IN PRICES

OF EDISON

wax record 3
I'nute Records

f

were

35c.

Now 21c.

j

I'nute Recoris

were

Now 31c.
'ours truly,

53c.

I

|

l

<|

|

i

I

^*15 & JONES I

We

All

interested in the

invited to

participate

in

do

cure

troubles of

above kinds with

the

cause are cordial- I
the card playing j

Up Stairs, Odd Fellows’

general sociability of the occasion.
Mildred Berry, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Willard M
Berry, Gilmore street, is just

Vi a

.in

convalescing

The Lincoln celebration of A. E. Clark Camp
of Veterans and
Ladies Auxiliary,
held last Monday evening, was very enjoyable.
After initiations in the Camp and
Auxiliary

Sons

following program was given: piano solo,
“Flower s. ng," Mr. M. H. Robbins; reading,
“Lincoln a." Mrs. John A. Logan Saw Him,”
Mrs. A. T. Gay; solo, “Goodbye Sweetheart,
Goodbye,” Mrs. Mabel Webber, who responded
the

with “The Good Old U S. A ;
reading, “Honest Abe,” Mrs Nina Cook; solo,
“Love’s Adoration,” \. T. Gay; reading, “Lincoln Interest,” Mrs. L. Dougla-s; remarks, Mr
W. F. Woodbury. The program closed with
with singing America.
After the program al!
an

encore

dining

the

room, where

excellent

served.

“Forty-Niners.”
visited b\

an

some

Camden

canvassers

was

who

recently-

offered three

magazines
year for 4‘J cents, and who
said that they wa r. working for a
scholarship
in a college. The Camden Herald says
they
for

a

there, but doubts if the magazines a»e received; and further, that this party
when working in Bangor, after an interview
with the chief of police, decided to leave the
city without further consideration. We believe that this party also “t
Belfast. A
week or two ago two young men p
d along
>

calling

homes on ea
ide
story about working f.,r
a scholarship, and they were very loth to take
no for an answer.
Wonder if they found any

Court street,

telling this

and

at the

same

victims here?
feEIZURE.

SEARCH AND
man

hhenlt

F.

A

I. US1

and Deputies Arthur Beach and P. G.
Andy L. Know]ton's saloon on

Benton,
spring for $900
:he

number of

good judges estimate
is only one-f

and

cocrons row

attack of

From

hitched

result

\iaska is

is

on

that
urth

to

las

been

forest
iviiiows

the

on

Men

many

bad

of

us

there

me

1

fear

over

that

the fir

is

mam

watching

from

across

the street say that with-

short time fifteen or more regular customhad tried the door and were disappointed
at not getting their usual “quick lunch.”
Knowlton was taken before Judge Knowlton
in

a

ers

of

Municipal court, Saturday afternoon,
guilty and bound over to the April term

the

found

of the S.

J.

berg and

Homer

court

under

$100 with Louis Gold-

B. Carter

as

sureties

Accidentally Shot.

Elmer J. and George
Thorndike, small sons of the late Justus
and Anna Thorndike, who live
just off
Northport avenue near the Girls’ Home, were
accidentally shot last Sunday afternoon. In
company with a boy named B jrtie L. Moure
they were walking along the shore, the Moore
A.

trains are run on regular time, from 24
car-loads of freight reached Cape Jelliton daily last week, and
more are expected
his week. Seventy-five car-loads of potatoes

Giavis,

Mail

Df the

prettiest

Welcomed

Uapen,

ire
xpected tomorrow
dosed. Monday evening.

a

cities

chuich and

now

Rev.

-i,

several weeks

one

land of “Jennie

missionary

of the

1 he

Open Night of the !
society will be Tuesday, March 4th, when
11 bort P Chase will have charge of the
program, which will be on “National Songs.”
to

t,e

present.

next

Ntw ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mrs C. S. Webber,
Bell strict, is agent for the Spirella corset
ai.ii has samples of all the new
spring styles
4

in
p

uiilt

ople.

rent

fclie

prices. Special styles
v\

id

for

stoujjjj

items

are

was

cue

win

ue

in

the social hour the
out

Piano

Hayes; vocal duet,

following

solo,

Miss

Miss Edna

Baptist

;

weather:

dear and cold.
Have you

and

Johnson; tenor sole, Artnur F. Johnson; solo by special request, Mr. Capen; sopraMr. Capen gave a
no solo, Mrs. E. P. Frost.
meeting sc many of his former parishioners ami friends and spoke of his work in
China, where he u employed principally in the
educational department,directing the course of
study in the lower grades of the public Chrisure at

01

was

not

ition to extend its usefulness.

Wednesday’s session President Morrell
last year’s official board were re-elected
a id the following new members elected.
Her^ •rt E. Holmes, editor Catholic Opinion, Lewisn; Caro L. Murray, Advertiser, Pittsfield; W.
Rogers, Tribune, Sanford, and George F.
j] uff, Eastern Gazette, Dexter. The only
j iath of a memoer reported during the past
y sar was that of Ex. Governor Hill, whose
At

id

^

c
o

embership dates frum January, 1880. The
mnty histurians reported general prosperity
t the Maine newspapers during the
year.
At S 30

seen

the cute

poster in the post-

to

a

without

8

lid—and

a

jthor—that it contained

trust

we

Myron

offence to the

truth than poethe Sanford Tribune

more

of
v as down for an essay, but explained that he
v as obliged to take the 10.40 train and so was
u nable to deliver it.
It was noted that several
* ■y.

E. Bennett

n

f the members when called upon later for relarks had to take this 10.40 train—even after

1

le

°

had gone.

train

h ed

told how he

George S. Rowell of Portnarrowly escaped becoming a

carter member of the

v

mi

f

■om

Ilia

1UUH.-1

me

1839 to 1865

j( iwell Gazette
p

sher,) and

a

ssociation

as

»«*»-«=

was

association.

majui

n,.

connected

employe

or

He

was

^WHO
with the HalnUHtiil,

editor and

pub-

the Aca-

“boys5* have solos which wiii please
the large audience, already assured.
There
are a r umber of surprises on the program that
Illustrated
everybody will want to hear.
posters, bearing the smiling faces of darkies
and giving details of the event have been sent

was

Belfast, Searsport, Cape Jellison, Sandypoint and Prospect. From present indications
many will come to the “big show” from each
ot these places. The following ladies have
.xnsented to serve as patronesses: Mrs. Ralph

to
,

Simeon F. Ellis, Mrs. Frank A,
Morte,
Pi Iterson, Mrs. George A. Stevens, Mrs. C.
E ward Britto, Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn.
Mrs.

UBI RTY.

Then

The sessions on Thursday were devoted to
outine business and discussions of interest to
[ rimers and publishers.
William H. Dow,
1

of the

Express-Advertiser, Portland,
advertising, and an interesting
c iscussion followed, in which
Messrs. Dow,
1 ’lynt, Forbes, Ogit r and Fogg participated.
It was voted to begin as soon as possible a
1 ulletin, to be issued as often as was deemed
dvisablc, containing advertising information
nd other news and suggestions of interest to
aembers, and the matter was placed in the
reasurer

ead

1

a

paper

lands of

a

on

committee.

iointed to arrange for

A
a

committee

banquet

wa3

ap-

to be held in

I
I

$2.29, $2.95 and $3.95 buys best $1.50, $3.00, $4.00 and $5 00
Pants.
19c., 39c. and 75c. buys best 50c. to $1.00 Knee Pants.'
39c and 69c- buys best 50c. to $1.50 Winter
Caps,
17c. buys 25c. Ties. 35c. buys best 50c. Ties.

to the

as

STREET

cloves

or

|

Mittens

CLOTHIERS, BELFAST.

excursions.

summer

expressed

member

the

opinion

in.

One

that there

was

x

excursions within the State,
and said that the largest parties were those
that went out of the State. That is true only
of excursions to a National Exposition.
An
in

interest

no

of

70,

over

Rnr

to

f,MCUrG’0’

Dr.

brought

writer

can

out

more

«

work

done

were new

necessary but the coin
to the business and -ucceeded

Wm. B. Lapham of Augusta, the best

into the graceful lines of fashion
without any of the stiff discomfort of the average corset. It will
not take a
permanent bend, and
13 guaranteed
not to rust nor
weak within the year.
I have samples of all the \ew

ex-

cursion manager the association ever had until the advent of C. W. Robbins, and they

wanted to do
a

party

was.

So far

as

well

as

he

h id

done.

If

ev< r

“personally conducted." that

was

as

the writer is

one

concerned, he is

advocate of excursions within the State.

an

The

oid members of course have visited nearly all
the places of interest in Maine, but the few

remaining

would

doubt be

no

glad

to

a

As

xcur.n

was

evening comes-it’

Spirolla.
Spirolla boning is light, flex|bleand elastic, it trains the figure
you wear

testify, having

member of the

Perhaps

your

party

n

You will look your best and
feel your best all the
busy dayv\itii no desire to take off
corset when

absolutely

was

miltee

the

as

committee.
than

Harbor

working

the

Spring Styles in different prices.
Special styles for stout people. I

revisit

those who have not seen Moose- j
them,
head lake, the Kangeleys, Aroostook county, j wid
the “Garden of Maine," York Beach and vicin- !
you
ity, Bridgeton, Sebago lake and Congo river, j
the coast towns, Washington county with its [
hospitable shire town of Machias, have much to
look forward to. Time was when up >n failure !
ami

call and take measures at

home if notified

Mrs. C. S. Webber,
A o. 4 Bell Street.
Telephone 160-1C
2w7

to agree upon an objective point for the sum- ^
excursion some one would suggest Moose-

|

mer

head l^ake and there would be
vote for

that

only about

a

dozen

unanimous

a

delightful resort.

1

But in 1911

members went

to

-—------

Kineo.

House is equal in all its apits service and in its cuisine, to
any summer hotel in the country; but one
missed the big fireplace in the office around
which the party used to gather in the evening, |
the ever-present m l always genial m uu; -r,
Mr. Dennett, and the parlor \yhuh se -nv ! our
exclusive domain, where literalexercises
were
held, dancing and cake walks enjoyed.
Kineo is now the summer home of millionaires

The New Kineo

pointments,

Gins. R. Coombs

in

UNDERTAKER,

j

■

ami does

era. of the

J

Heavy Sweater

take his place when he is gone So it will be
in the Maine Press Association. Those who
lemain of the old guard are only marking
time, awaiting the inevitable summons, and
others will come to the front and carry on the
work.

been

Jwn

I

75c. Buys

for Man or Boy regular
Liberal reduction on better grades also.

a

—nr—-itt—nrm—— ■■■■■■

ct

n:

Boys-

and 69c- buys best Working Shirts and best Lion brand and S
and S
dress up Shirts—values 50c. and $1.00.

THE MAIN

en-

going to Portland to join the
when his father, who had been
a way from home, returned and concluded to go
persons are the “end men:” L. Albert Gardner, t > Portland himself.
Mr. Rowell is now the
Elden
Will Clark,
Shute, George Hopkins, Ed- g th member in seniority and has made
good,
ward Littlefield, Louis Hockey, Jack Flanders,
p aving served as president and been active in
Arthur Stinson, Harry Kearney, Arthur Colther ways for the advancement of the assocord.
Don’t miss the side-splitting specialties c iation. In
closing he recalled the names of
they will introduce.
s •me of the many members who have gone to
The program of the minstrel show to he
t itir reward and proposed a silent to*stto
giver by the young men of the town Saturday t ii.ir memory, which was drank standing; ami
evening, Feb 22nd, is in the hands of the 1 y the older members with a realization of
printer and will he ready for distribution this t heir loss of personal friends and of the loss
week. Besides a medley of choruses for open- t ne association sustained when they joined the
ing aad closing numbers of the “circle.’’ sev- s ilent majority.

Arthur F.

tian schools and is also the head

rious

T1 ie outlojk at the first session

for

Harry W. Clark & Co™

forebodings as to the future of the |
sociation, and several had declared that if !
th ings did not take a turn for the better at this
m seting they would
give up their membership.
8e

c

1

program
Mary K

Hopkins

j

>ns of late years and the
apparent lack of |
terest in the annual meetings have caused
j

and

1.19 buys
puces 50c., $1 and $1.50.

19C..

as

town

brought Stockton the following
Sunday cold and windy; Monday, snowstorm, raw and chilling wind; Tueslay, beautiful sunshine, invigorating air; but,
lias! n>» sleighing from the light snow of the
previous day; Wednesday, lovely day, rather
windy in the afternoon; Thursday, bright
Horning, half overcast afternoon; Friday,
beautiful sunshine, quite cold air; Saturday,
daily

Mr.

carried

i

Overcoats

the best 50c. and $1.00 V\ inter Underwear.
Health Underwear.

69c

98c.

j
|

and

juys

Wright's

J

Wednesday evening the members sat
banquet at the Augusta House, the
Capt. Staples is away on the v iands and service well sustainirg the reputahis steamer. Welcome to old t on of that famous
hostelry The post pranof friends gladly grasp the <] ial exereises included a
poem by W. H. Davis,
Dickey," in her native village e litor of the Maine Farmer of which it may be

sireei.

office, announcing the “Big Show," to he preJJ
auspices of the social committee, was held at ; sented in Denslow Hall on the evening of
the church. There was a large gathering
February 22nd? None will wish to be absent
which included many of his personal friends
from the captivating melodies and laughable
outside the church and he was warmly greeted.
jokes sure to be presented. The following
After

»»

,n

^

Last week

Randall T.

Foreign Missionary Association, stationed at
Swatow, China, arrived by train last Thursday
evening and was the guest of Mrs. Ciarrie Mathews

main

regular trips of
scenes!
Hosts

pastor of the Belfast Baptist
a

these

Charles

the Maine coast.''

Belfast.

to

former

on

as

P. Staples of New York arrued last Friday to visit her aged invalid
mother, Mrs. Matilda (Dickey) Berry, at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Clifford N. FletchMrs.

city,

change
siblv get into the habit of visiting yearly

26

;o

but say, “never again," may
their minds and come again, and pos
our

Capen attended the regular
Main street last Saturday morning, finding a Thursday evening prayer meetingand expressed his great pleasure in being able to make
bottle of ale.
pint bottle of whiskey, and a
this visit and spoke in general terms of his
quart bottle of wine, also empty buttles, labels,
work in the mission field.
F riday evening an
The officers locked the front door
corks, etc
informal reception to Mr. Capen, under the
while making the search arid people who were
Hurd searched

present.
“.Strike” matters remain to the public unthangid. The sheriffs still guard the trains,
he
undhouse and Cape Jeilison docks.

Pinchot’s man, is in in California, if the published rtports are true
.A Boston subscriber
says: “I am glad to see indications of ife in
the Board of Trade, also in The Journal, of a
movement towards the election of a mayor
who v\iil, I hope, after he is elected, represent
Doth political parties.
Then, united in matters
jf interest common to ail, Belfast will take a
step forward —and build a hotel; so that the
mari> from outside the Iritate, who would visit
Belfast, may do so, ar.o the others who have
visited

a"d

39C.

i

Suits

E|

a"d 19c- buys Men's, Boys' and Ladies' Hose-values from
15c. to 35c
6 pairs only to a customer.

39C.

i

lies for tiie

are

largest timber

captain

house. School street, with their fam-

Vnie.-d

until it

timb*

tell

the

streams.

feel

not

to

limit; can't mine

warm, or cut
on.

where

reserves

people do

pleading

rved to the

cons

keep them
passed

n»al

conservation, and

that

to

not

$3„?5

uraging. Some of the few present were de- |
c> ledly pessimistic and it was said that
only a i
?d
While it is natural for the o dor memvith general cargo from New York, to load dt zen or so had signified their intention of atbers to feel that the places *if those who have
te
the
for
New
York.
that
and
The
nding
clouds
banquet
evening.
japer
potatoes
i
can never he tilled—such men as Elwell,
ll: ted later. There were about 40 at the banquet. 1 rone
Messrs. Hupper and Pinkham of Port Clyde
Vdams, Rowell, and others—we know that tha*^
e association got down to business at Thursirrived the middle of the ; resent week to
s a fallacy; that the
passing of an individual is
y’s sessions, and when the final adjournake over the stock and business of the John
io more than the falling of a dead loaf, that
M pot
came it was with a feeling among the
d Ames Co., which they will conduct under
j nature makes
good, and no matter how able or
ir dividual members that the association would !
he name of “The Ames Grocery Co.” They
how useful a man may be.some one rises up to
its
second
haif
.vith
a
determ
gin
centrry
viil occupy the second floor of Mrs. John M. i

stai d you have taken in the progressive er«*ze.
We have all kinds of recall, referendum, etc.,
:he

is autnority upon
leaving of the Stockton train

the

the Queen City!
From Cape Jellison piers, the following ship>ing report was given Monday: Feb. 3rd,
teamer Wilhelinina sailed with paper for
4ew ^ ork, and Rockland and Rockport Lime
'o.'s narge, No. 7, sailed with paper for Boson.
Feb. 8ih, steamer Millinocket arrived

Subscribers. A Seattle, Wash., subwrites: “I have read with interest the

Me., and

that

Tom

:hat of last year.

scriber

and
buys Widow Jones'
values $3.00 to $6.00.

which has

hotu-oari Roth on^ Pnnhlnn J

run

severe

$1.95

35c.

j

"he Maine Press Association,

j

Suits and Overcoats

a,’d >14.95 buys your choice of 85 high
grade Kuppenheimer and
Rochester made Suits and Overcoats-$15 and $20 value.

9C.

Block

ard warm

$9.95
EYE SPECIALIST

Miss

a

and 55.95 buys good serviceable
Actual value $7.00 to $10.

$3.95

glasses.

t is sain

a

call and take measures a»
y <ur home il notified... Thanks to Holeproof
this is a mendless age. Remember this and
insist that all your family wear this celebrated
| kind. Sold only at The Dinsmore Store....
Don't forget that there is a special Food Fair
j sale on at The Home of Good Values,
12 Main street.
Special reduced prices on
fur coats and plush lined coats.The
Coe-Mortimer Co., makers of the celebrated E. Frank Coe fertilizers that have been
on the market for over 55
years, have a very
attractive advt. in this issue of The Journal.
Their plant in Belfast is one of the largest in
the country and they prepare here fertilizers
especially adapted to Maine soils and Maine
crops. Their local agents are Jackson & Hall,
Belfast, and E. A. Carpenter, Brooks_See
statement of the Springfield Fire & Marine
Ins. Co., of Springfield, Mass,, represented in
Winterport by Wilfred H. Lord... See statement of the London Assurance Corporation,
«
represented in Belfast by James Pattee & Son.
See statement of the U. S. Branch of the
North British & Merchantfie Ins. Co. of London and Edinburgh, represented in Stockton
i
Springs by Albert M. Ames and in Belfast by
C. H. Sargent-See statement of the City
National Bank of Belfast-See statement of
the'Searsport National bank of SearsporL,

LOOKIj|

| BlCi ^UT

j

an

Up of Winter Clothing
Saturday night, Feb. 15,

To make room for new spring line coming in.
This is a cash sale-no goods charged.

the eyes.

and

n

wind and

in most cases can be traced to

imperfections of

he hour of the

Rev. Charles B. Ames read

■

ately

ly

Conductor

hoy carrying a gun loaded with bird shot. He
demy. Where there is only one missionary to
he Newark system. Under slipped on the ice and the gun discharged.
200,000 natives and all, including the educa; the library may buy exGeorge, the youngest hoy, was in front and tional efforts in the formulative
process, he
the shot entereu his right arm, making very
sum of 5 cents each, the
finds unlimited possibilities for w rk.
He
bad fl sh wounds.
Elmer was in front of
.ar is for any one person to
plans to return to Swatow next fall. Later in
les people who may be inGeorge and received about ten flesh wounds in the
evening Mr. Capen distributed What he
ertain course of reading or the back between the shoulders. A carriage
termed his calling cards, a strip of bright red
1
was
called
and
were
several books at once, and
taken to the Waldo
they
paper which bore his name in Chinese characariing cards, which has been County Hospital where the shot were extract- ters and they will be treasured as souvenirs of
ed and their wounds dressid.
r-r-t, will be discontinued.
Wednesday the reception. Among those present were Mr.
noon they were reported as doing well.
and Mrs. l^aforest L. Robbins, who were marinternational Bible Class,
At an Open Night of the Belfast Musical |
ried by Mr. Capen on the evening of F eb. 7,
embers, gave a social last
society, Feb. 4th, the following program was 1900, and they passed a pleasant 13th anniver_• a: the Baptist vestry in honPiano solo, Impromptu Elegaique,
given:
sary. Mrs. Robbins was presented with a
sJurtevant, an honorary memMiss Edith Davidson; vocal solo, “My Cavabouquet of pinks. A number of others at
reading on “The Minister’s
lier,” Nathan, Mrs Anna Booker; violin solo, whose
marriage Mr. Capen had officiated were
by Mrs. LaFore&t L. Robbins.
“Sarabande,” Bohm, Miss Hazel Doak; vocal among the guests Assorted cake and cocoa
_rree was conferred on Mrs.
duet, “New Life,” Giebel, Miss Katherine were served. It was a
was also presented with a
happy evening for a 1
Chase Quimby and Miss Carolyn Hatch; readks.
refreshments
Delicious
“Aux
ing,
Italiens,” Owen Meredith, Miss Alice
a s. cial hour enjoyed.
Simmons; vocal solo, “On Billow Rocking,”
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
all right last week, and is
Planquette, Arthur Johnson; piano solo, “La
several days the mercury
Mrs. Fred Huse, Morse Avenue, was in BarRegate Veneziata,” Li. zt, Miss Amy Stoddard;
below zero anti last Monday
male quartet. Ralph I. Morse, Willis G. Hasel- gor last week. She returned Thursday afteri< usly reported as from 14
tme, Luther W. Hammons, Seldon Hammons. noon.
day a snow storm set in. Mrs. Howard Whitten was to
have read a pa- |
Monday, Feb. 10th, stanJs as the coldest day
"ght as thistle down and per on “Ami rican
Composers” but was unable i of the season, thus far—14 degrees below z»ro
driver of the Searsport stage,
.'I rt

street.

filed by F, A. Greer, Esq.

were

city.

Mrs. Ben Hazeltine was unable to be preslay evening to open the bids for removing the
Caroline White read “Religious Ir> | cocoons of the brown tail moths from the trees
telligence” in her place. The Alliance will j n the streets it was voted not to accept
any
meet at the home of Miss Frances
Chase, | 'f the bids as the figures were considered exChurch street, this, Thursday, afternoon at
orbitant. The Lids were as follows: Charles
2.30 o’clock. “The Panama Canal” is the subtioss, Bath, $600; Levi Walker, Belfast, $700;
ject of a paper to be given by Miss Meivina V. Frank Kullum, Belfast, $750; O. W. Gould,
Parker.
$950. Mr. Ross did the work last

.f

.ry

|§§

got subscribers

society

ome

||

submitted to

Final Red Tag Clean
and Furnishings ends

STOMACH DISORDERS

As

was

!

■

are

Harry D. S ute, East Main
in Portland, where Mr. Shute reMrs.

ANOTHER NOTCH.

HEADACHES,
NERVOUSNESS,

ent, Miss

supper

'the

Eg

Inttprlv

Seaside Ghautauquan
with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard,
•r day afternoon, Feb. 17ih.
from the C. L. S. C. book
with Masters of Art,”
and twelve,

RED LIDS,

■

interesting paper on “John Gals- ; His Belfast friends extend congratulations on
worthy,” the English writer and playwright, his promotion.
giving several quotations from his writings.
At a special meeting of the Aldermen Mon-

street.

to

eleven

street,

most

retired

elected.

:

operation—the removal
The following U. S. pensions have been
of the tonsils—in the hospital.
His many
j
granted, in addition to those mentioned last
home friends are hoping his recovery may be
week: John J. Jameson, Freedom, $30; Charles
rapid and complete.
T. Knight, Northport, $30; Daniel H. Strout,
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist j
Belfast, $24; I. A. Conant, Belfast, $24; Mrs.
Lavinia S. Clark, Belfast, $20; Edw. Hearin, parish will be entertained this, Thursday afterL. Hopkins, Church
Knox, $40; Thomas Gannon, Belfast, 30. Cases noon, socially, by Mrs. H.

High

served.
of

Mr. and

Prices Tumbling Down

do not always make their presence known by failing sight.

from
The 50th annual session of the Maine Press
grip
kept her in doors for nearly three j A ssociation opened in the Senate chamber at
weeks. We hope her gain may be more rapid j A ugusta
Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 29. 1913,
in the coming week.
w ith President Morrell in the chair.
Aside
Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Morse, West Main | fi om the fact that it was the semi-centenr ial
street, returned last Thursday from a two j U e meeting was an important, and by some
lays’ visit with Mrs. Morse’s niece and hus- : r< garded as a critical one. The small number
>and, Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Whittemore, Bangor. w tio have participated in the summer excur-

to

as

There will be a musicale in the church vestry
Head of the Title Wednesday evening,
Feb. 19th. Some of the best talent from
Belfast will be present to assist in the proA supper, consisting of baked beans,
gram
e calloped clams, meats, cakes,
etc., will be
served. Admission to both 25 cents.

The Women's Alliance of the Unitarian
church was entertained Wednesday afternoon,
Feb. 5th. at the home of Mrs. Wm. JB. Swan,

I

Eye Symptoms

Mrs. M. J. Goodere returned Monday from | \
Fort Fairfield, where she had been because of
the serious illness of her aged mother. She
left to return Tuesday, taking her daughter
Muriel with her; her father, sick himself, want- |
ing her to be with her invalid mother.

cently

g

£ CO.,

ting.

Strong on the Belfast and Burnham Branch
last Thursday. Mr. Strong was transferred to
Portland. Mr. Fernald began his railroading
as a hrakeman on this branch, but was soon
promoted to baggage master.in which cap .city
he had been employed on the main line and

There will be 20

p

i

Be

Boston/Mass.

a

HE HAD UNRULY HAIR
do a thing with it. Stood in
•▼ery direction at once, then in no direction. This was before he used Hall’s
Hair Renewer. Now his hair looks wellkept, stays in place. The scalp is clean
and
healthy. Hair is growing faster. No
dandruff. No falling hair. Not the slightest danger of coloring the hair.

Couldn’t

the residence of their father, the late Capt.
Robert Hichborn, West Main street.

requested to 1 e
cordial invitation is extended to
are

at the

II

JOHNSON
®I.S.
■

Relieve

party of the Arts and i
the home of Mr. and
|

Feb. 20th.

Ppub*

'

present and

relief for H

sure

All members

me.

all who

P

everywhere

Ferley Stanley.

'at for

that t

t-

25c and 50c

Record reports that Messrs,
Rice of Cranberry Isles are

regular meeting of the Belfast Musical
Society will be held next Tuesday evening.
Rehearsals for an Easter cantata will begin at
The

r

coughs, colds, sore
throat, cramps, cholera morbus, diarrhea,
cuts, burns, bruises,
sprains, etc.

I
0
1

may be

years

j

view street.

ftllDDYHE

will meet in

|

not seem

the

same t.

the newspaper

found enjoyment there in

folks who

ferine1'(

As to

out

of the State trips they

cally prohibited by the

Interstat

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

I

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

:.i-

ar

cornmei oe

law,

which forbids the issuing-of free tn.'.-nortation to newspapers. “Once upon a time” we
went from Belfast to
Plymouth, Mass., part
j way by special train, spent the night and a day
there, came to Boston and took a train for New
Bedford, lunch served on the train, went by
oat to

|
jjj

years.

Cottage City, stopped at

LICENSED EMB4LMER.

I

Caskets and Burial
Suits.
Home Telephone 48-3
Office
48-4
72 MAIN

STREET,

BELFAST

the best hotel

for the remainder of the week, and returned to
Belfast, all at a cost of $10 per capita. That is

Blended
Rheumatic

Now if the excursion is to
onnection with the next annual meeting (Jan. no longer possible
The comedy “Mrs. Briggs of the Poultry
regular excursion rates
at which the annual essay and poem may Washington, D. C
914)
Yard," which was presented at Hall St. George ;
^ e given, with such other post-prandial exer- must be paid from Boston,from which city perThursday evening, by the young people of ! *
ises as may be agreed upon. Charles H. Fogg sonally conducted parties go once or twice a
Georges River Grange, was a grand success in i *
And spring
f the Aroostook Times, Houlton, was elected week during the spring months.
Following is the cast of charevery respect.
loet, and Herbert E. Holmes of Lewiston, es- is the time to go. When vegetation is still
acters: Mrs. Briggs, a woman of business, *
ayist. It was voted to have some speaker dormant in Maine, the public gardens squares
Mrs. Bernice Bennett; Ralph, Mr. Norman
and reservations at the National Capital are a i he original of the compound Rheumatic
rom another State, if possible, address the asNeal
Jessie
Skidmore; Alvira,
Lothrop; Jimmy,
Oil.
The original formula has been
ociat:on at this banquet. A resolution was wealth of bloom and brig t with the variegatpurEurania
Norton; Melissa,
Bennett, children of i
ed foliage plants Washington is beyond ques- chased and Iheoii is being
the Augusta House manageprepared by the
Mrs. Brigg3; Silas Green, “a near relation,” ^ •assec, thanking
roost
beautiful
in
the
the
tion
world—so
city
nent, and also that of Hotel North, Augusta,
Earle Boynton; Mr. Lee, a wealthy neighbor,
Blended Kheumitic Oil
declared by these competent to judge-and
| John
^ lolly Tree Inn at Christmas Cove, the M. C.
Hoit; Virginia Lee, his daughter, Mrs.
^
L R. and Eastern S. S. Co.,and the Maine Sen- there is much of interest to lie seen there. No
Maurice Gray; Daisy Thornton, her friend,
in some localities. Aroostook county reports
one should miss seeing this beautiful •■ity. and
Miss Helen Fuller; Mrs. O’Connor, with no s te for hospitality and courtesies shown the
40 degrees below zero.
there are abundant opportunities.
K >r tho<e
ssociation during the the past year.
Hi!. <i, POOH' &
for goats, Miss Ella Greeley; Mandy
liking
Our townsman, Simeon B. Merrithew, is now
of the Maine Press association wh >, f >r one
whose tongue will stumble, Flora
Bates,
pi; 1.1 As r. >i v > »
reason or another, are unable to a i;
t
fully installed as treasurer of the Stojkton I
trip
Knowlton. The hall was packed, every inch
Now whaf ic tha mott/sr nUtl,
Prices: 11. 21 anJ 50 Cents.
Iry it.
this year we should like to see arra: >/.• m- ,:s
Springs Trust Co. Mr. Frank S. Benson has j
of standing room being taken. All the parts
Jress association? The present
t l::i
returned to Bangor.
membership made, as suggested by Mr. Ogier, for a
Itin the play were well taken, showing a good
b 87, which is above the
average for the fifty em! visit to Camden.
c a i*.
Miss Beulah Cou.sens, Church street, has redeal of dramatic ability. Between the first
ears.
While it has exceeded 100, in 1883,
turned from a visit in Brockton, Mass., where
and second acts Mrs. George Cram sang a solo.
vhen the writer joined the association, he was
site was the guest of her sister, Miss Susie A.
Mr. Norman Lothrop gave a reading and Mrs.
•7 in a list of 60.
The Maine newspapers are
Cousens, for several weeks.
Maurice Gray a song between the second
PUiiLIC
>rosperous and progressive—never more so
By a typographical err jr in our *ast week’s and last act, which added much to the evenhan today—and the job offices (the member*
Trunks
transferred from boat or train, 15
items the name in the obituary was made to ing’s entertainment. Alter the
play the com
hip of the association includes job printers)
cents; also passengers from High street to
read: Mrs. Abbie S. Dickey, instead of Mis. I
puny enjoyed the time with dancing until 12
ire up to date in every respect.
We recently
boat or train, 10 cts., night or day l ei. 0-4
Adtlie S. Dickey, as written,
o'clock. Supper was then served in Crockett’s
iad occasion to speak of book work done by
If
Own
One
You
BELFAST, MAINE.
4tf
Mrs. E. A. Mayville, School street, spent hall to a large number, after which all return&
lurleigh
Flynt of Augusta and Smith
Sunday in Park with Mr. and Mrs. Charles ed to hall St. George and enjoyed a number of £ Sale of Portland, which compares favorThen you ought to know that druggists
will hand you a bottle of Booth’s
Davis. She was at her millinery rooms in La dances. Sanford’s orchestra furnished excelibly with that from any printing estab- everywhere
HYOMEI for only 50 cents. Pour a few drops
lent music for the evening. The net receipts
Furley's block Monday morning.
ishment in the country.
In every State in of HYOMEI into the inhaler and start this
were $45, which will go toward buying a piano
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat,after
he Union press associations are multiplying, very day to breathe the healing Balsamic vapor
spending two days i
and destroy the Catarrh germs.
in Bangor with her sister and husband, Mr. for the Grange hall-Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
ncreasing in membership and becoming more
half of House No.
With every package of Booth’s HYOMEI
Knowlton, who have been visiting their daugh- ind more active and
and Mtb. J. F. Gerrity, returned last Thursday,
aggressive in their efforts comes a little booklet which explains how easy
in Manchester, N. H.,
Mrs.
Church
street.
at
ter,
Sterling,
Guy
visited
the
having
Food Fair during her stay in
or advancement.
Why should Maine be back- it is to end the misery of Catarrh and Croup.
returned home last week-Mr. George N.
4U
the city.
yard? Every newspaper and every job office It is made of Australian Eucalyptus and conChurch
Street.
No.
17
tains no harmful drug.
Stevens, who went to Brockton, Mass., last n the State should be
Mr. Fred Harriman, Water street, has been
represented in the
But best of all A. A. Howes & Co. are auSeptember for a visit with his daughter and Maine Press
ill
the
and
members
thorized to refund your money if you are disshould
Dr.
association,
past week from pneumonia.
quite
SWA.NVILLE.
was stricken with a shock, was brought home
If you haven’t the HYOMEI inittend the annual meetings, prepared to take satisfied.
G. A. Stevens is in attendance and the patient
Major J. L. Merrick of Waterville attended
last week. He stood the journey very well
haler, ask for the complete outfit $1 00. Just j
in
>art
the
discussions
and
to
at this date, Monday, iB
present ques- reathe it. No stomach dosing.
the veterans meeting in Belfast and was a
doing as well as can considering his condition-Dollar Knowlton
iions for consideration,
The expense s small,
he expected.
Mrs. Nickerguest of Hon. A. E. Nickerson.
of Washington, D. C., is passing a few days in
is transportation is furnished, the annual dues
son has gone to Boston and Mrs. Garrie CunMonday, as these localB are being finished, town. Mr. Knowlton was born in Liberty, the
ire only $2, and the two days’ vacation from
the sad message of the decease of Mrs. Wil- son of the late Hon. John C. and
ningham is keeping house for Mr. Nickerson.
Evelyn •outine duties, if nothing more, should be an
liam Smith reaches us.
....Mrs. George T. Nickerson and children
Sympathy is extended Knowlton, and has a strong attachment for ncentive. We have never known a
1913 Models. Two and four cycle types, 1,
member
to the aged husband in this
2, 3 and 4 cylinders. 25 styles t > make your Gertrude and Avis, went to Brooks Friday and
irreparable loss of his old home and school friends. He has been vho did not
to
as
the
readily testify
good selection from. Don’t buy a gasoline engine returned home Sunday. ...Mr. Louis B. Nickso estimable a
companion.
prosperous, has a fine home in the National
le had derived from his membership.
Aside until you see our large 1913 catalogue showing erson had an attack of
appendicitis recently.
Miss Emma Hichborn came from Belfast Capitol, a summer home at Colonial Beach, and
4m7
:rom
the public meetings the personal the new models. Catalogue Free.
Miss Doris Nickerson is ill at Castine.
last Saturday and remained until Tuesday with owns a fine launch.
Mr. Knowlton has been
PALMER
;onferences are mutually helpful, and the
BROS.,
Farmers in this vicinity harvested their ice the
| her sister, Miss Nellie Hichborn, in their home, retired from business twenty years.
social benefits are not to be overlook39 Portland Pier,
Portland, Maine.
past week.

Company.
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Nyomei Inhaler

FOR

ERNEST SfVHTH5S
CARRIAGE.

CATARRH?

TO RENT

Northerly

24,

Inquire

Palmer

Motors

R. BUTTON.”

“SALUTE THE G. A.
To

the

Editor

of

The Journal.

I

you may find space in your paper
I wish every
for this little clipping.
boy and girl in the land would read and

hope

Grand Sweepstake Trophy!

Sometimes I think the fault
lies with teachers and parents that the
young people of today do not realize
what the little button stands for, and
think the only claim to distinction the
wearer has is that he draws a pension.
B.
Freedom, Me.

ponder it.

for Infants and

Children.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other NarIt destroys Worms and allays Fevercotic substance.
It
relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
ishness.
It regulates the
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and natural sleej*.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The Kind You Have

SALUTE THE G. A.

Always Bought.

DEATHS.

Mrs. Jane Grant, widow of the late
Howard Grant, died Jan. 30th after a
short illness at the home of her daugh-

ter, Mrs. Howard M.Whelden, in Brewer,
at the age of 70 years.
She also leaves
another daughter Mrs. C. C. Moody of

Winterport; a sister, Mrs. Rena Grant
of Worcester, and two brothers, James
and Gardner of Prospect. The greater
number of her years of married life

were

Monhegan

spent, in Winterport until the illness and
death of her husband, Howard Grant,

FOR

Ok

AT

1912
WON

The lobster

'T'HE largest seed potato

the United Sta;
the entire United States and
petition open
Messrs. E. L. Cleveland Company also won the First
Best County Exhibit of Potatoes. (Silver C
at $200.00)
The E. L. Cleveland Company use

Fishermen.

1

Women who have tried them
value them above all other medicines. They know that they make
the pure, red blood that brings
freedom from pain and weariness,
color to the cheeks, brightness to
the eye and a healthy appetits.
Every woman should know that
she must have good, pure blood if
she is to be strung and healthy.
The pale, sickly girl, who does not
grow strong, has no appetite, and
has to stay out of school, sutlers
from lack of blood. The mother
who breaks down and becomes
nervous under the worry and hard
work of bringing up her family,
needs good l i >d.
The woman
who is easily tired out and looks
old before her time, has poor blood.
n Dr. WilTo all of tic e vv«.
mini-’ Pink Pills wid give new,
Si 1-loud and prompt relief. Th-.-y
v ill build up thv ctren.th, tone
up
tic* m nnach and tierces ami give
rohn-t healih.
A ho»»kk*t, ‘‘Plain
Talks to Women,” w ll be sent
fr< upon re«pi«*.-t <f any w ’. an.
Dr. W’.iian s pi*
r ‘s .tos .id
by all druggists ; r -r" < r.ts p r ; ,x
or six 1 ><*s f<
or direct
by
mail, postpaid, by the

take.

fully arranged by Mr. Wood, undertaker,
Brewer. Acting as bearers were
ira

loung, James Larleton,
Alterl Campbell and Capt. A. Arey.
The interment was at Oak Hill cemetery
beside her husband, who was placed there
seven years ago.
A. V. Pendleton died Jan.
24th at the home of his brother, N. B.
741
East Twelfth street, PortPendleton,
land, 0. He was taken suddenly ill with
a paralytic stroke and passed away soon
afterward. Captain Pendleton was born
in Lincoinville, Me., June 5, 1845. Many
years of his younger life were passed at
sea on the Atlantic coast, where he was
master of various vessels running between X w York and Southern ports.
He wont to Oregon in lr>83 ami accepted
a position with the Oregon Railway &
Xavigitt iot Company at Astoria, where
he remained until 1901.
He suffered a
stroke of paralysis in 1903 and had been
in poor health since that time.
He moved to Portland in 1907, where he remained until his death. He was chairman of
the State I',lot Commissioners for several years; was a member of the Ancient
Order of United Workmen and Masonic
Lodges. He is survived by a widow and
three brothers, N.
B. Pendleton, of
Portland; Charles E. Pendleton of Lineoinviile, Me and George B. Pendleton,
of Boston, Mass.

Captain

:

I

1

<

1

y

fi,eCompany,
nciy. N. Y.

greatly pleased by
legislative committee,
against the petition for

W&-

R

Life

lour weeks

Pills.

They

regularly

the act of the
which
voted
a reduction of

use

stimulate the

large addition to the Coe-Mortimer ;
Belfast, Maine, has just been compleied
This

splendidly equipped factory is devoted e
preparation of fertilizers especially adapted P
and Maine Crops.
the

E. Frank Coe Fertilizers have been on t!
fifty-five years. During all this time thev t
tained the highest standard of excellence. Todav the
the highest teachings cf agricultural science with the
long practical expedience. Is it not to vour persona'
avail yourself of these advantages when these n.
goods are offered you at prices no highei than are
over

for fertilizers of the

charged

Dr

kings New
liver, improve

If you will make your

digestion, remove blood impuiities, pimples
eruptions disappear from your face and
body and you feel better. Begin at once. Buy
at all Druggists
and

MAINE’S

!

Constipated,

j

f\

■

j

$1.00._

sort"

requirements

known

:

■

OR

E, A=

RESERVATION^

|

ordinary

Jackson & Hall, Belfast,

ACADEMIES.

That the New England academy has
more
than a historic interest is clearly
indicated by the figures reported to the
State Educational Department relative
Otis L. Eaton, an aged and respected THE Ml. K.VIAHDIN
to institutions of this kind for the
citiz n of Little Deer Isle, died suddenly
year
M'. Katahdin, described in ih<- latest ending July 1, 1912.
There are, accordJan. 2<>th, of heart failure, aged 7<i years,
9 months and 13 days.
He is survived by Geological Society’s report upon it, as ing to these figures, forty-nine schools in
ti,. grandest mountain in New England, Maine having the rank of
his wife; by one son, Fred Eaton, with
academy,
is a vast block of ancient granite round
seminary or institute. These schools enwhom he made his home; by a daughter,
whi<
h
the
Penobscot
river
flows
in
roll
a
total
of
north4,244 students, who reMrs. Charles Henui.ck of Deer Isle;.by
ern Maine, dividing at its base. Isolated
ceive instruction from 272 teachers. The
an aged mother, who is nearly luO
years
the
river
which
total
enriown
enclose
ent
of all schools of this
by
valleys
it,
and
one
brother and two sisters,
old,
by
who mourn the loss of a kind husband with massive forest-clad shoulders and i class amounts to $1,294,249. Their inand loving son and father. Funeral ser- deep basins left by ancient glaciers be- vestment in buildings and grounds is$l,348,840. The expenditures for the year
vices were held Tuesday from his late tween them, it faces boldly southward,
residence, Rev. Mr. Ebelin of the L. D. rising to the height of a full ndle above amounted ;to $252,691. The special’ aid
the
distant
sea
and
one
of
the granted by the State for the period covmaking
I. church, officiating.
most striking landscape features in the
ered by the report was $23,000.
East. Around it upon every side, and
Thirty-five towns made contracts with
William Bisbee d;:.:d Jan. 28th at his
stretching unbrokenly from it to the these academies under the provision of
home in \\ arren, aged 74 years. He is
Canadian border, lies the greatest nat- the special act by which any town is
survive:: by his wite, three sons, four
ural fish and game preserve in eastern authorized to make a contract with an
daughters anti several grandsons. He North America;
around it also lies one of academy for the schooling of its stuand his brother Joseph were engaged in
the best watered lake regions in the dents of secondary school
age; 1.640
cutting ship timber in the south for world, of great extent, linked
by delight- pupils received their tuition" through
many years. During that time his home ful
and
wooded
to
the
these
water's
contract
waterways
arrangements. In both
w as in
Rockland, lie moved some 12
free High schools and academies there
edge.
years ago to East Warren, following the
Wild as this region still seetns, the de- were enrolled a total of 16,467 students
death ct his brother, where he had lived
structive tide of human life is swiftly
tnd there were employed altogether 929
on the farm of his earliest boyhood,
Mr.
into it, and to save the beauty teachers.
Bisbee had a large circle of warm friends mounting
of this noble mountain, protecting its
who will miss him.
forests from wasteful cutting and the
State Tax 4 Mills Each Year.
deep-burning fires that inevitably follow
Are You a Cold Sulterer?
it upon such rocky slopes; to protect the
Take Dr. King’s New Discovery. The Best
Augusta, Me., Feb. 4. The Legislawild life of the region and create a great
tive Finance Committee has
Cough. Cold, Throat and Lung medicine reserve which will supply the neighbor- that the tax rate for the twodetermined
years ening regions as this life becomes exhaustmade. Money refunded if it fails to cure
you.
suing shall not exceed eight millB, four
ed in them; and to maintain the even
Do not hesitate—take it at our risk. First dose
For
each
estimate
The
has been
year.
flow of a great navigable river with imhelps. J. R. Wells. Floydada, Texas, writes
for water power made upon this basis.
opportunities
portant
"Dr. King’s New Discovery cured my terrible
The income of the State for the year
upon it, Mt. Katahdin should surely be
1913 on the four-mill basis from direct
cough and cold. I gained 15 pounds.” Buy it included among the great park reserves
State tax will be $1,899,016.29; from all
at all Druggists.
which the federal government is now
making with wise foresight in the East 3ther State taxes, $2,750,077, making a
total
of $4,659,093.29. The total exppndtand whose relation to the great centres
“COMPARES” NAVIES IN 1915.
ures for the year are estimated at $4,of population in the country and their
358,832.29, making an excess over inneeds must give them in the future an
Commander William V. Piatt Says United 1 immense
mine of $299,729.
importance.
States U ill be Below Germany.
A bill for this purpose is now before
the National House of Representatives,
and Don’t
Commander William V. Pratt, on duty
awaiting action. Introduced by Repreof
sentative
has
it
the
It!
Know
Maine,
at the Naval War College at
Guernsey
Newport, I
R. I., gave a lecture before the ex- full indorsement of the State, and, im7
tension course in Washington, D. C., I portant to our whole eastern country as
By
UhAAUQ._
Feb. 3d on the “Influence of Tactics on a the opportunity is, this bill should have
j the indorsement
also, and the best asBuilding Programme.’’ He divided ves- j
It seems odd, but it is true, that you
sels into two classes—scouts, or those sistance, of all who recognize the great,
be constipated and not know it.
may
need
there
is
of
to
that obtain information, and those who present
conserving
You can see why it is. Take a glass
have the power to use it. Commander ! the future the natural resources of the
Pratt declared scout vessels should be nation, in beauty, in opportunity for
If you keep
and pour in water until full.
comprehended, if possible, under a buy- wholesome recreative life, and in the in- on pouring in water after the glass is full,
ing and not a building programme, so teresting wild life about us. —Ex.
it will run over, but the glass stays full.
the country will be free to devote energy
Maine Patriarchs Field Day.
and money to the power class as typified
Just so with your bowels; they get full
in the gun and torpedo vessels.
It has been definitely decided that
of waste matter, and then they pass off or
Commander Pratt, by a comparison, Calais will entertain the Maine brigade
expel from the body only about the same
showed that in 1915 this country will be of Patriarchs Militant. I. O. O. F., and
amount that goes into it in the form of
between thirty and fifty per cent inferi- the dates for the field day and
meeting
or to Germany in fighting vessels.
food.
of the council have been set for June 10,
11 and 12, 1913. Frederick W. Hinckley
So you may have a movement of the
F. E. B.
of Portland, a former Calais boy, is brigthere will remain
We heard a man say the other morning that adier general of the militants and L. M." bowels every day and yet
the abbreviation for February.—Feb.—means Robinson of St.
waste matter that ought to be removed.
a major on
Stephen,
Freeze everybody, and that man looked frozen
Gen. Hinckley's staff, with Capt. C W.
Give your bowels a gentle but thorough
in his ulster. It was apparent that he needed
Matthews of Calais are on the committee
the kind of warmth that stays, the warmth
cleaning out and you’ll feel great.
The
that reachea from head to foot, all over the of arrangements for the field day.
The prescription I used for this is put
body. We could have told him from personal local members of the Patriarchs Militant
and sold under the name of Dr. True’s
up
for
that
are
Hood’s Sarsaparilla gives perknowledge
already making arrangements
Elixir. Doctors and druggists use it in
manent warmth, it invigorates the blood and
the affair, which promises to be one of
speeds it along through artery and vein, and the most successful ever held by the
their own families. Costs but little and
really fit men and women, boye and girls, to Maine brigade. It is expected that the
brings health to men, women and children.
enjoy cold weather and relist the attacks of
commanders of New EngTastes good. Works gently. Rememdiaeaae. It gives the right kind of warmth, department
and the Maritime province* will be
ber the name, Dr. True’s Elixir. Price,
stimulates and strengthens at the same time, land
«nd all ito benefit* are lasting, Thera may be guests of the Maine department on this
35c, 50c and
occasion.
a suggestion in this for yon.

AS*-.

A

at

the close time on lobster fishing tor a
two-mile radius about the island. For
several years there has been a special
law providing for a dose time on lobsters within a two-mile radius front June
25 to Jan. 15. This was passed upon the \
petition of Monhegan lobstermm who
felt tr at it would have a tendency to
check the scarcity of lobsters during the
summer.
Since the law had been in
force it has been strictly lived up to
by the island fishermen and they report
improvement in the size and quantity
which they catch.

jr

growers in

to

E. FRANK COE

Surprise Your Friends

■

... -:ic

Monhegan began

Lobster fishermen of Monhegan island
are

r

*•

Dr. w;;

on

but on account of bad
weather no traps were set till the 17th.
There are 30 fishermen on the island.
Some operate in gangs, so there are 24
sets of traps. 3600 in all. Cass Brackett
and his brother Ernest captured one
morning $110 worth of lobsters. In the
afternoon they went out and got $100
worth more.
Since the opening of the
season
lobsters to the value of $10,000
have been taken here. The Monhegan
fishermen hereafter will sell no seed lobsters. They will be liberated or confined
in cars till the little lobsters are hatched.
j Mr. Bailey spoke highly of the kind
trertment received on his visit.
He was
looked upon as a guest, not as a trouble; some officer.
“The Monhegan fishermen
know their business, observe the law and
and fear no one,” he says.
!

They are the blood builder every
pale, bloodless, sick woman should

of

season

January 15th,

BY

HOULTON, MAINE,

the

The brightest day for every girl
and every woman is the day when
she looks well, feels well and is
well.
For every woman who does
not enjoy these bright days of good
health there is this cheering news.
Your aching back, the dizziness,
langour and weakness that leaves
you trembling ami breath less alter
any exertion, those at tacks of faintness and headaches that make
everything blurred, can be banished just as soon as y u make up
your mind to build up your blood
with Dr. 'Williams' Pink Pills.

TUP

New York Land Shot

j

Lobster

|

-*Best State Exhibit of Potatoes^

Monhegan, Me., Feb. 6. Ed. Bailey,
deputy fish warden, has just returned

and since then her home had been with
her daughter in Brewer. She was a
member of Mizpah Rebekah lodge; also
of Cushing Chapter, 0. E. S., and for
years served as president of the Ladies’
society of the Methodist church of Winterport. Following prayers at her late
home in Brewer h r remains were
brought to the Methodist Church in
Winterport Feb. 2nd where the funeral
services were held.
Gathered with the
relatives and mourning friends were the
members of the 0. E. S., attending in a
body. At 1 o’clock the Mizpah Rebekah
lodge was marshalled from their hall in a
body by Mrs. Horace Kneeland and at
the close of a brief service by the pastor,
Rev. A. J. Lockhart, very impressively
conducted the burial service. The many
set pieces and cut flowers with their
silent messages of esteem, were beauti-

tnotners

($750.00 Sterling Silver Cup)

BUTTON.

Times is full of rightful suggestion to
everyone:
“Salute the little bronze button of the
G. A. R. Fewer in number, feebler ol
step, grayer of hair, but no less stanch
of heart than when they answered the ,
call to arms in ’61. these men would
highly this little token of respect
prize
if accorded them by the schoolboy and
j schoolgirl and the grown-up people as
j well. It would not be a custom of long
| duration, for in the not far-distant ful ture the sight of the broken veteran
hobbling along the street will only be a
sail and sweet memory to every patriotic citizen. It would be one of the mostappreciative things we could do, in the
; eyes of these men who suffered the ravages of war to protect the standard of
the true American home, if we would
lift the hand to the brow when we meet
them on the streets. Thry remember
well when it was a matter of discipline |
to lift the hand in salutation to superior- ;
| ity, so would it not be consoling to them
now if
we would do the same in the
1
spirit of undying love and never-ending
respect? Though we had no direct part
in the great war itself, we can show, at
any rate, that we are in accord with the j
spirit shown by these men who stood the
test, if we will always recognize them j
by this unmistakable token of respect.
Right hand salute. The button of bravery is before you.”

In Use For Over 30 Years.

RECENT

R.

The following feeling and patriotic
editorial from the Fostoria (0.) Daily

Is-

Carpenter, Brooks,

You will receive prompt and careful attentive
You ought to read “The Story of

|

Pi

a

I:

Potato Crop" written by an Aroostook County,
A copy is sent free on request.
farmer.

The Coe-Mortimer

Compan

51 Chambers Street, New

York, N.

Y.

=

“Doan's Ointment cured me of erzi ma that
annoyed me for a long time. The result
lasting." —Hon. S. W. Matthews, I'ommisonerf Labor Statistics, Augusta. Me.

POULTRY

NOTES.

TRY SOLACE VI

h ad

" as

JEFFERSON

CLUB

REUNION.

Banquet of 160 Former Maine Residents.
Boston, Feb. 5. One hundred and

Shade

plays

an

important part in

a

poultry farm and natural tree shade is
held to he the best.
If there are no
trees handy, the advice comes from an
expert to plant them. They will be of
real use by another season.

A good sign to go by in picking out
ixty forinpr residents of Jefferson. Me., pullets or hens for breeding purposes is
athered at Kingsley Hall, Ford Build- to choose the active birds. The ones
;
tg, last evening for the sixth annual that work hard, always scratching and
; anquet of the Jeffersor Club of this never moping round, have plenty of vic ity, at which the praises of the old town 1 tality, and vitality counts a lot.
v tere sung and many pleasant reminis- I
For the amateur fanciers comes the
ences of life there were exchanged.
The greetings of the town
were ! advice from an authority to hatch some
so that they
may be in conrought: by S. Herbert Bond, who had early birds
dition for the early fall fairs.
Earlyeen appointed a delegate to the feast,
i lev. C. C. Tilly of Quincy gave an inter- birds, also, are not hard to raise if prope sting address
entitled “Jefferson 50 erly housed and are a source of profit
from the broiler stage on.
'ears Ago.”
Linwood A. Linscott, president of the
Fresh eggs have kept at a good figure
c lub, presided and Frank K. Linscott
this winter in spite of its unprecedented
Rev. Nelson S. But'as toastmaster.
mildness.
Some of the smaller fancyj. ank delivered the invocation and Fredegg dealers close to Boston have not sold
e rick Lewis played a 'cello solo, aceoma dozen eggs for less than 45 cents since
p anied at the piano by Mrs. Anson Jackearly in the fall. This proves that there
8 an.
is a limited supply of really fresh eggs
in
of
The executive committee
charge
in this part of the country and that there
^ ie arrangements consisted of Herbert is room for more
poultrymen in the busij i. Jackson, William Partridge, Miss ness.
I Ilia Chapman, Fred C. Linscott, Dr.
/illis G. Bond, Mrs. William Coburn,
No Need to Stop Work
>r. Alton JackBon.
Eugene C. Ford, !
^ [rs. George Bean, Harlan E. Ford, Mrs.
When the doctor orders you to stop work it
I lora Wood and Manley A. Jackson.
staggers you. I can’t, you say. You know you
Those at the head table, in addition to are weak, run down and failing in health day
^ lie presiding officer and the speakers, |
by day, but you must work as long as you can
'ere the vice president, Dr. Alton A.
stand. What you need is Electric Bitters to
j ackson, and Mrs. Jackson; the treas- !
1
to your system,
u rer, Anson P. Jackson, and Mrs. Jack- give tone, strength and vigor
to prevent break down and build you up. Don’t
a an; the secretary, Mrs. William L. Tay>r and Mr. Taylor; Mrs. Nelson S. Burbe weak, Bickly or ailing when Electric Bitters
ank, Mrs. Frederick Lewis, Mrs. Lin- will benefit you from the first doBe. Thousands
^ mod A.
Linscott and Mrs. Frame K. bless them for their glorious health and
j linscott.
strength. Try them. Every bottle is guarans

f

^

£

Children

dry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

Surety

on
0

—

0

—

Bonds

Money Hack

0

ache that Sola,

BONDSMEN SUPERSEDED.
Those who

are

to Remi

required to give Bonds

SOI At » i;KM ll'Y
CoVelV .•( three <5flin.il'
Uric Aral Crystals mm
easy to take, amt v

in positions of trust, and who desire to
avoid asking friends to become their
sureties, or who may w'sh to relieve
friends from

obligations
apply in person

further

bondsmen, should

as

1

or

by letter to

MARCEUUS J. DOW, AGENT,
BROOKS, MAINE.

SOI

CO

\< I

| Sole 1' S
Agents t;
tary testimonia: lett. tceived from gtatelul
I es u
stoi • d to lieaitl
it
and
lto\
r«•
li
Lee
Moil
1
IS.
j
Han k ot ( liieo, Texas, w
as follows:
1 want you to -end
er in Memphis. I
n
This it niedy has t »■« u
mine lie re and 1 hum
derful.
“(Signed) K.
Hut ill* iu llfm. 6Uc :•

NEW YORK.
over

stomach.
It is guaranteed m
Drugs Law to he ahvo
harmfttl drugs of any m
sOi At K i- a pur- -j
has l.n*cn proved b«
surest anu <p mkcst
11> tt
Troubles know
li
how ion_r -landing.
the trouble
root ot
blood.
1 II I

AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY OF

Capital and Surplus

$6,( 00.000

PAMPHLETS ON APPLICATION.

*•

DrTw„ C. LIBBEY.

IT’S MKiHTA UN » I 1
YOU CAN soon I I so
>1
No Sj « eta!
ACK.
Fees.” JtNT sol VtT
work. Write today for tb»
SO LACK K»' MKDV CO.. *
lOwJi

■

BELFAST. MAINE

Another Sailing Vessel Passes.
The American steel ship Erskine M.
Phelps has been sold to the Union Oil
Company, San Francisco, and will be
converted into an oil barge. The Phelps

was built in 1898 and has the distinction
of being the first sailing vessel built in
this country of steel entirely manufactured here. She is of 2,715 tons net, 312
by 45 by 25 feet and carries a crew of 22
This vessel has made some
men all told.
teed to satisfy. Only 60c. at all Druggists.
very smart passages during her career
as a windjammer and her conversion into
For regular action of the bowela; easy,
natural movementa, relief of conatipation, try a barge is another evidence of the rapid
Doan’a Regulate. 26c at all atoree..
passing of vessels propelled by sail.

.■

<

DENTIST,
93 MAIN STREET,

for

Rheumatism, Vir

j

Nona
At

a

meeting

Belfast,
of the trust

Mortgage Bonds of the Bella
Lake K. R. Co., the following
for payment May 15, 1913, at
eat
1
6

on Bame

will

cease:

$500 bond No. 25.
$1,000 bonds, Nos. 4, 41. *•'
Wu B. SWAN,
ALBERT C. BUKi-.l
6
BEN D. FIELD.

I
1

■&.<* |

j

^

i

Winter in Missouri.
in

N 111 1

The

and Others.
i old Man.
of Churches, etc,

k£>n

Give the Kidneys Help and Many People

Journal.
piroH
and has been
ither is tine,

|

The

of

Will Be

Lai ,iJon.

I

They’re often overworked—don’t get the
poison filtered out of the blood.
Will you help them?
Doan’s Kidney Pills have brought benefit to
thousands of kidney sufferers.

and one-half of the
Week

ve

disappeared.

ve

been warned of the

f

nzzard,

but

the

j

|

sun

any
the

t.

the

visible

been

has

Read this case:
W. J. Heal, retired farmer, 60 Miller street,
Belfast, Me., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills proved
their worth in my case, giving me great relief
from kidney trouble. I willingly, confirm all I
said in their praise in 1904.”
If your back aches—if your kidneys bother
you, don’t simply ask for a kidney remedy—
KIDNEY
ask DISTINCTLY for DOAN’S
PILLS, the same that Mr. Heal had—the remedy backed by home testimony. 60c at all

pre-

been verified to
As 1 write
in
51
sisters

jr

fa few minutes at any

S
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strolling along

are

considerable extent,
eding in their autos, or
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for
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have

men

,gies

in the Council, and

Some

men

side,

have fought hard and strong for
they considered the best interests

some

The

city’s privileges, paved
s ‘’grand old man,”
streets, hydrant water, telephone serWhen I knew him he vice and electricity are certainly not to
hree score years and be
despised, but “Jones pays the
LVacon Bohan Field freight.” We have gloried here in the
oil members of the fact of the paving of many of our prinV of an abiding place
cipal streets, but back of these improveemulation in

i!

was

our

wealthy

a

man

but each cherished

life and

dcalably

ests.

1

j

more

as

;ver

channels of

blessing

of

not

are

ir possessors are not
iifed simply because

All
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nerty

be

cannot

always

must

.Kir

]

!

uevause

lauueu
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often

i he who toils with
he who

si'ver spoon in his
t potent influence for

sheriffs, constables and witnesses; but
here again, “Jones pays the freight.” If

regard

a

i

is

as

wealth, learning

an;

;

I
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I

1,

e

I

ta.

they lived.
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“grand

able ministers would do
old

as

much, if not

Massachusetts,

ations in favor of

thirty

and

Another Vermonter
:•

teOtf if

the funeral

at

kingdom of God in the earth
nearly thirty years I have been an

For

F. J. Underweeks since I was

I

efficient service

more

catholicity
against iniquity

ment of the

aonoi
u

broader

in all its varied forms and the advance-

and over sixty
|iasses my office

I'm

■

a

occasional contributor to The Journal.
have seldom w'ritten

ser-

anything

I

which I

esteemed of special interest except to
ri-hioner who died at
those who have read it for the writer’s
•.
a
tv-two,
genuine sake. I have often
thought after writ-

jyr-.j.l

ing that the letter would find a more
sphere of fitting receptacle in the waste basket
man who nearly forty
than in the columns of The Journal.
trade of a carriage
Today as I began to write, my guardian
f Belfast, and who
into the

me

■

nleasure

a

I

some

knew at

a

lace of his

t
1

of

little

nativity

Emerson,

i

been

is

and

frontier

a

was

50c.

become

"peration for appen-
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incapacitated
has moved

for

from

and taken up his
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of

Springfield
mighty problem
over and light.
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-iructed

;
r

forty

1

t

The

t-

lie

across

the

miles distant

irni.-h power for the
iricity for the sur-
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1

citizens

of

up in arms against
ore exorbitant rates
n

?,r
*

as

was

substantially

in Missouri.” Yet

on

lines has
i

persisted

in her demand to read

each page as it is finished. One of my
Belfast friends, writing the other day,

niie-ht say twenty years,
from the use of it.
®
and 1 am 80.”
loij
Kuffer from the effects of
Nfc'i
from *be experience of
rir) old
‘r’K:' Take *L. F.” Atwood's
bpfr *
is t0°
IN
late, before disease
0 be
easily corrected and
erved*
8r^e bottle at all
-v,
good stores.
ymaiK
..

npfit

“,IOINjs CO., Portland.

Me.

stores

Sandypoint

aware

that in each

case

it is

a

per-

sonal matter.
Several years ago I was once told that
the Rev. C. B. Dunn, who at that time
was pastor of the M. E. Church in the

from Warren last
will stop several weeks with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ginn.
their ice houses with

ice that has come down
the river and lodged on the shores. The ice is
of fine quality and from 8 to 12 inches thick.

Several bene have grip colds
Mrs. Josephine Stowers is visiting in Brewer.
Master Edwin
a

of Sebec, Me.,

Dunn.”
Before I finish, however, I want

now

I

am

Fayle

is in Stockton

village

visit with relatives.

Misses Edna Herrick and Laura Blanchard
spent two days of last week in Bangor.
Mr. Norman Bunker of Lagrange was a
guest at the Perkins’ place one day recently.

word in

regard

say

to The

Republican Journal, which has so generously published
the numerous squibs which I have written.
I want to say, in all honesty, that
a

due in part at least to the fact that the
type has been so uniformly clear, the

punctuation

and

correct, the

news

spelling

generally
trustworthy
editorial position so
so

items so

and so clean; the
thoroughly in accord with the best interests of the City, County, State and

Nation. Some papers come into our
homes in which there are frequent slurs
on

manhood,

on

morality,

on

papers whose moral tone is not

religion
elevating
—

closed

an

eight

weeks'

of school at the Ferry on Thursday, and
returned to her home in Camden
Friday. This
her

-|

u

in

u.m

MONTVILLE.

uas

opiuw

ku net

guuc

uaugnuei

b

Camden.

Mrs. Calibta Sprowl has shipped a carload of
j hay to Boston.
!
Harry Davis of Taunton, Mass., was at D. C.
Cain’s recently.
Mrs. Sarah Thompson is at George L. Edj munds for a time.
L. R. Choate has bought a horse of B. O.
Norton of Belfast.

! ter, Mrs. M.
of

is the guest of her daugh-

M. Wentworth.

M. R. Rogers has bought a two-year-old colt
Will Blaisdell of Palermo.

Samuel Parsons of North Searsmont is helping Jesse Hills with his lumbering.
sold a two-years-old
Charles W. Ayer of Citypoint.

Ralph Thompson
heifer

to

The Larkin club

Mrs. F. A. Luce last
A

dance

The Ribbon dance Friday evening, Jan. 31st,
was a very pleasant affair and was largely at-

Twenty-two from our village attended the
drama given in Morrill and report a very

tended.

pieasant occasion.

family

here

soon.

NORTH MONTVILLE.
Mrs. Will Bowler’s mother, Mrs. Flye, has
been visiting her the past week.
Darius Thompsor have been
the hay-press the past week.

Will Bowler and

Freedom

night and Sunday with

the

passed Saturday

Nutter Bros.

The many friends of Mr. Fred Davis will be
pleased to know that his health ;s very much
better.

and Mrs. Charles Vose went to Rockland
Friday, where Mr. Vose took the civil service
examination Feb. 1st.
Mr.

Boynton and family

John

Wm. O. Poor & Son, Druggists.

K orflol For indigestion.
*
*

Relieves sour stomacfe,
Diveses wbatyoUMt

ttlpitation of the heart

1

Judicial

71

14tf

j

r>"J

Court,

Is situated

>;

shall

in town

and

there

was

singing with organ

and

m.

at 7.30

a.

VVinterport
Saturdays.

Leave Boston

replevin.

at

Fridays.
sf

McCALL’S

FRED W, POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine

Iudustry U. S. Department of Agriculture.

drop

s e 11
receive a prompt

me

posta card and you will
call.
WALTER H. vAXUMBb.
Corner Cross and Federal Str ts. Belfast,

V ftkkiin ahian

I

TREATS

ALL

DISEASES OF

SPRING STREET,
H

on

pit a I

Phones—Hospital

nnd REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

At 52High Street.

Tel. 216-lfa

BELFAST, MAINE.
a

spec

Attorney

cents.

I

SPECIALIST

EYE

44 South Main St.f WINTERPORT. MAINE
Office

Days, Mondays

Tuesdays.

all for

1A

JpZ.IO

I

fxtrajrJiiary Offer
lge-n -nt with the pubaole to olfer you this well-

arra

we are
an

j

I Fashion Journal

with our own paper for only a few cents
the regular price of our paper alone.

and money ideas

and

Bargain! 1I

By special advertising

together

more

than

The above extraordinary offer
may be accepted by
all persons who subscribe, renew or extend their
time ahead for the time mentioned.
The
re-

for women, are welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.

large, artistic, handsomely illustrated
100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s
happiness and efficiency everywhere.

quisite

The publishers of McCall’s are planning to spend
thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above a.l similar publi-

charge

prises.

BELFAST, MAINE.

Twenty-five years experience and skill in
fitting ^glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.

Djn’t Miss this

Each month 1,100,000 copies of McCall’s, brimful of latest fashions, fancy work, interesting short

a

sur-

at Law.

DR, E. H. BOYINGTON

Genuine

of'.delightful

Probate practice
2tf

Office Comer of Main and High,

I

Proprietor.

known popular Hoaw

issue will be full

Courts.

alty.

CARLETON DOAK

& Transient Stable

a

at Law.

Attorney

|

16tf

of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.

Every

Residence 59-11

59-13.

GEO. E, JOHNSON,

STEA MPRESSING

designs

cations.

I.I AST' MAI XU

111

Never Closed.

CLEANING,

lishers of McCall’s

McCall’s is

ANIMALS

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office,

H. C. HofFses

MAGAZINE

labor-saving

Tuesdays and

William Lincoln West

Leading

and scores of

Wednesdays

m.,

5.00 p. m„

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival
steamer from Boston) Wednesdays, aid

Fashion Journal in America.
In the matter of dress, McCall’s is indispensable
to every woman. There are over 50 of the newest

stories,

Boston, Mon-

for

Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bureau of Animal

7

Is the

$2.25

Saturdays.

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,
]
The Republican Journal, One Year,
Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern,
j

A wheel of a heavy wagon recently displaca rock which laid upon another in J. L.
Boynton’s dooryard, close to his barn. When
Mr. Boynton went to replace the rock he found
a silver half dollar which had laid between the
two for many years. The coin was dated 1832
and had evidently been in circulation but little
as it was in fine condition.
There was a female head on one side and the American eagle
on the reverse.
The edge was not milled but
bore this inscription: 1-2 dollar. Liberty, BO

CASTO R I A

Leave Belfast at 3.00 p.
iays, and Thursdays.

==-J

Lowell Choate went to Knox Station last

FOR FLETCHER’S

Beltast and Boston.

mu

Fresh, Dry, Smoked and Pickled Fish.

ac-

Children Cry

FARE REDUCED

For

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN AND PRODUCERS OF

The Larkin club met with Mrs. Amanda M.
Ricker last Thursday. A fine dinner was

STEAM S H IP

Bangor Line- Winter Schedule.

SUCCESSORS TO CLARENCE E. MclNTIRE,

re-

-*

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAST

Frenchboro Land and Fisheries Co,

establish the line between the John
Mason lot and the lots of Charles Howard and
Arthur Jackson.

t5 00
5 05

CORPORATION.

3m51

to

served,

EASTERN

street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28

Here Is

tl 1 55
12 01

J

t9 45
9f0

iFlag station.

see cause.

W. G. PRESTON,

The Paul Brothers are to move their porta- |
hie engine to the Charles Boynton lumber lot I
to saw the lumber, instead of hauling the lum]
her to the mill.

7 00
8 35
*8 45
8 51
9 02
,9 10
9 17
9 25
,935

n
*.»
Point.

Washington

on

10 30
,10 40
10 55
11 05
,11 15
11 22
11 35
,n 45

12 35
3 05
3 22
3 32
1 -0
3 50
,4 00
4 09
4 17
,4 25
,30
4 40
,4 60

AM

vs. Fields S. Pendleton and Edward S. Pendleton.

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding

7 (0
10 02
10(3
10 17

12 00
3 40

Belfast, arrive.

that notice of the pendency of this suit be !
to the said defendant, by
publishing an I
attested copy of this Order, together with ar.
abstract of the plaintiff’s writ, three wee <
successively in The Republican Journal, a news
paper printed at Belfast, in the County o
Waldo, the last publication to be not less than
fourteen days before the next term of this
Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the third
Tuesday of
April, 1913, that said defendant may then and
there appear, and answer to said suit, if he

and Mrs. George Edmunds are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son, Feb. 3d.
Mrs. Sarah Thompson is caring for Mrs. Edmunds.

were

orbes.

';r°'>ks.

given

Mr.

Dunton & Morse of Belfast

r

Waldo.

Practice in all

Messrs. Penson Clement. Perlev Jaauith
Pearl Berry caught pickerel through the
ice A'eighing from two and a half to three
I
pounds.

cently

..

! Thorndike.
I Knox.

Plaintiff’s Attorney, A. S. Littlefield, Rockland, Me.
A true copy of the Order of Court with Abstract of the Writ.
3w5
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk

Maine

W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Ave .e, B. Ji;^t

|8 55

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
And now on suggestion to the Court that
from Belfast and all stations or
Branch.
Fields S. Pendleton, one of the defendants, at H. f).
WALDRON, General Pa-^denge*- Agent
the time of service of th. writ, wa- not ar. in*
MORRIS MCDONALD.
habitant of this State, and had no tenant,
Vice President & General
Manager.
agent, or attorney within the same, that he
has had no notice of said suit, it is Ordered. I
Portland, Maine.

of

TRUCKlNfiT

ed

Just the mild, simple wash, the well

Winterport,

and

Thursday with apples to be shipped to E. H.
Brown, Providence, R. I., and Messrs. Boynton
and Gray met with an accident
Boynton
smashed a wheel and Gray lost off six barrels
of apples.

known D.D.D. Prescription for Eczema*
and the itch is gone.
\ trial will prove it.
We have sold other remedies for skin
trouble but none that we could guaranIf
tee as we can the D.D.D. remedy.
the first regular size $1.00 bottle does
not do exactly as we say, it will not
cost you a cent

!

I am prepared to do all kinds of
trucking
Furniture and piano moving a
specialty. Leav*
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
n.
Telephone connection

Thorndike last week into the Thompson house,
where they formerly lived.

The people in this community were shocked
to hear of the sad death of Mrs. Emma Thompson, formerly of this vicinity. She will be remembered by many for her kindness of heart,
as she was always ready to help those who

Skin On Fire?

*320,113 96

2,000,000 00

Guaranteed work in Chirjrody, Manicuring, Shampooing and Facial Work. Also a
full line of all kinds of Hair Work at
my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phrenix Row.
23tr
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

back from

moved

companiment, phonograph selections, games,
and a genera! good time.
Charles Boynton, Chester Gray, Frank Luce

in need.

469,233 77
5,001,291 22

3,266,053

Unity-..-

NOTICE.

was

with

Eugene Ball of South Berwick, Me., was
in this vicinity the past week selling ElectroGalvanic Generators. We hope they will prove
all he recommended them to'be.

were

J*w7

held at Grange hall Friday
music by Fuller’s orchestra.

ings.

his

all liabilities.

Ayer's Ridge met with
Saturday evening.

F. A. Luee has loaded a car with apples Monday at Belfast for E H. Brown, Providence,
R.L

move

over

Burnham, leave.
Winnecook

Hangor.

GEO. I. KEATING. Clerk.
(ABSTRACT OF PLTF’S. WRIT:.)
Replevin writ, one Hayward orange peel
bucket, weight about 1250 lbs.
Ad damnum $500.
Writ dated June 18, 1910, and returnable to
and entered at the September term, 1910, date

Total liabilities and surplus_$11,056,692 66
WILFkED H. LORD, Agent,

on

S. Harriman and Miss Mary French
in Bangor last week to attend the meet-

will

Surplus

V,nton.

Mrs. Fred Carter and daughter spent the
week-end witn friends in Morrill.

Messrs. T. S. Erskine, Harolc Cushman, J. J.
Clement and others have filled their ice houses.

Mr. D. A. Herrick, who has been in Charleston for several days arrived by boat Monday
morning accompanied by his son Irvin. He

All other liabilities.
Cash capital..

has

evening

were

unpaid losses.$

Unearned premiums...

Freedom, recently.

Mr. Fred Kittredge, who has been at his
home in Milo, has returned to his work here.
Mrs. F.

Net

Portland.
Waterville.
B*nton.

PYAM D. HATCH, late of
Islesboro,
hi the County ot w aldo,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested tu make
pay
ment immediately,
PYAM K HATCIIIsiesboro, January 14, 1913.—3w5

WALDO SS.—Supreme
i
January Term, 1913.

KM.

AM.

3 00

Attest:

Liabilities December 81, 1912.

L. D. Wright visited his sister, Mrs. Mary
in

52 639 89

Gross as -ets.$11,056,692 66
Admitted assets.$11,056,692 66

i

Mrs G. A. Stewart

*659,364 14
997!b22 63

i Agents' balances.
Interest and rents.

1

third term in this school and
w’ork has been very satisfactory.

CENTER

I

Real estate.$ 300,000 00
Mortgage Loans
1,716,370 00
7,330,796 00

Stocks and bonds...
Cash in office and bank.

Murphy's

is Miss

Tne baked bean supper at Griffin’s hall, Feb
1st was a decided success and enjoyed by all.

Mr.

to

Myrna Murphy

Miss
term

j

P.M.

10 00
AM.

«

250.000 00

3,765,972 92

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS,
Assets December 31, 1912.

\

i

bklfast

of

852,730 68
8,102,568 31 i
C. E. Bicknell
767,947 06 i

SPRINGFIELD FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Oscar Boynton has gone to Belfast to be
treated at the Tapley hospital.

at a social gathering
constituency told many a witty
story and amusing incident, and near the &Mrs. Charles Colby is having a very bad atclose he said to the people, “I have said tack of rheumatism in her hand and is unable
many things to amuse you to night, and to use it or even move her fingers.
town

of his

this week.

to
n

Boaton.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The sub
scriber
hereby gives notice that he has
beeu duly appointed administrator of theestaie

..

Morris Ginn arrived home

Hussey,

Irvin Hustus of

well

privilege to be acquainted. This in part is
due probably to the fact that I have
-u-t of
Pittsfield, Maine,
used “L. F.” Atwood’s read The Journal longer than I have read
leVfr-failing remedy for all any similiar-publication; but it is also
1

drug

unpaid losses.$

Total liabilities and surplus
.$13 739 218 97
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agent,
3*6
Belfast, Maine.

Evander Harriman is visiting his sisters,
M. B. Grant, and Mrs. J. A. Pierce in

Mrs.

business Feb.

SANDY POINT.

that very same guardian angel who sits
at the table with me as 1 finish these

The Journal comes nearer to my ideal of
a country weekly
newspaper than any
other paper with which it has been my

NOW 85.

k

At all

;

for

Admitted assets.$13,739,218 97
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1912.

horse.

George Avery and W arren Brown have filled

in Belfast

81, 1912.

Gross assets .$14,196,774 84
Deduct items not admitted
'4571555 87

Net

sud

T

.$ 1,241,257 70
3,281,364 00
Collateral loans.
100 00
Stocks and bonds.
6,467,172 12
Cash in office and bank.
901,’541 C6
Agents’ balances
2,029,048 57
Interest and rents.
113,499 19
All other assets.
162/792 20

term

tip*

5ro°ks.
£“rbe8.

scrihf hereby
gives notice that he has beerduly appointed administrator of the estate of
^YRa E. HaTCH, late of Islesboro,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
giver
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
paymeut immediately.
PYAM E. HATCH.
T
Islesboro, January 14, 1913.—3\v.

Mortgage loans.

a

notice,

,,

Belfast, depart. 7
City Point. ,7

SUSAN M. GILCHREST, late of Knox,
In the County of Waldo, deceased, and
givei
bonds as the law directs.
All persons havine
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement,
and all indebted thereto are
requested to make
payment immediately.
GEORGE A. INGRAHAM.
Knox, January 14, 1913.—3w7

Administrator's

ItKLFAsT.

P- M.
P.M.
05
12 20
2 20
10
tl2 25
, 2 26
Sargents
7 15
i2 30
2 30
Waldo .,7 20
,123j
,235
7 32
12 17
2 47
7 37
12 52
2 52
•••.
17 44
*12 69
12 52
Thorndike. 7 50
1 05
3 05
Unity--.... 7 58
1 13
3 IS
Wlnnecook. ,8 08
*3 23
,1 23
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
1 35
3 36
11 45
3 00
6 06
Clinton. 8 39
1 59
5 20
Bepton
8 48
5 30
Waterville. 8 54
2 13
5 35
Portland. 12 05
4 50
8 25
Boat<m. 315 pm 7 55 pm
n

of

Real estate

C. Bowdoin and Charles Bowdoin
Belfast Thursday, where each bought

in

DEC.

KltOM

The subscriber here-

he has been duly apby gives
pointed executor of the last will and testament

THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBE
INS. CO. LTD.

week-end

a

NOTICK.
TjtXKCUTOR’Snotice
that

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,799,607 51
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
3*7
Belfast, Maine.

ASSETS

PROBATE NOTICES
in

Net unpaid losses. $ 364,788 74
Unearned premiums. 2,113,204 85
All other liabilities.
163.369 53
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,168,244 38

Albert in Brewer

Bancor was
H. Harriman’s.

56
16
97
75

Admitted assets.$3,799,607 60
Liabilities December 31, 1912.

with friends in Bangor.

Mrs. W.

at

i
09

Gross assets.$4,022,156 53
Deduct items not admitted.
222,649 03

recently.

1st.

States, requested another letter for The Journal,
on
impaired as well as a personal letter, but I am working

•rthwestern
ng

the weather

as

the same in Maine

about ten years ago
no! of his boyhood.
C.

t

! about,

December 31, 1912.
Stocks and bonds.$3,217,140
in
office
Cash
and bank.
183,433
Agents’ balances
553,385
Interest and rentB.
38,369
All other assets.
29,827
Assets

week and

C. F. Bessey

ASSURANCE CORPORATION 1

LONDON

Unearned premiums
Mrs. Clifton Coggins of Winterport visited All other liabilities.
j
Cash
her brother and w ife, Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Harri- !
capital, deposit.
Surplus over all liabilities.
man,

KNOX.

efficient, service than the thirty. [
larger the congregation the more
inspiration to the preacher, the more
he has been for
people the less proportionate expense;
'he superintendent
so all through the land, particularly in
Pro.f the city.
the country towns, people are sacrificing
Vermonter by in a measure their denominational affili! the last

a

that claims vio-

The

'he latter half of

BURNHAM
after Jan 13, 1913, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from
Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows :
On and

William

lets.

more

if Professor Johnaat
the age of

AM)

Harriman has returned from

visit

were

one

.1.

j

far behind

son

Mr. Burr Godsoe of

can boast of green grass and a rose
put forth its leaves under the impression that spring was coming. This is not
so

Kate

visitor

Islesboro

■

/.

BELFAST

Maine

days’
Miss Myrna Murphy closed a successful
of 8 weeks’ school here last Thursday

bu9h that

wins, the other loses, and the costs
Mrs. Lola Higgins called on Mrs. Mattie Abaracter—an influence I of the courts fall
upon the tax payers, j bott Jan. 31st.
! every man whether There are principles involved, however,
Geo. Holbroke was quite sick last week with
sometimes, when it is worth fighting to an attack of acute
indigestion.
who, with others, has ] the last ditch and the last man.
Alfred Bailey went to Boston Feb. 1st with
'Kip impression on my
I see by The Journal that there is a a car of
potatoes for A. M. Shibles.
earn Bridges, a poor
stronger trend towards union among the
Several from here attended the minstrel
I knew’
-: port, Maine.
show and dance in Freedom Jan. 31st.
as others kne-.v him,
practicable thirty years ago. In the
Mr. Oakley Giles, Mrs. Julia Curtis and Miss
a
small
ng fish from
West, as well as in the East, rapid Addie Cross were Sunday guests at B. L.
many of us thought it changes are taking place in favor of a Aborn’s.
so
feeble, but he ; broad Catholicity, particularly along
Mrs. Clara Kenney and Miss Nellie Bradford
m : he confidence and repractical lines. In this city the protes- visited Mrs, R. W. Emerson Friday night and
who had but scanty tant churches are divided into approxiSaturday.
professions and prac- mately thirty congregations; many of
Miss Lottie Douglass of Waterville was the
gent industry is the them numerically and financially weak. guest of her
sister, Mrs. Kate Rooerts, in
ri character is the The
Catholic, on the other hand, with a Brooks, last week.
attain
man can
.a
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Shibles went to Bangor
large population,has but three congregast legacy he can betions, so located as to best serve the in- last week. Mr. Shibles returned home Feb.
1 have known sevebut Mrs. Shibles will remain for a while.
l terests of the people to whom they min- 1st,
addition to William
ister, and it is more than probable that
When baby suffers aith croup, apply and
poor in this world's eight or ten protestant churches located
give Dr. Thomas, Eclectic Oil at once. Safe
perishable influence I at strategic points and supplied with I for children. A little gtes a long way. 25e and

i

Mi=s
few

Misses Ruby Sprague and Annie Pendleton
have gone to Augusta for a week and to attend
the governor’s ball. Miss Ivy Babbidge is
back in the telephone office.

demand

is carried to the courts, it will mean business
for the courts, jurors, lawyers,

un

i

living

honest

a

last

Miss Grace Gitkey has ret irned home from
Swanville, where she has been teaching, for
the winter vacation.

for cement, crushed rock, and labor by
men and teams.
And now, if the protest

Avery visited his
Saturday.

B. C

INSTITUTE,
i:.

PROSPECT FERRY.

drill.

tesian well to

against the abutting property. I see in today’s papers, however,
that some people are taking steps to secure a legal release from the obligation
to pay.
So there is likely to be a strong
legal contest over the effort to collect
the money.
Well, everything makes
The work creates

THE NEAL

for which it is recommended.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Pendleton have gone to
Vinalhaven where Mr. Pendleton has an ar-

many whose i
to the demands,

been issued

business.

an

hypodermics

,>R1L‘ft habits srrcEssu LLY
REATEI). Cm 11 upon, address or phone

The Rexall Stores are America’s Greatest
Drug Stores

«?:i

eat

be overcome by the NEAI, a.nAT
TREATMENT. No
used
kJ
sums absolutely certain.
All dealings confl-

There is a Rexall Store in nearly every town
city in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain. There is a different Rexall
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ill—
each especially designed for the particular ill

Mr. Washburn Williams has returned from a
two weeks’ visit in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Amasa Williams have gone to
Boston for a two weeks’ visit,

value i One street, two miles long, was paved
this last year and the tax bills have just

succeeding
possession of untold i

ries and

pockets of
not equal

r,^ a*.u

sleep and

can

and

ISLLSBORO.

for the past year, has been the
expense of a half a million dollars taken
comes were

F«h

feag Stor*

Belfast

Days

delighted

am

to say that I am
feeling
woil and have put on 04
pounds of liesh. Cannot even stand the smell
of alcohol, and the sight of an ale
bottle rouses
most unpleasant
feelings.” V»V
;|„,u. yo„
ln.inygeuuine original signed letters like above,
*
all proving that ttie

fred H. Lord accompanied the young men.

ments

out of the

character

Reunion in Pnrtlnml

“-

was

Edmund Wilson, Proprietor

Norman Arey and Wesley Nickerson were
elected as delegates from the M. E.
Sunday
school to the Boys’ Conference, which was in

of this city, while others have apparentto sacrifice the city’s inter-

1

“I
flneh

CITY DRUG STORE

Mrs. David H. Smith has closed her home on
Dean street for a few weeks, which she will
spend with her son, Arthur N. Smith of Portland.

out-

pleasure ly been ready

the life and

on

one-third reduction of the proposed

a

what

*r.

terest and

Miaa Blanche Belches wno has been at a
hospital in Portland was able to return to her
school in Farmington last week.

rate from nine cents to six for lights and
a
corresponding reduction for power.

.aea* to

^

1

FROM
A MAINE MAN
Who
Cured in 3

Professor Unna, of Germany, and
Dr. Sabouraud, the great French
Dermatologist, claim that a microbe causes baldness, and their
theory has been verified by eminent
This microbe destroy*
■dentists.
the hair follicles, in time causing the
scalp pores to close and the scalp to
become shiny. Then, it is believed
nothing will revive the growth. If
treated before this occurs, baldness
«nay be overcome.
We know of nothing that has
given such uaiver&ul satisfaction in
treating the E^alp and hair as Rexall
“93” Hair Tonic. It has been designed afier long study to overcome
the cause of faJling hair as discovered
by Prof. Unna, Dr. Sabouraud and
Other scalp ana hair specialists, and
we believe it will do more than anything else can to remove dandruff and
■top falling hair; and if any human
agency can promote a new growth
of hair it will do that, too.
We want you to make us prove it.
We will pav for a month's treatment
of Rexall ”93” Hair Tonic used during a trial, if you will use it according to directions, and are not
thoroughly satisfied. When we will
do this, you surely should not hesitate
to at least try it.
Start the treatment today. You*
mere request will get your money
Two sixes: 60o
back if you want it.
and $1.00.
You can buy Rexall “93'* Hair Toni®
Id this community only at our store:

Mr. W. F. Atwood of Bangor spent a few
days in town last week with his father and
sister Lewis and Clara Atwood.

it

1

try

The store of Mrs. L. M.
Wbarff has been
connected with the telephone.

appears
probable that the company will be compelled to yield to the popular demand

but what has been

i;
me

length

At

resign.

upon to

**

Authorities say that a mlcrob*
If y°** ar® losing
causes baldness.
huir
our remedy ®t our risk.

Rev. A. J. Lockhart attended the
convocation
at Bangor last week.
Miss Jessie D. Baker haa been
at the Paine
Hospital for treatment.

for power and light. Stormy meetings
have been held in the Council Chamber.
Councilmen have been by acclaim called

1

Scalp

nicrobes In Your

[Deferred.]

_

deal of

=========

WINTERPORT.

N. Y.

v

e

:

County Correspondence.

Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,

stores.

of their wares, feed
ng of hay and grain.

t

Happier.

“Throw Out the Life Line”—
Weak kidneys need help.

the beginning
,ht, :ime since
We have had but
scarcely any frost up to

t

and you would rather your
young people
should not read them. They are too
largely a record of the bad rather than
of the good. The Journal has
always
been, in my judgment, a clean paper-a
paper with a mission which it has so
nobly filled for so many years. May its
editor, compositors and contributors long
live to continue the good work.
From
the time of my first introduction
to its
pages, which by the way was in a letter
written by Kev. Theo Gerrish in
1882,
until now, I have felt that The
Journal
was my friend.
w. h. w
Springfield, Mis., Jan 25, 1913.

only

is that you pay in advance.

Remember, if you accept our big McCall bargain
the best we have ever made—you
may select free of
any one of the celebrated 15c.
terns from your first copy of McCall’s

1

postcard request

to The McCall

Call at this office
scribe today.

or

McCall Pat-

by sending

!

a

Company.

send your order

by

mail.

Sub-

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

|

SEARSPORT.
began to fall Tuesday morning, but was
light.
Capt. B. F. Colcord returned to Augusta
Snow
very

Tuesday.
Monday
7

o’clock
a

it

was

ROYAL

12 below.

Goodell is confined to the house
lame hand caused by a blister on the

Capt. W.
with

At

the coldest for the winter.

was

a. m.

H.

palm.

BAKING
POWDER

James O. Kneeland of Brewer is visiting
friends in the north part of the town for a few
weeks.

One of the most enjoyable sports for the
past week has been the catching of smelts
along the water front.
Miss Florence Colcord, who attended the

threatened with pneumonia last week, is
on

Pure

Absolutely

Governor’s ball in Augusta last week, is visiting in Portland.
J L. Hamilton, who was seriously ill and

Economizes

now

the road to recovery.

Butter, Flour,

makes the food

more
Eggs;
appetizing and wholesome

Mildred E. Bowen, w7ho has been visiting in Boston and vicinity the past three
weeks, returned home Wednesday.
Miss

T. C. Runneils Esq., who has been conto the house for several weeks with a
severe cold, was able to be dow n town SaturW.

The only Baking Powder made
lrom Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

fined

W. T. C.

NewTuryport, Mass., was
calling on his parents, Mr.
Runneils on Mount Ephraim

road.

Eugene N. Shute,

employed in

who is

one

of

PROSPECT
is now Searsport, Dec. 5, 1835, in the
Feb. 4th, George Miners
owned at the present time by David W ! Tuesday evening,
Nickels, but at that time the new houst of Mr. D. D. G. C., of Mt. Waldo Lodge, Frankfort,
Woodburn Nichols, in a part of which Mrs. j installed the following officers of McKinley
Carver’s parents began their housekeeping on Lodge, K. of F.: C. C. Walter Grant; V. C.
'■
the small scale characteristic of those days. George Overlock; Prelate, Oscar Billado; M. of
She was married to Capt. Jesse T. Carver May ! W., Manley Shute; K. of R. and S., Charles
M. of E., Edwin
6, 1863, and for some years made her home on I Gray; M. of F., Clifton Karnes;
!
Killman; M. of A.. Luther Ames; 1. G., Albeit
the sea with him in the bark Talevera and
After the
ships Matilda and Richard P. Buck, pursuing \ Cummings; O. G., Isaai Cummings.
fortune in the River Platte trade, the guano j installation a very fine oyster supper was
trade at the Chir.cha Islands and the China served and was greatly enjoyt d by all... Chas.
trade. Yielding to the desires of his kindred Alley left last Thursday for Millbridge, where
that he make his home among them, Capt. he has employment_The Busy Bee club will
Carver built the house occupied by Mr. Scar- hold their next meeting Feb. 12th w ith Mrs
Edith Haley and
borough of the Hubbard Co. Two children Jennie ^ Dockham... Mrs.
Mrs. Susie Brown were quests of Mr. and
were born to Capt. and Mrs. Carver—Fora,
Mrs. John Boyd in E'rankfort Wednesday...
who married Capt. Thomas Mollestad and died
is very low at this writing.
in Hadokate, Japan, in 1897, and Roscoe Pat- j Mrs. William Smith
rick Grey, a grocer of Tacoma, with whom and Mrs.^ Elsie Killman is with her.
his gracious wife his mother spent the last W INTERPORT.
Miss Jessie D. Baker has returned from the
years of her life. This home was brightened
what

of Cobb, Bates &. Yerxa in Boston, is spending .a two weeks’ vacation at
home.
the stores

house

Michsel Ward, who has been laid up for the
past six w7eeks with rheumatic fever, is slowly
improving, but not able yet to bear any weight
on his feet.

Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Colcord and Mrs. C. E.
Adams, who attended the governor’s reception
ot

11it11vi

.'Ptiirnpd home

lact o.'Kplf

m

Friday evening.
N. Putman had a severe attack of
illness last Sunday evening caused by a weak
heart, but is recovering slowly for a man of
his age, being now in his 90th year.

I Capt. J.

are loaded at
plant at Mack's Point, bound
to Northern Maine, and have been loaded for

| Seventy

car

loads of fertilizer

the A. A. C. Co.’s

time, but

some

delayed by

are

the strike

on

the B. & A.

grandchild,
joy, now a
and grandson

by the presence of the only living
Roscoe Jesse, his grandmother’s

Kanawha, Capt. Burns, arrived
with 3,300 tons of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co., at Mack’s Point, finished discharging Saturday and sailed for Newport
News.
Steamer

Wednesday

lad of sixteen. Besides her son
Mrs. Carver is survived by twTo brothers and
two sisters, Capt. Daniel C. Nichols, Mrs. Harriet E. Nickerson and Miss Annie Nichols of
Searsport, and Capt. Melville Nichols of Seat-

ball of the Searsport firemen
Friday evening, Feb. 14th. Music
by Greeley’s orchestra. Floor director, FaThe annual

w

ill be field

\\

son

per

Fletcher.

tle, Wash. Years ago Capt. Carver bought a
lot in Elmwood cemetery and agreed with his
wife that their mortal remains should lie in

Tickets to the ball, 50 cents

couple.
Welcome

Capt

burial in the

tery. He
later.
The

family

on

Obituary

brought home to Searsport and in a few days
her b dy will complete its long journey across
the continent and be placed to rest beside her

23, 1823.

team went to Cas-

played

the

returning Sunday morning
the weather around the

Corner.

Dodge’s

husband.

Golden

the steamer

and

the

across

z_-ro

bay

FebruChurch Notes
the first s< verely cold Sunday of
the winter, and owing to much sickness the
church attendance at the morning service was
Mr. McEihiney
much smaller than usual.
read the first four verses in the 16th chapter
of Matthew and in the epistle cf James 6; the
Congregational

ary 9th

with

mark.

Fred E. Stinson, who has

been veiy ill with bronchitis, is thought to be
a little better.... Eugene Nickerson has gone
back 0, Sandy point., where he has employment

death from

heart

train bound

to

Mr. t rench

were

pained

failure,

which occurred

the

son

of Hartwell and Mar-

tha (Black) trench u; Sandy point, and in his
boyhood followed the sea for several years,
sai.ir.g from Searsport in t :e new bark G. F.
ft hitten with Capt. Henj. Carver in the early
’7U’s. After retiring rom the sea he engaged
in busin.es
four

in

4

boston.

He leaves

a

widow

and

as

on

During

road.

the Belfast
or

the

Mr.

house for the

past y« ar six hundred more guests were
tered tnan during tie previous year.

regis-

hotel in 1835

the

first

as a

He sold

out

liken-

as

much

prompted l
“For tht ugh

a

matter

heart

y

as

of
well

love
as

faith so
mountains and have not
1

have

all

ples are applied to daily living, so far are they
practical value. Faith is worth just wha ; it

late William

remodeled it in 1874

is

of

The

by
opened
Ritchie. Other proprietors were
Robert Caliin and Ephraim Porter. William H
Mathews took charge of the house in 1S59 and

house

was

epistle

f

to Williston

Grinnell of Washington in 1S82. Mr. Mathews
leased the house to J. M. Savory of Searsport
for o.ie year during his administration. The
house was entirely destroyed by fire in 1894,
when W. E. Grinnell was proprietor, and rebuilt
by Williston Grinnell, the owner of the property. in 1895. George Veavey of Boston was
proprietor of the house for one year; then ft'.
E. Grinnell; then M. Pi. Knowlton and True G.
Trundy operated the house for a time. Mr
Twombiy took charge of the house in March
1912.

Leach. Sunday, Feb. 9th,
was the 128th birthday anniveisary of Deacon
Andrew Leach, for fifty years deacon of the
Deacon Andrew

prompts of Christian labor. It is measured
entirely by actions. “For as the body without
the spirit is dead, so faith without works is
dead.” The pastor was in charge of the evening serv.ee, and by request he spoke from 2
Samuel 33: 15, 16, 17, explaining why David,
after

expressing

a

wish for

water

from

the

the

Bethlehem, took it from the three men
had risked their lives getting it, but drinking not a drop, poured it out unto the Lord.
well of

UNCOLNVILLE.
Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt of Guilford, who
were called to town
by the death of Mrs.
Holt’s mother, Mrs. James Moody, returned
home last week_H. C. Moody of Brookline,
Mass., who has been in towm, returned home
Wednesday_Miss Georgia Hall returned
Friday from a few days’ visit in BelfastGerman measles are raging here and several
cases

are

reported-S.

J.

Moody

returned

Thursday to Boston, where he has employCongregational cnurch of Searsport. He ment_Miss Retta Cilley spent the past week
born in Middleborough, Mass., Feb. 9,1785,
with Mrs. Effie Grey.... Mrs. Clara McKenney

son

of Andrew and Hannah

Leach. When

years old he accompanied his father
visit to Boston at the time the keel of the

eleven
on a

frigate Constitution was laid and
proud of having had the pleasure
the entire length of the keel of
V,..

of

always
walking

“Old
Vile

nnrr.o

Coming

was

Iron-

norantc

Searsport in 1809 he engaged in the grocery business in a wooden
tuiiding at the corner of Main street and
Mount Ephraim avenue, and also shipped wood,
spars and bark to Boston. In 1811 he married
in ]£05.

AT

'A

“

.J
V

“

“

“

“

J

“

to

Belmont, called there by the death of her
father, Mr. Albert Morrill_Several from
here will attend the Food Fair in Belfast this
is in

week.
PALERMO.
The schools in town

closed Jan. 24th, with an
average attendance as follows: Linscott school,
88.2 per cent.
Pupils not absent or tardy,
Clement Quigg, Ida Morang. East school 87.6
I
per cent. Not absent or tardy, Clement Quigg,

Quigg, Greeley’s Corner, 87.5 per cent. j
Maynard Jones, Sylvia Jones, Woodbury Jones, I
Sally Black of West Prospect, by whom he had not absent or tardy. Carr’s Corner, 84.4 per !
I
two daughters, Sarah and Hannah. The for- cent.
James Studley, Charlie Studley, Inza
mer married Eibridge Dickey and the latter
Soule
not
absent
or
tardy. Foy
Soule, Stanley
Capt. Joseph Park. In 1834 he tore down his school, 82 per cent. Not absent or tardy,
wooden store and built the brick building on Gladys Norton, Doris Norton. Western Ridge,
Leach’s corner, now occupied by Miss Lucy
77.5 per tent. Centre, 74.5 per cent. Not abSargent and Mrs. F. A. Nye in the dry goods sent or tardy, Esther Nelson, Helen Nelson.
and millinery business. Mr. Leach continued The term of High school began Feb. 10th al
in business in the store until his death, Jan. the Branch, under the instruction of Emms
10, 1871, at the age of 86 years. J. H. Sullivan Nelson.
has a tapborer with the initials “A. L.” cut in
NORTH 1SLESBORO
the handle, which Mr. Leach used in the early
Mrs. Harriet Decker is in Camden for a few
holes
to
in
the
faucets
for
put
making
days
weeks, the guest of her sister, Mrs. Knight....
his barrels. L. W. Wentworth has a razor that
Deacon Leach used, and which had formerly
been used by his grandfather, James Leach of
Glencoe, Scotland. Mr. Wentworth prizes the
razor very highly, as it is of superior quality
and will stand the test as well as some of the
razors made in these modern times.

Obituary.
Mrs. Evelina Carver died of
heart failure in Tacoma, Washington, Feb.
6th. She was the daughter of Clark and
Sophronia (Phinney) Nichols and was born in

Ida

4.50

“

“

4.oo

“

“

Q ftA
O..JU

“

j

YES*

It

grade,

o

A.W

/or 'linn

Three'Da

CAN

BUY THE FAIYCUS

HO

that the celebrated Holeproof ii
You know they are the finest sort of h<-<.
will' an absolute Guarantee of Six Months’ service with
Here’s the prices for three days :
new hose free.

happens just

at reduced

once a year

prices.

—

$3.00 Hoieproof for Men and Women, $

port.

“

2.00

E

PORTS.

3.oo

At “Divide By Four” Prices

Gulfport. Miss, Feb 5. Ar, sch Blanche II
King, Tampa.
Sandy Key, Fla, Ftb 10. Passed, 2 pm, sch
Pendleton Brothers, Newport News for Gulf-

FOREIGN

_

HOLEPROOF

nah.

Havana, Jan 31. Arrived, schr S G Haskell,
Mobile for Arroyo, &c.

$3.75
3.38

For

YOU

Norfolk.

York.

II

:

REMEMBER--F9R THREE D*sY§ ONLY.

New York, Feb 4. Ar, sch Thelma, Savannah; 8, ar, sch Alice L Pendleton, Stamford,
Ct; 9, ar, sch Henry R Tilton, Windsor, N S,
via New Bedford, in tow; sld, sch Adelaide
Barbour, Philadelphia and San Juan.
Boston, Feb o. Sld, schs Stanley M Seaman,
Newport News and Porto Rico; Henry \\

Look,
Demerara.
Norfolk, Feb 6. Sld, sch Frontenac,-.
Port Tampa, Ha, Feb 7. Sld, sch Mary L
Baxter, Dodge, Baltimore.
New Bedford, Mass, Feb 7. Sld, sch Henry
R Tilton, New York (in tow of tug Fred E
Iii h rls.)
Fernandina, Feb 8. Sld, sch White Wings,
Philadelphia.
Georgetown, S C, Feb 10. Sld, sch John Bossert. New York.
Searsport, Feb 5- Ar, stmr Kanawha, Newport News; 6, ar, barge Boylston, Weymouth,
Mass; sld, stmr Millinocket, New York; barge
R & R L Co No 7, Boston; 8, sld, stmr Kanawha, Newport News.
Stockton, Feb 6. Sld, stmr Wilhelmina, New

EXAMPLES

REGAL SHOES

if
Jyf

PORTS.

Ar, sch Carrie

I

“DIVIDE BY FOUR” PRICES.

“

SHIP NEWS.

6.

1

II

Saturda

Men's and Women’s $5.00 Regals,

\

y \

..

Mobile, Feb

9
I

\ou all krcw the Quality of the famous
Regal Shoes. At full regular price*;
they are the very best values to be had, but for three davs you can buy ary
style, size, in our store at Twenty-five per cent off from regular.

Arey leturned Monday from Portland
where he went as a delegate to the Sunday
school convention..
Mrs. M. C. Arey is recovering froiii a grip cold... .Rev. A. J. Lockhart went to Orrir.gton Monday cn business
.Rev. C. J. Brown, Sunday school missionary
for the M. E. Church, preached a very line
sermon here last Sunday morning.

Cramp,

||
|

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

man

who

First
was

THE FAMOUS

I

>

though not yet out of danger.Mr. Charles
McDermott and daughter Martha are on the
sick list... Mr. and Mrs. George West have
returned from Chicago, w here they had been
for some months.Wm. J. Kennedy, and
daughter Margie of Boston visited Mrs. Kennedy’s father, Mr. Lewis Atwood, and her sister. Miss Clara Atwood, over Sunday... Nor-

AMERICAN

and

Friday

HERE ARE SOME

_

Paine Hispital much, improved in health.
Wm. McNulty, who is at the hospital, is also I
improving.... Mrs. LeRoy Leonard’s baby is
sick with pneumonia... Mr. James Gorrivan,
who is thought to be the oldest man in town
has been very ill, but is somewhat better

the
was

that 1 could remove
love 1 am nothing." And yet even this faith
will be worthless unless it bear fruit. The
branch that, no matter how beautiful its flowThe fruit
ers remains unfruitful,is cast away.
of faith is work. So far as Christian princi-

W. b.
The Searsport Louse Closed.
Twombiy dosed the Searsport House Feb. 10th
and has moved to one of the cottages on Moose
Point Farm

must be

logic:

brain.

years and 11 months.

Twomtly’s proprietorship

from

The text

To them James in this

Relief

children; aiso one brother, Frank French
Mrs. Loomis Fames of Searsport
His age was 59
an aunt of the deceaseu.

of bus ton.
was

also

I

Thursday,

Philadelphia. Feb 8. Cld, sch Herald, Calais;
ing those who confess Christ hut have not a
10. ar, sch Adelaide Barbour, New York.
Christ-like faith. Like the Pharisees many
Baltimore, Feb 4. Cld, ship Win P Frye,
are still asking a sign from heaven, rot real- | San Francisco.
Feb 4.
Sch Margaret M Ford,
I
Jacksonville,
izing that a faith awakened by visible mira- | while hoisting
cargo aboard, carried away
cles would be forced arid unnatural. Paul call.* I misczi niopmast; 6, ar, schs Fairfield, New
York; 7, ar, J Manchester Haynes, do; ar, sch
faith the substance of hir.gs not seen. To be
Alice Holbrook, Baltimore.
of moral value it must le purely voluntary.
Savannah, Feb 2. Ar, sch Methebesec, New
Then it will be a vital force, warm enough
York.
to melt character and cast it in new moulds.
Bridgeport, Feb 5. Ar, sch Thelma, Savan-

a

Feb. 2nd.

Philadelphia, .Sunday

was

on

verse

who, though spiritual outcastc, yet believe in
God.

hear of his

to

first

the

fourteenth to the twenty-sixth.
James 2:19; “Thou believest that there is one
God; thou doest well; the devils a*so beli« ve
All New Testament writers
and tremble."
admit the existence of demons or evil spirits,

R. T.

The many friends in town of Fred Y French

alpoie, Mass.,

was

chapter,

2nd

Dodge, who is living with his daughter, Mrs. ft H. Cate, in
Everett, Mass., is nearly 98 years «>id and is
enjoy ing the best of health this winter.
with his team.... Mr

of ft

«•»»«

uruugui

with tbe assistance of the Free Masons Mrs.
Carver succeeded in
having bis remains

Searsport basketball

evening

11

ends of the earth. He died in August, 1890,
was buried in tbe Falkland Islands, but

Rod Saturday
local team, and were
defeated, 3G to IS. They had to remain over
nignL on account of the strong northwest wind,
tme

even

evening for
lot in the Gordon Ceme-

born Oct.

was

possiDie,

and

arrived Tuesday

remains

The

Gilkey died at the Sailors
Brighton, N. V., Feb. 9th.

New

Snug Harbor,

II

lot,

tnat

II

/-\

W. E. Runneils of
and Mrs.

jl

BURNT CHILD DREADS THE HRE, ETC.” You probably have been “scorched” before now
sales. In other words, you have been disappointed. The great bargains that
you read about d: i;
such great bargains when you come to see them. Fact is, Bargains are
usually what the mercha,,
be rid of. For some reason “he is stuck”—so he passes it on to you if he can. How different are our fair.,
By Four Sales. You are not asked to buy “this or that,” just take your choice out of one of the biggest
in the State of Maine at a straight Twenty-Five per cent discount irom regular
prices. When you sh
sider that our regular prices, consistent with the high quality we maintain, are lower than
elsewhere, you ca;
ihe importance of this announcement. Remember- nothing reserved, only time, and that is limited to

ii \

day.
in town last week

DIVIDE
1
“BY FOUR”
SALE!

“

“

“

|

“

1.50
ccni\/inC BV CAg IB 3
Ui V I L/C. D ¥
■
v/ U « i
this:
a
little—like
your pocket.
Figure
Women’s
Boots, $3.00 value,
2.00
Shoes,
Boys’

This
“the

3

•

/

Girls’
Children’s
“

2.50
“
1.50
££
.75
EVERY SHOE

Divide

££

“

“

“

IN

OUR

“

“

“

£t

££

££

Boys’ and Girls'Shoe
by Four—and put fli.

by Four 75c off, Cut Price, $2.25
“

“

££

that all the
you Divide

means

family”

££

££
££

50c

63c
37c
19c

STORE AT SAME

“

££

“

1.50

£t

££

££

1.87

££

££

££

1.13

£<

££

££

j

.56

DISCOUNT.

American, Brodhead. Delaware Breakwater.
MARINE

MISCELLANY.

Schr Fred W
Jacksonville, Fla, Feb 9.
Ayer, which put in here Jan 31 in distress,
having lost masts and rigging in a heavy gale
will be towed to Philadelphia for repairs. Hir
cargo will be transferred to another vessel.
Rockland, Me, Feb 9. Schr Rebecca J Moulton, of New London, Ct, which went ashore on
Two Bush Ledge, on Eastern Penobscot Bay,
yesteiday, was floated by a tug and towed to
this port to-day. She had 12 feet of water in
j
her hold.
Chatham, Mass. Feb 9. The schooner re- j

POSITIVE L

POSITIVELY

NOTHING CH

NOTHING CHARGED

AT THE

AT THESE
“DIVIDE BY FOUR”

“DIVIDE BY
PRICES

PRICES.

ported

in distress yesterday four miles S E of
the Lucia Porter, Spragg, New York
for St John, N B, Assistance was given her by j
the Chatham life saving crew and revenue
Mothers Can
cutter Acushnet.
Boston, Feb 6. Advices received here yester- Dr. King’s New Discovery and give it to the
day stated that the schooner Pendleton Satisand suffering with
faction, Capt Kneeland, had stranded at the en- little ones when ailing
trance to Cape Haytien Harbor while bound to colds, coughs, throat or lung troubles, tastes
that port from Mobile and was in a precarious
nice, harmless, once used, always used. Mrs.
position. Her cargo is being discharged into Bruce
Crawford, Niagra, Mo., writes: “Dr.
lighters. The disaster to the vessel recalls the
sea tragedy in which she figured 12 years ago
King’s New Discovery changed our boy from a
when, as the Myra B Weaver, she capsized in pale, weak, sick boy to the picture of health
Vineyard Sound while on her way here from a
it at all Druggists.
Southern port, resulting in the drowning of Always helps. Buy
the captain, several of the crew and two young
women, relatives of the captain, who were on
board.
BOKM

here,

was

MAKKIK1>

Saftly Buy

WANTED
A GOOD SIOMAGit

Allenwood, In Belmont, January 30, to
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Allenwood, a daughter,
Ruth Evelyn.
Cousins. In Stonington, January 3, to Mr.
and Mra. C. Lyman Cousins, a daughter—Ethel

Elmwood*
Edmunds. In Montville, February 8, to Mr.
MI-O-NA btomach Tablets are guaranteed and Mrs. G. L. Edmunds, a son.
Grant. In Sandy point, February 1, to Mr.
by A. A. Howes & Co. to end indigestion and
give you 8 good vigorous stomach, or money and Mrs. Converse Grant, a son.
back. They relieve after dinner distress in
Merchant. In Rockland, February 2, to
five minutes. 60 cents.
Mr. and Mrs. George Merchant, a son—HarMI-O-NA for belching of gas.
land Blanchard.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ladd spent the week-enc
MI-O-NA for distress after eating.
Morse. In Belmont, January 28, to Mr. and
in CaBtine with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
MI-O-NA for foul breath.
Mrs. W. S. Morse, a son,
ert Cosgrove... Capt. O. F. Coombs went t:
MI-O-NA for loss of appetite.
Nash. In Belfast, February 9, {to Mr. and
New York last week to take command of tl t
MI-O-NA for heartburn.
Mrs. Walter F. Nash, a son, Walter Hartson.
MI-O-NA for sick headache.
Osborne. In Sharon, Mass., January 81, to
ach. Pendleton Sisters.... Miss Althea Yeat n
MI-O-NA for night sweats.
Mr. and Mra. Randolph Osborne, a daughter.
arrived home Feb. 8th, She will resume hei
MI-O-NA for bad dreams.
Philbrook. In Matinicus, January —, to
studies at the Castine Normal school in th< !
MI-O-NA after a banquet.
Mr. and Mra. Leroy Philbrook, a ton—Ivan
of
vomiting
Auatin.
Ml-0-NA|for
pregnancy.
Fields
has
move*
spring....Mr. Wellington
Makes rich, pure blood—puts vigor, vim,
Scott. In Deer Isle, January 18, to Mr. and
into tha O. F. Coombs house....Thirty-nim
Mrs. John G. Scott, a son.
vitality into the whole body.
volumes have recently been addad to our Sun'
Free trial treatment from Booth’s MI-O-NA,
Smith. In Vinalhaven, January 29, to Mr.
Buffalo. N. T.
and Mra. Frank A. Smith, a daughter.
day school library.

Ingraham- Philbrook. In Rockport, Feb3, Maynard Ingraham and Helen Philbrook. both of Rockport.
FebIn Thomaston,
Linscott-Beckett.
ruary 5, Maynard Linscott of Rockland and
Amy Belle Beckett of Thomaston.
Pendleton-Pendleton. In Isleshoro. February 2, by J. A. Pendleton, .Justice of the
Peace, Ellery E. Pendleton and Miss Hazel F.
Pendleton, noth of Isleshoro
RUSSELL-CLARK. In Rockport, Februai y
5, by Rev. T. S. Ross, Van Everett Russell and
Miss Christella Frances Clark, both of Rockport.
Tenney-Walker. in Brooksville, February !
1, by Rev. Charles F. Atkins, Thomas A. Ten-

ruary

months.
Chamfney. In Rock port, February 5, Alonzo L). C-hampney, aged 70 years, 4 months, 4

days.

BELFAST

►

Corrected Week
PRODUCE

MAKKF.l

Carver. In North Dakota, January 12, Apples, per obi. 75ai
Deitida (Cooper), wife of the late Eben Cardried, per !b..
ver, formerly of Yinalhaven and a native of Beans, pea,
2.85a"
North Haven. aged 70 years.
Beans,
E., 2.50a.
Delano
In Verona. February 2, Miss Lil- Butter,
28a."
lian M. Delano, aged 16 years, 7 days.
Beef, skies.
Fames. In Bucksport, February 7, Paul R. Beel,
forequarters.
Fames, aged 49 years, 3 months, 12 days.
0
Barley, bu,
Foi st. In Belfast, February 7. Marjorie G.,
Cheese,
daughter of Harvey N. and Mattie Wade Chicken.
Foust, .ged 5 months and 20 days.
Caif Skins,
Gray.
In Orland, January 31, Samuel W.
Duck,
Gray, aged 80 years.
Eggs.
Haskell
In Stonington, Jar uary 30, Mrs. Few 1,
L. Celeste Haskell, aged 67 years, 4 months, 5 Geese.
ney of Turner and Miss Emma J Walker of
days.
Brooksville
RETAIL PRICE.
Kittredge. In Belfast, February 5, Mrs.
Trull-Coombs. In Belfast, February 7, by
; Hannah
J., widow of Benjamin Kittredge, j Beef, Corned.
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Mr. Fred E. Trull and
18a:
Butter Salt.
aged 76 years, 5 months and 24 days.
Miss Katherine H. Coombs, both of Belfast.
b>
Leach.
In Orland, February 2, Guy H. Corn,
j Cracked Corn,
! Leach, aged 25 years, 11 months, 8 days.
0.
! Mead. In Lincolnville, February 2, Mrs. j Corn Meal.
I>1K»
i-4
Caroline Elisabeth Mead, aged about 84 years, j Cheese,
j
1 85 !
ORCtITT In Amherst, February 4, William ! Cotton Seed,
Ball. In Eagle Island light station, Jan- j
10
Codfish,
G.
63
dry,
Orcutt,
aged
years.
of
HanHoward
T.
Ball, formerly
j
uary 81,
15
Pillsbury. In Malden, January 31, Miss Cranberries,
cock.
28.
Clover Seed,
Barbour. In Stonington, January 21, Mrs. j Hannah L. Pills! nry, formerly of Rockland,
6.00a7.25 8a.Victoria Barbour, aged 79 years, 8 months, 27 aged 82 years and 27 days. Burial at Owl’s Flour,
4.50:«
H. G. Seed.
Head.
pays.
j
14 ^1'
Lard,
Bowden. In Leach’s Point, Orland, Jan-,
Wadlin. In Belfast, February 10, Tileston
74
29
Willis
A.
31,
Bowden,
years,
aged
uary
Wadlin, aged 62 years and 21 days.

days.

Burpee. In Rockland, February 9, Hattie
E. (Dyer) wife of Richard H. Burpee, aged 48
years, 1 month and 25 days.
Bridges. In West Brooklin, January 81
Mrs. Susan Bridges.
In Tacoma, Wash., February 5,
Carver.
Evalina W., widow of Capt. Jeaaie T. Carver,
formerly of Searsport, aged 77 yean and 2

|
li

j
s

j1
j

|

I

f

^

J
)

1

*

Committee

In Troy, February 5, Miss
Whitehouse, aged 58 years.
The Judiciary Comniiu«
Stone. In Belfast, February 12, Electa B., hearing
widow of the late Capt. Martin Stont, aged 81
TUESDAY, February 1>
yean, 3 months and 9 days.
On an Act to enlarge
Smith. In Prospect, February 8. Mrs. Helen Sheepscot Valley Power
JOHN H. 1"
3t5
Smith, aged 81 yean.
Whitehouse.

j

;

Kate

i
A
N

\

